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Full employ merit:
two magic words
By STERLING F. GREEN
WASHINGTON (AP) - The term "full employment" is
in '-vogue' with today 's economic seers and policymakers. But
-—
¦> the magic words don't always mean what
seem to say.
An AP theyFor
example, an avowed goal of PresiNews
dent Nixon's economic policy is full emPl°y ment by mid-1972. Yet some of his adAnalvcic
Mnaiysis
visers admit they'd be reasonably happy if,
•; '
. • I }*V that time, there were as many as 3.5
million men and women still looking for jobs.
And the President wants to balance the "full employment budget" for fiscal 1972, starting next July l. He may
do that, but he could still have a real, financial deficit of
$10 or $12 billion.
What does full employment mean , then?
In customary Washington usage nowadays , it means getting unemployment down to about 4 percent of the labor
force. \
That would still leave at least 3.3 million people jobless ,
Paul W. McCracken, chairman of the President's Council of Economic Advisers told questioners he thinks of 4 percent as "the midpoint of a full employment zone." Other officials acknowledge that anything up to 4.5 percent—and
maybe a little more—would be a reasonable goal for mid1972. : ;
And that would represent a solid gain, because many expect the rate to climb above 6 percent in 1971 before it
starts down. Few think it will get as low as 5 percent anytime next year.
The term full employment became embedded in the
language during the Great Depression of the 1930s, when it
was a pie-in-the-sky target of the Roosevelt New Deal.
The definition was vague, but it was achieved hi World
War II. Over-achieved , in fact, because the wartime labor
shortage was as acute as the ijre or meat shortage.
In many respects the ^Bunfefr 's war production effort
was limited by lack of labor^iEven so, there was still 1,2
percent unemployment in |$4 , the year of peak homefront
. effort. ' :.
This was less than what the experts call normal "frictional" unemployment. Frictional unemployment represents
newcomers to the labor force who haven't yet found work,
workers who quit to hunt another job , some who were laid
off but hope to be called back ; others who are idle because
of weather, or who are waiting for a call to work^from a
cannery, lumber mil] or other "seasonal or sporadic employer.
A quarter-century ago it was generally assumed that the
frictionally unemployed—plus those who couldn't get work
because of illiteracy^ instability or other handicaps — would
add up to 2 or 2% percent of the labor force.

If Laird can find a way

Accelerated withdrawals seen

By FRED S. HOFFMAN
WASHINGTON (AP) — Secretary of Defense Melvin R.
Laird will explore ways to accelerate the withdrawal of U.S.
troops when he \isits Vietnam next month, sources say.
Pentagon officials say cutting the current U.S. troop
strength of about 343,000 in half during the coming year is a
reasonable goal.
At that level, the United States might need only volunteers in Southeast Asia.
Laird's public position, as he told a news conference Tuesday, is to "meet or beat" a troop ceiling objective of 284,000
by next May 1, as set by President Nixon.
The defense secretary refuses to project beyond that date,
but according to every indicator he is anxious for a faster
pace. ' '
After an expected lull in withdrawals for a couple of
months as insurance against a possible enemy lunar new
year offensive, the pullout pace is likely to speed up again.
Pentagon authorities now forecast that the U.S. troop level by next May 1may be down as low as 275,000—or 9,000 under Nixon's stated objective.
The U.S. ground combat role is due to end by then , and
the drive to turn over to the South Vietnamese the more com-
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(Con-iinued on page 17a, col. 1)
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plex air and logistics support functions will accelerate.
Even as the reduction of U.S. -combat activities and casualties has claimed more public attention , the United States
has been working to prepare the South Vietnamese for the
supportrole.
Training in such fields as aircraft and helicopter operations, aircraft and weapons maintenance, and other technical tasks, takes longer than conventional infantry and artillery instruction.
It is in these technical areas that Laird hopes to spur a
speedup.
Pentagon officials expect no serious opposition from U.S.
military leaders in Saigon. What the South Vietnamese reaction may be to such prodding is open to question.
Defense planners aim to pare the U.S. presence in Vietnam to an advisory force of about 40,000 men by the summer
of 1972. At the peak of U.S. involvement, the United States
had a total
¦ ¦ of 543,400 uniformed men in Vietnam on April 30.
.;,
1969.. ;' '
How long an advisory force would remain in Vietnam
could hinge on whether and when the United States and North
Vietnam reach a political settlement of the: war.

Dayan begins
campaign for
cease-fire

¦
SAIGON (AP) - Thousands
of South Vietnamese paratroopers have pushed 40 miles into
Cambodia today, trying . to
break a North . Vietnamese
stranglehold on the Cambodian
government's northern front.
"The aim of ;the operation is
to relieve the pressure: on , the
Cambodian provincial capital of
Kompong Cham ," South Vietnamese military headquarters
said.
"
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TESTING . . . ONE, TWO, THREE . . . The National
Christmas Tree glowed Tuesday night as the nearly 6,000
lights were tested for tonight's ceremony when President
Nixon officially lights the tree. The 78-foot •white spruce
from South Dakota appears as tall as the 555-fpot Washington Monument in the background. (AP Photofax)

Kompong Chain, has been under siege for several months.
Cambodia 's third largest city, it
lies on Highway 7 along the Mekong River , 47 miles northeast
of Phnom Penh and 120 miles
northwest of Saigon*
Field reports said 2J500 of Uie
South .Vietnanaese .armyjs .best

troops were landed by waves of west of Kompong Cham to the
helicopters into rubber planta- district town of Skoun.
tions northwest of Kompong A linkup Was expected soon.
Cham on Monday. A commu- Only small clashes were renique said the paratroopers met ported across South Vietnam.
little' initial resistance, and a U.S. officials reported an Amerspokesman said two minor, con- ican was killed and five woundtacts were reported Tuesday ed when two helicopters were
with four North Vietnamese shot down and another was hit
killed and one paratrooper by enemy fire.
wounded.
"
The South Vietnamese" spokes- Two GIs were killed and three
actions in
wounded
in
other
man said it appeared that a
Vietnam.
South
sizeable North Vietnamese force
that earlier had been repdrteVl Reports reaching Saigon said
in the region had pulled back 26 Vietnamese were killed and
for the time being, thus account- 90 wounded from two explosions
ing for the light contact.
Monday night in a crowd of 500
Two joint forces of South Viet- people in a Mekong Delta vilnamese and Cambodian troops lage 44 miles southwest of Saiwere reported moving from gon. Earlier reports put the caswest and east in an attempt to ; valbjr toll at 17 killed and 87
clear the 3.2 miles of Route 7 Grounded.

Explosive econoraic
game plan forecasted
NEW YORK (AP ) -The
most daring game plan to
evolve during the next few
weeks will likely have more
to do with the pre-election
economic policies of the Nixon administration than with
postseason football bowl
games.
Present indications a r e
that after playing two years
of defensive* ball control, the
Nixon team is planning an
explosive second half , even
if it requires they give up
a few points to the foe.
That much can now be
deduced from reports that
the Council of Economic Advisers hopes to achieve a
real growth in the economy
of 8 percent, a figure more
than double what many economists figure would constitute a good yttar.
Such a plan would involve
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READY ' TO TALK . . .
SST opponent Sen. William
Proxmire , D-Wis., leaves
his Capitol Hill office with
material for his planned
filibuster on the Senate
floor . Earlier tho House approved $210 million for development of the supersonic plane. (AP Photofax) '

more spending by government and a relaxation of
monetary restraint by the
Federal Reserve B o a r d ,
which largely controls monetary policy.
The chief goal of such a
game plan — . or at least
the most likely , result —
would be a sharp decrease
in unemployment from the
current rate of 5.8 percent
or more of the civilian labor force to something near
or less than 5 percent by
election time.
And, many economists believe", a corollary of such a
program might be a continuation of inflation at a rate
well in excess of the goal
originally sought by the administration. It would be a
concession to the foe.
However, if inflation does
continue at a rate" of 4 per-

cent a year, it could bring
with it a renewal of pressures on the dollar, which
some foreign governments
continue to feel is over-valued in relation to other currencies.
Either way the game is
played from now on, the
focus is likely to be on the
1972 election. As the administration learned in the past
two years, there is a long
lag before economic policies
bring desired results.
The big problem for the
administration is that while
it can outline a game plan
it cannot put it into being
without the cooperation of
otheY elements, somewhat in
the way a coach must rely
on the weather and the inspiration of his rooters. The
President does not have the
power to dictate events.

Economic upturn
signs 'missing'
By BILL NEIKIRK
WASHINGTON ,W> - With
industrial production taking
a fourth straight monthly
slide, signs of a hoped-for
economio upturn continue to
elude the Nixon administration.
The six-tenths of one percent decline in tho key economic indicator in November came despite settlement
of the United Auto Workers '
strike against General Motors.
White the drop was not as
severe as October's decline
during " the height of the
strike, it still reflected a
lag; in the economy.
The Federal Reserve
Board Tuesday attributed
mo>st of the drop to a slack
of output in business and
defense equipment and Industrial materials.
But the board offered one
hopeful note.
Auto assemblies, which
fell sharply during the
strike, maintained a steady
Ence in November and the
oard snid: "with 4he settlement of tho strike, niito>
production Is expected to>
rise sharply in December."
Meanwhile, Paul W. McCracken , chairman of President Nixon 'a Council of

Economic Advisers, was
quoted as giving Republican
senators Tuesday a "moderately optimistic" view of
the economy in 1971.
Sen . Gordon Allott, RColo., said McCracken predicted a mild decrease in
unemployment in 1971, "but
not of a startling nature ."
In November, unemployment stood at. 5.8 percent
of tne work force, highest
in Tk years.
In other news of the economy, the government, reported the nation 's economy
passed tho $1 trillion mark
Tuesday.
President Nixon celebrated the event by unveiling a
new Gross Nntionnl Product clock , nn electric device
thai, ticks off the nation 's
output in goods and services
at. the rate of $2,000 per
second.
Nixon said the nation
would not be able to propose government health ,
education and welfare programs without such "nn
enormously productive economy ."
The GNP clock, which
licks off infl'nHon as well ns
growth in the economy, cost
about $0,000, Commerce Department officials said.

BILLET BOMBED . . . A South Vietnamese military policeman stands guard outside a U.S. officers billet in Saigon Tuesday
night after a 33-pound terrorist bomb exploded causing extensive damage to the first
three floors of the six-story building. Two
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McGovern ^S!
impelled by what he calls
the frustration of powerlessness in tho Senate, is expected to become the first
man to declar e for tho 1972
presidential race — stories,
page 8a,
Fans of the De,,a
Annan
IgUCttll

Queen , which may
have paid her last visit to
Winona and other Mississippi River ports, obtained a
respite Tuesday — story,
page 13a.
Former SecrcniCKei tary of the Interior Walter .1. Ilieltcl has
snid president ial staff members enmo between him and
President Nixon and created
nn "isolation of thought " —¦
stories and picture , page
UBAB/AI

14a.

Minnesota wvM^ntotS
radlUBU ernor-olect Wen- *
dell Anderson has announced sovcral inoro appointments, including .ion Wefakl as agriculture commissioner—story, page 17a.

Douglas UZS'nZ.

Iweon tho Central Intelligence Agency and Supremo
Court. Juslico William O.
Dftiiglns has been disclosed
by house investigators —
story, page Ma.

Americans suffered minor cuts and a Vietnamese woman and child outside the building were injured. Jeep, foreground , was
thrown across the street by the force of the
blast. (AP Photofax)

TEL AVTV (AP) — Defensa
Minister Moshe Dayan reportedly' began a campaign today for a
permanent cease-fire along th»
waterway arranged by the United Nations.
Dayan invited the chief U.N.
truce observer, Maj. Gen. Ensio
Siilasvuo of Finland , to Jerusalem to discuss the "object" of
the current standstill scheduled
to expire Feb. 5.
But informed sources said
Dayan asked Siilasvuo during
the half-hour conference to go to
Cairo "to work out and consolidate a proper extension of the
present cease-fire." The initiative r^ortedly was prompted
by Dyan's discussions last
week with President Nixon in
Washington.
Dayan told newsmen he and
Siilasvuo discussed ways to
safeguard the truce and the situation of seriously wounded I*
raeli servicemen held prisoner
by Egypt. Israel wants the United Nations to seek their release.
King Hussein of Jordan continued his swing through the
West and arrived in Bonn for
talks with Chancellor Willy
Brandt and Foreign Minister
Walter Scheel.
President Anwar Sadat of
Egypt sent Hussein an urgent
appeal to "put a final end" to
animosity between the Jordanian army and the Palestinian
guerrillas, the Cairo newspaper
Al Ahram reported.
The note urged both parties to
abide strictly by the provisions
of the September Cairo.agreement that ended Jordan 's 1-day
civil war, the newspaper said.
Further fighting in Jordan , It
said, "continues to drain the
eastern front at a time when the
moment of decision is approaching with the end of the current
cease-fire period."
The Egyptian president also
sent messages to leaders of Syria , Libya and Sudan—Egypt's
partners in a projected Arab
federation—calling for joint action to solve the Jordanian problem.

Senate doves blocking
aid-to-Cambodia issue

By H. L. SCHWARTZ III
WASHINGTON un .— Senate doves have blocked temporari ly further action on
providing aid to Cambodia ,
claiming the Nixon administration seeks not money but
a "political instrument like
the Gul f of Tonkin resolu.
tion. "
"We ought, to be very
careful about going down
that road a second time,"
said Sen. J. W . Fulbright ,
R-Ark „ in referring to tho
19(54 legislation thai opened
the way to escalation of the
Vietnam war.
Fulbri ght , chairman of the
Foreign Relations Committee, teamed with Sen. Mike
Gravel , D-Alaskn , Tusftlny
to block action on a $550million foreign aid bill despite a set of tight restrictions on $255 million earmarked for Cambodia.
Neither senator would indicate when he might,perm 't
a voto. But, Senate Democratic Lender Mike Mansfield set aside some time
today for continued debate
before calling up nn appropriations measure containing funds for the supersonic transport plane.

Adding to confusion over
the Cambodian aid program
was acti on by a HouseSenate conference committee weakening yet another
set of restrictions on U.S. involvement in Cambodia.
The conferees, in approving a $55.5}) billion defense
money hill , barred use at
U.S. combat troops in Cambodia. But they lacked on
a paragraph which Mansfield said nullifies the intent ,
That paragraph , included
at the insistence of House
conferees, says:
"Nothing contained in this
section should be construed
as prohibiting the President;
from taking action in said
areas designed to promote
the safe and orderly withdrawal or disengagement of
U.S. forces from Southeast
Asia or to aid in the release
of Americans held prisoner
of war ."
The restraints in the aid
bifl , approved Monday by
the Foreign Relations Committee, include o prohibition against ground combat
troops and advisers in Cambodia. There is n statement
that approvnl of aid is not

a commitment to defend the
country and a requirement
that the President inform
Congress 30 days before
giving Cambodia additi onal
emergency assistance.
The authorization bill had
been expected to sail
through the Senate. Only
the day before, in what
amounted to a slightly unorthodox eart - before- t hehorso procedure, the Senate had approved nctual
appropriation of tho aid. Included , however, was a proviso that bars spendlng.until tho authorization is approved — a procedure that
sometimes j s ignored.
Against that backdrop,
Gravel
introduced
an
amendment to strip an new
Cambodian money — $155
million — from the authorizati on bill. The remainder
of tho $255 million is to repay funds transferred earlier to Cambodia.
Sen. Robert P. Griffin of
Michigan , assistant Republican leader, said adoption
of tho Gravel amendment
"would very seriously jeo pardize withdrawal of U.S.
troops from Vietnam."

The weather

Emasculation
just a rumor,
police say
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The daily record
Winona funerals

At Community
'
Memorial Hospital

Frank O'Laughlin
Funeral services for Frank Maternity patients: 2 to 3:30 and 7 to
8:30 p.m. (Mi\t$ only.)
O'Laughlin, 1535 W. 5th St., were Visitors to a patient limited . to two at
one time.
held today at the Cathedral of Visiting hours: Medical and surgical
2 to 4 and 7 to 1:30 p.m. (No
of the Sacred Heart, the Rt. patients:
children under 12.)
Rev. Msgr. Joseph R. McGinTUESDAY
The Winona Police Depart- nis officiating. Burial was in St.
ADMISSIONS
ment has asked local news Mary's Cemetery.
media to clear the air of ru- Pallbearers, all grandsons, Gary Kohner, Winona Rt. 3.
mors circulating in the city were Richard and Joseph Wood, Mrs. Walter Rupprecht, Lewabout an alleged child emascuTimothy, Michael, Sean and Wil- iston, Minn.
lation.
Jody Cisewskl, 275 Jefferson
Assistant Chief John Schdrer Lam O'Laughlin.
:'
St.
said this morning that rumors Members of the 4th Degree Asthan an eight-year-old boy had sembly of the Knights of Co- Lawrence Sass Jr., Rushford ,
WEATHER FORECAST . . . Line of rain and snow is been emasculated in a shopping lumbus who provided an honor Minn.
expected today in the Northeast. Another line of snow and center rest room near here were guard at the church and ceme- Curtis Anderson, 371 E. Saninow flurries is predicted in the Rocky Mountains. Showers completely unfounded.
Carlus E. Walter, Wil- born St.
The rumor flared up here, tery were
are forecast for the Pacific coast. It will be cooler over much
Mrs. Edwin Evanson, Winona
he said, after a letter to the lard Angst, Paul M. Brom, Domof toe nation. (AP Photofax)
Rt.
2.
RollingTony
editor appeared in Monday's inic E. Pelowski,
DISCHARGES
Daily NeVs. Since then, all lo- er, Jerry Hennessy, Stanley Stolcal law enforcement agencies pa, Frank J. Boland, James Mc- John R. Miller, Lewiston,
have been plagued with tele- Cabe, Walter Lange, Leo P. Mc- Minn.
Martin Kramer, Watkins Mephone calls about the incident. Carthy, Hubert M. Weir, Warren
Readings for the 24 hours ending at noon today :
In denying that the incident C. Moe, Carl Fischer, Andrew; morial Methodist Home.
Maximum temperature 30, minimum 5, noon 30, pre- took place, Scherer noted parLemmer, Paul Libera, Art Stie- Alcius Wen tworth, Homer,
cipitation none.
ticularly that the woman was ver, Norbert Speltz and Elmer Minn.
A year ago today :
Raymond Mohan, Lewiston,
not to be blamed in any way. Evanson.
High 23, low 2, noon 14, no precipitation.
Minn.
"The woman is genuinely conNormal temperature range for this date 28 to 12. Record cerned," Scherer said, "and —¦
Mrs. Michael Yahnke and
Two-Sta te funerals baby,
high 58 in 1959, record low 21 below in 1932.
111 E. King St.
being a mother with small chilSun rises tomorrow at 7:36, sets at 4:29.
Mrs. Ricky Mehaffey and
dren — she has a right to be
Joseph H. Lancaster
concerned."
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special) baby, 164% E. 4th St.
The assistant chief said that — Funeral services for Joseph Mrs. Paul Dettloff and baby,
public concern about the rumor- R. Lancaster, Lake City, were 300 Oak St;
ed incident led him to order held this afternoon at the Pe- John McGuire, 1468 Heights
juvenile division Sgt. James Hill terson-Sheehan Funeral Home, Boulevard.
Miss Lois Steyer , 574 W. Wato conduct a thorough investi- with Mrs. S. C. Johnson, reader
gation to trace the rumor.
of the Christian Science Church, basha St.
Sgt. Hill's report, completed officiating. Burial was in Lakethis morning, states that the wood Cemetery.
Full
Last Qtr.
New
1st Qtr.
Municipal court •
DepartRochester
Police
Dec. 28
Jan. 3
Jan. 11
Dec. 20
Pallbearers
were
Ed
Barber,
ment originally received an LaVern Herron Cliff Sdgla, Wayne S. Brown, 25, 117
,
anonymous telephone call reElsewhere
Clyde Merrell, Ardell Geislei Stone St., pleaded guilty to an
porting that an eight-year-old and Dick L. Mills.
assault charge to which he had
High Low Pr. St. Charles boy had been emaspleaded not guilty Sept . 10.
S.E. Minnesota
Paul Dubke
Albany, cloudy ... .. 24 -6 . . .." culated by a group of youths
Accused of assaulting Robert
in a: rest room at the Apache
Partial clearing tonight. Albuquerque, clear . 43 22 .. Mall Shopping Center, Roches- EYOTA, Minn. (Special)—Fu- Grande on Aug. 28, he drew a
neral services for Paul Dubke, $100 fine> which was suspended
Fair to partly cloudy Thurs- Atlanta, rain ....... 47 40 .89 ter, on Nov. 13.
day. Low tonight 10-14; high Bismarck, clear .... 23 1 .. An extensive police investiga- rural Eyota, will be at 2 p.m. for one year on a good beThursday at the Johnson-Schri- havior condition. He appeared
Thursday 28-32.
Boise, cloudy ...... 47 36 ;C9 tion ran up against a stone ver Funeral Home, Plainview, with Winona attorney William
Buffalo, cloudy ..... 29 17 .. wall, Scherer said, and detec- the Rev. Luther Pennington, Lindquist.
Minnesota
tives there were unable to find
FORFEITURES:
Charlotte, rain ..;.. 52 39 .26 any evidence that the event oc- Plainview Methodist Church officiating. Burial will be in OakDennis Rolbiecki, Fountain
Scattered areas of mostly Chicago , cloudy .. .. 40 35
curred;
hill
Cemetery,
Viola,
Minn.
City
Rt. 2, Wis., $10, parking
very light snow ending Cincinnati, rain .... 48 37 .18 Rochester authorities pleaded
Pallbearers will be Warren in snow emergency zone, 3:45
from west this evening, folfor information through the
lowed by partial clearing Cleveland, cloudy .. 36 25 .. news media there, but were* un- Fenske, Lyle and Kenneth Dom- a.m. Monday at 200 Hamilton
ke, LaVerne Lehman , Albert .St.
cloudy
43
21
..
Denver,
from west through tonight.
able to come up with anyone
George Jumbeck, 1050 E. SanPartly cloudy Thursday. Des Moines, snow .. 38 36 .09 who knew anything about the and Darwin Schroeder.
Friends may call at the funer- born St., $10, parking in snow
Little temperature change Detroit, cloudy ..... 34 31 ~.. incident.
al home today and until time of emergency zone, 4:36 a.m. MonThursday but colder, main- Fort Worth, cloudy ' ... 68 48 .15
Their final conclusion was services Thursday.
day at 1060 E. Sanborn St.
ly east and south, tonight.
that it had never happened.
Janice K. Brandt, 103 W. WaLow tonight 2 below to 14 Helena, cloudy ..... 36 26 ..
Mrs. George Poeschl
basha St., $10, parking in snow
above. High Thursday 22-30 Honolulu cloudy ... 83 74 ..
WABASHA, Minn . (Special) - removal zone, 3:25 a.m. TuesIndianapolis, rain . . 4 4 36 .10
north, 26-34 south.
Funeral services
for Mrs. day at West Wabasha and Main
Jacksonville, cloudy 68 63 ..
George
Poeschl
Wabasha
,
, will streets.
°
Juneau, clear ...... 30 22 ..
Wisconsin
be at 10:30 a.m. Thursday at
Kansas City, snow . 48 35 .59
Susana F. Brommerieh , 178
St. Felix Catholic Church, the E. Broadway, $10, parking in
Heavy snow warnings south- Los Angeles, cloudy 64 50 ..
Rev. John P. Daly officiating. snow emergency zone, 5:55
ern third early tonight. Snow Louisville, rain ..... 50 39 .46
Burial
will be in St. Mary's a.m. Monday at 178 E. Broadrain
.
.
.
.
.
48
44
.84
half,
Memphis,
•ontheast
mixed at times
Cemetery,
Durand.
way.
with a little rain, with 1 or Miami, clear ....... 76 73 ..
Pallbearers will be George
Harold J. Lilla, 862 E. Sanmore inches of new snow like- Milwaukee, cloudy . 35 34 ..
Vogt, Lester Horn, Bernard born St., $10, parking in snow
ly most of southern third Mpls.-Si.P., cloudy . 28 26 ..
through early tonight, making New Orleans, clear . 71 62 1.82 WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special) Carlson, Charles Boigenzahn, emergency zone, 4:25 a.m. Mon— The 14th annual scholarship Tony Passe and George Erding. day at 862 E. Sanborn St.
highways slippery and hazard- New York, cloudy .. 38 28
Friends may call at Abbott- Leon S. Smith, 1774 Kraemer
ous. Snow tapering .off to flur- Okla. City, cloudy .. 49 38 .19 competition sponsored by Thorp Wise Funeral Home after 2 p.m.
Finance
Foundation
has
been
,
Drive, $10, parking in snow
ries southeast half and partly Omaha, cloudy ..... 41 22
announced.
today where the Parish Council emergency zone 1:23 a.m. Moncloudy northwest half tonight. Philadelphia, cloudy 42 80 .. The firm will provide
,.
will
recite
the
Rosary
at
3
and
$1,000
day at West Wabasha and PelColder north and west tonight. Phoenix, clear ..... 63 37 .. scholarships to each of two
fi- the Catholic Foresters, at 4. zer streets.
Low ranging from near zero Pittsburgh, cloud/ . 32 25 .. nal winners and $25 savings
The Parish Rosary will be said
Mayflower Transfer , 64 W.
northwest tip to low 30s extreme Ptlnd, Me., cldar ... M 5 .. bonds to local winners in each at 8.
2nd St., $10, parking in snow
southeast. Partly clondy Thurs- Rapid City, clear ... 40 15 .. of the 82 areas j n
Wisconsin
removal zone, 1:55 a.m. Saturday. Chance of snow flurries ex- Richmond, cloudy .. 47 30 .. where Thorp has
Carl H. Hammel
offices.
All
treme southeast. High Thursday St. Louis, cloudy ... 47 34 .73 Wisconsin high school seniors EYOTA, Minn. (Special ) — day at East 4th and Franklin
ranging from 20s northwest to Salt Lk. City, clear . 39 30
are eligible to compete for the Funeral services for Carl H. sirefits
William Mullen, 459 Huff St.,
low 30s southeast.
San Diego, cloudy .. 62 48 .. scholarships which may be used Hammel, Eyota , will be 2 p.m.
delinquent overtime park$5,
Fran.,
San
cloudy
.
.
49
49
.57
Thursday
at
St.
Paul's
at
the
college
of
university
in
United
5-day forecast
7:41 a.m, Aug. 21 on West
ing,
Seattle, rain
46 38 .34 Wisconsin of their choice.
Church of Christ , the Rev. GorWISCONSIN
Tampa, cloudy ..... 76 62 .. Students may write an essay don Goodfellow officiating. Bu- 3rd Street.
Snow Friday diminishing to Washington, cloudy 46 30
on one of the following two top- rial will be in the church cem- Peter Kaehler, 610 E. Wabaflnaiies and turning colder Sat- Winnipeg, snow .... 9 -8
sha St., $5, delinquent overtime
.
.
ics: "How Can a Student Work etery.
urday. Partly clondy and colder
. B.
Constructively
Toward
ChangPallbearers will be nephews, parking, 2:55 p.m. July 23 on
Sunday. Highs In the upper 20s
ing Society?" and "What is the Robert Schmidt, Gerald Bier- Main Street.
to 30s Friday lowering into the 92nd Congress to
Willis lfruetel , 612 Carimona
Value of Moral Standards?"
baum, Harold Neumann , Lu- St., $5, delinquent
20a by Sunday. Lows 12-22 Friovertime
Deadline for the return of the verne, Gordon and Kevin Hamday and Saturday lowering to meet on Jan. 21
parking, 11:20 a.m. Oct. 22 on
essays
is
Feb.
8
1971,
when
,
mel.
near zero north and 10-15 south WASHINGTON (AP )
West 3rd Street.
- The a committee of educators will
Sunday morning.
92nd Congress will meet Jan. 21 begin selection of district win- Friends may call at the Johnunder a bill passed by the ners from whom 10 finalists will son-Schriver Funeral Home,
IMPOUNDED DOGS
SANTA TO VISIT
House.
The Senate is expected be selected. The two top win- Plainview, after 3 p.m . today
SPRING GROVE, Minn . (Speuntil noon Thursday, then at No. 578 — Medium sized
ners will he selected from the the church from 1.
cial) — Saturday will be Santa to agree to the date.
Under
current
law,
male, part Collie. Available.
the
newClaus Day in Spring Grove. He
latter group on the basis of
a
No. 58Q — Medium-sized black
will be at the Roverud ramp ly-elected Congress would open their essays, scholastic records
its
session
Jan.
3
unless
the
outand
white male, long-haired
goodies,
immedito distribute
and extra - curricular achieve- Sleepy Eye voters
terrier. Available.
ately following the free movie going Congress sets another ments.
No. 585 — Small brown , white
for children , "Which Way to the date. As it stands, some mem- Information about the compe- reject school issue
and black female, mixed breed.
Front," starring Jerry Lewis, bers say the present session tition is available from h i g h
SLEEPY EYE, Minn . (AP)— Available,
may not end before Jan. 2.
at the Grove Theatre.
school principals and guidance Voters in Sleepy Eye
School Dis- No. 587
Large male black
counselors.
trict 84 rejected Tuesday a $385,- Labrador. —
Available.
000 bond issue to finance an No. 593 — Large white, brown
TODAY'S BIRTHDAY
addition to the high school.
Lori Ann Hardtke, 160 E. King The vote was 676 opposed and and black male; part beagle.
Fifth day.
St., 7.
401 in favor of the addition for
Mark Justin , 877'A E. 5th St., band facilities and a wrestling No. 597 — Large black and
brown male, part Husky and
room.
Shepherd . License No. 918.
Nos 1502-605 — Four pups,
mixed breed , six weeks old.
Three male and ono female.
Available.
Nos 606-607 — Two female
pups , gray and white, part DalTen yea rs ago . . . 1960
matian , six weeks old. Available.
A U.S. Air Force B52G jet bomber landed at Edwards
No. 608 — Large black and
Air Force Base today after a 10,000-milo nonstop flight withton male Shepherd , strictly
out refuoling, breaking two world long-distance flight recwatchdog. Available.
ords.
, GOODVIEW
President-elect John Kennedy named today Robert S.
No. 276 — Large male tan
McNamara to bo his Secretary of Defense.
and white mixed breed , stub
tail. Third day.
Twenty-five years ago . . . 1945
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Winona deaths

Woman is
slightly hurt
in accident

Goodfellows

( Continued from page 1)
1 ,
Ed Hot/man
1
Roy HoliworthDan H. Jsnlkowskl ...... 1'
Judy Jasrcwskl ,........ 1
J. J. Jeresek
10
Stanley Jciwlck
i !.
l
Pat Katiouti ..:..
Mary Keeler
l:
John Keen
1'
Gary Knouft
3
Barb Kostner ............ i
., 1
Ralph Kufco
Ed Land
3
Judi Lsska
r
Richard Lcwlnjkl ....... J
Harold LUla
l'
Loft LlDa
1
Tom Lorblockl .......... f
Linda Malles ........... I
Ben Malotke ;. '....
, i
CHarlos Malolke ......... 5
Goorgs Malolko ......... j .
Bob Mayer
l\: ' ,
Ery Melnks
l;.
Karan Molttad
1 ¦
David Modleskl ......... !.. ' ¦¦
J. George Modleskl ..... 1Francis Mrozek
l'
Philip Mroiek
i( ¦
Norman Mtfeller ........ 2
Sharon Nysoth .......... l
. . . Eugene Olson ;.; ........ %
Ralph A. Olson ,........ j
Linda Pa<frafh .......... 1
Ronald Palmer .......... j
Tony palublckl ;
2,
Roger Pampuch
?'
John Parpart ,
. 1
Eric J. Pawlowslcl . ...... i : _ '
Dan pollowskl
j;
i
. Mirk Pellowskl
jj
Ed Pellowskl ....
Michael J. Pellowskl .... l
John PllnjW ....
,. io!
Judy Pllnskl
j
Ken Prodzlnskl
3
Bert Rata|czyk . . ; . . . .. . . j
Sue Rossln
.... ...„.,. i
Harry Rymarklewler .... 3
Sieve Sadowskl ......... !• ¦
Davldi Schewe Jr. :..,,.. ]
Richard Schrelber ...... 1
Herb Schulz
5
Frank E. Schulz
1
Roberf Schulz . ......... 3
Virgil Sehwlrli ......... 1
Dan Slerackl ............ 1
Harvey Slovcr ,.,.
j
Art Stokke .,;.. .
3
Chester Szewoll ......... 3
Herbert Thruna Jr. ..... 1
Bob Tourlolloll .
' ,. ' i.
Bob Valentine
I
Ralph Voelkor ......... 1
Sharo n Vblkman
1
R'ch Vondrasok
3
-¦
Tom Welgel . „
5
¦" , . , .
Bob Welsbrod .
1
Ralph Wlczek .......... 3
Jerome Wlneskl ......... 2
Terry Wlneskl
3
Fred Woodward
J
Pel* Vtorner .- . . ......... j
Linda Orlikowskl . . . . . . . . 2

Mrs. Marcia W. Newman
Mrs. Marcia W. Newman, 90,
a resident of the Paul Watkins
Memorial M e t h o d i s t Home One person received minor insince February, 1964, formerly juries Tuesday in one of two
of 423 Lafayette St., died at the accidents reported In the city.
home at 8:42 p.m. Tuesday. She
3rd
was & retired rural school teach- Helen Hornberg, 521 E.
intreated
for
minor
was
St.,
.
.
.
er..
Memorial
Community
The former Marcia Watson, juries at
she was born at Utica, Minn., Hospital, and released.
Nov. 20, 1880, to William and She was hurt at 9:58 p.m.
Elizabeth Laird Watson. She Tuesday at East 5th and Hamilmarried Jack L. Newman in ton streets when the car in
Chicago, March 14, 1919. He which she was a passenger colhas died.
lided with another.
Her only survivor is one sis- She was riding in a 1965 modter-in-law, Mrs; A. L. (Cather- el sedan driven by Paul D.
ine) Watson, Victoria, British Fakler, Sugar Loaf, which was
Columbia, Can. Four brothers northbound on Hamilton when it
and one sister have died.
Collided with a 1959 model seFuneral services will be 10:30 dan driven by Jac J. Smith, 17,
aj n. Thursday at the Breitlow- St. Charles, eastbound on 5th.
Martin Funeral Home, the Rev. Damage ran $750 to the FakG. H. Huggenvik, Central Lu- ler car and $950 to the Smith
theran Church, officiating. Bur- car , police said .
ial will be in the Scotch Pres- Charges are pending as a
byterian Cemetery, Fremont, result of that accident.
OTHER ACCIDENT TUESMinn..
Friends may call at the fu- DAY:
neral home after 9 a.m. Thurs- 12:50 p.m. — East 3rd and
Market streets, intersection colday.
lision : Bruce A. Bluhm , RochMrs. Kenneth Niedbalksi ester, Minn., 1968 model hard. Mrs. Kenneth M. Nietbalski, top, $200; Omergene C. Bell, 52
66, 1427 S. 4th St., La Crosse, W. Howard St., 1963 model seWis., former Winona resident, dan, $100.
died at her home Tuesday.
The former Frances Bambenek, she was bora in Winona ,
May 8, 1904, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Bambenek. She married
Kenneth Niedbalski, Feb. 23,
1925, at St. Stanislaus Catholic
Church, Winona.
Survivors include her husband ; one son, Kenneth E., HolToial to date ...... S2.518.80
men > Wis.; two daughters, Mrs.
2 Boxes Toys — Michael
Arnold (Delores) Hansen, MoorPeplinskI
& Sasan.
head , Minn., and Mrs. Loras
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special )
(Sandra) Kothnek, N e e n a h ,
— A rural Lake City man was
Wis.; 11 grandchildren; t w o listed
in good condition this
brothers, Ralph and Stanley morning at St. John's Hospital,
Bambenek, Winona , and o n e
Red VVing, where he was taken
sister, Mrs. Gay (Gen) Wendt, Saturday evening after receivWinona.
ing severe facial lacerations in
Funeral services will be at a snowmobile accident near Hay
10:30> a.m. Friday at the Schu- Creek, between Red Wing and
macher Funeral Home, La Goodhue.
Crosse, the Very Rev. J. Floyd He* is Roger Meyer, 37, Lake
Dwyer, St. Wenceslaus Catholic City Rt. 1, who cut his mouth,
Church, officiating. Burial will lower lip, chin and right cheek City police detectives today
be in the Catholic Cemetery, when he accidentally ran into are investigating two more in
La Crosse.
a continuing series of house
some barbed wire fence.
Friends may call at the fu- Meyer underwent surgery for burglaries, according to Aj sistneral home Thursday from 7 3^ hours that night to have1 "
ant Police Chief John Soberer.
to 9 p.m. where the Rosary the cuts surtured.
Roger Yeske, 467 W. Hoiward
will be said at 7:30.
His wife was seated behind
him on the snowmobile at the St , told police at 4:28 p.m.
George W. Harri*
time of the accident. The barb- Tuesday that his home had been
CHICAGO, El. - George W. ed wire tore Hid hood of her entered during the day -while
Harris, Chicago, HI., died un- parka when it glanced over her he was out.
expectedly Tuesday in Washing- head.
Entry was gained by p rying
ton, D.C., where he had been on The Meyers were in a party open a back window, Sclerer
a business trip.
of six, who were out for an said. The home "was ransacked,
He was the manager of the evening of snowmobiling. The but no list of jniss ing items had
field! service department of the accident happened about 9:20 been turned in by 9:30 a.m.
""'
National Safety Council.
p.m., as the Meyers' machine today. .
Survivors include his wife, went down into a ditch,
The other burglary was at
en route the William Wooden residence
Buelah; two daughters, Mrs. to a field.
,
917 E. 5th St. Wooden reported
M. X. DeBolt and Mrs. Norman
at 9 a.m. today that his homd
Bauer, both of Winona , and six
NEW BOOKS
had been entered sometime durgrandchildren.
Funeral services will be ETTR1CK, Wis. (Special) - ing the night through some tin-'
Thursday at Lain and Son Fu- New books in the Living Hope locked rear french doors.
Lutheran library include "Wild
Missing, Wooden told ainthorineral Chapel, Chicago; El.
Goose, Brother Goose," by Mel ties, is $75 cash and $55/worth
Ellis; "Only One Year,'' by of women's clothing and underrVlrs. Anna Kuklinski
. Mrs. Anna Kuklinski, 87, La- Svetlana Alliluyeva , Stalin's garments.
moille, Minn., formerly of Wi- daughter ; "God's Psychiatry," In other police action, Glen
nona , died at 7:20 a.m. today at by Charles L. Allen , and "Be- Van Fossen, 3675 9th St., 'GoodMulder Nursing Home, West yond Mere Obedience," by view, told police at 2:38 p.m.
Tuesday that his $72 :coaft was
Salem, Wis., 'where . she had Dorothea Solle.
stolen from a rack at the Wilbeen a resident five years.
The former Anna Wielewski, Genevieve Satka and Miss Qui- liams Hotel.
she was born in Winona , Feb. 6 , rehe Kuklinski , La Crosse, and Reported at 9:45 a.m. Tues1883, to Theofil and Sarah Wiel- Mrs. Russell ( Irene) Erickson , day was a vandalism incident
ewslti. She lived her entire life- Lamoille; eight grandchildren; at a laundromat at the West
End Trailer Court. A flowerpot
time in the Winona and Lamoille 20 great-grandchildren.
was
thrown through the front
area. She married Peter Kuklin- Funeral services will be held
ski, who died Dec. 5, 1959. She at 9:30 a.m. Friday at the Wat- door there, authorities saLd , dowas a member of the Precious kowski Funeral Home, Winona , ing $40 damage.
Blood Church , Lamoille, the and at 10 at St. Stanislaus
Holy Rosary and Sacred Heart Church, the Rev . Donald GruSocieties of St. S t a ni s 1a u s bisch. officiating, with burial in
DUE TO LACK OF FOOD f
Church, Winona , and the Royal St. Mary's Cemetery.
B
BULK IN YOUR DIET
Neighbors.
Friends may call after 2 p.m.
Survivors include three sons, Thursday where the Rosary will TRY
Frank, Kellogg, Minn., Clemens, be said by the church associates
Lamoille, and Florian , Tomah , at 7 and a Christian wake serWis:.; three daughters , Mrs. vice held at 8.

Lake City man
hurt while
snowmobilinq
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Burglaries
of homes
continue
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Dogs handled by local kennel men won first and second
prizes at tho field trials in Austin.

Fifty years ago . . . 1920
Tho high school and public grade schools of the city will
begin their Christmas vncatlon tomorrow .
A dormitory club is to bo organized at the YMCA to
promote good fellowshi p among young men residing in tho
association building.

Seventy-five years ago . . . 1895

30-DAV WEATHER OUTLOOK .. . Map outlines the precipitation and temperature outlook for the nation over the
next 30 days, according to information from the National
Weather Service (AP Photofax)

The phenomenon of a thunderstorm In December was experienced hero last evening.
Tho ski tournament at Sugar Loaf on Sunday proved so
enjoyablo that another will bo hold at the Casino the first of
tho year.

One-hundred years ago . . . 1870
Winona Lodge, AF&AM, will work on tho third dogrco.

Walker accepts
recount figures;
drops court action
WALKER , Minn. (AP)-The
loser in a raco for a House sdat
in District 58A has accoptcd recount figures and will drop furthur court action , his attorney
said Tuesday.
DFLor Bill Walker of Brainerd originally was named the
11-voto winner over Conservative M. K. "Dutch" Cragun of
EaBt Gull Lake In tho Nov. 3
election.
Tiio recount requested by
Cragun showed Walkor tho winner by five vote's.
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(Mellows
need more
contributions

GETTING SHOES TO PIT . ..';.. ' . Salesman Bernie Arenz
and Mrs. Gordon Arneberg, 707 W. Howard St., check to see
that Goodfettow-purchased shoes fit their young wearers. Fund

officials said today that more contributions are needed to
insure that all needy children will get Christmas gifts this
season. (Daily News photo )

purchased by^s|#h^iYh

By C. GORDON HOLTE
Daily News.'. Staff Writer
The purchase of the 54-yearold Nelson Tire Service, one of
the nation's largest volume
tire dealers -which also operates three tire retread plants, by
Brad Ragan , Inc., was announced jointly today by B. E.
Ragan , president of Brad Ragan, and T. H. Underdahl, Winona , principal shareholder and!
president of Nelson Tire.
Involved in. the exercise of
an option to purchase by Brad
Ragan are the group of companies owned by Underdahl
who will continue to serve as
president of Nelson Tire and
becomes executive vice president and director of Brad Ragan.--;-: '
The Nelson Tire group operates throughout the midwest in
tire replacement and retread
centers which service heavy offthe-road vehicles used primarly
in construction and mining and
operates retail tire and appliance stores.
BRAD RAGAN operates similar facilities principally in the
Eastern states and the Carolinas.
Nelson Tire, which was founded'by Underdahl's uncle, Henry
Nelgbn, in New Richmond, Wis.,
In 1916 and began operations in
Winona in 1928, will operate as
a Wholly-owned subsidiary of
Brad Ragan with no changes in
personnel.
Underdahl said today that
"Brad Ragan is a publicly-held
company that will soon be listed on the American stock exchange and the move will
strengthen Nelson Tire operations. Plans will be announced
shortly for expanding the retread plant in Goodview."
Nelson Tire has sales, manufacturing and service plants
and offices in nine cities across
the nation with the largest of
three retread plants located
near the Winona city limits on
Highway 61 in Goodview.
UNDERDAHL will continue
to retain Marangoni U.S.A. Midwestern Leasing Co. and his interests in real estate leased to
Nelson Tire whose headquarter offices are in the former
Owl Motor Co. building at West
4th and Main streets.

Ragan said the combination
will give Brad Ragan a broader geographical b a s e and
"should afford more operating
economy, enhancing the company's financial stock significantly. Also, the company 's
management and personnel organization will be i u rtjtier
strengthened."
The Winona operation was
opened 32 year's ago by Underdahl's father, R. H. Underdahl, and has experienced continued growth throughout the
years. The Goodview retread
plant was opened in 1962, has
been expanded by two additions
and automated equipment in-

stalled during the past year
was directed to increasing production to at least 4,000 retreads
a week. _
The firm also sells more than
100,000 new tires a year and is
one of the largest dealers in
the United States for Goodyear
tires which have been sold by
Nelson Tire ever since the New
Richmond shop was opened.
WINONA HAS been headquarters for a complex involving plants and offices in Minneapolis, Gary, Ind., Madison
and Milwaukee, Wis., and Oakland and Lodi, Calif.
Approximately 90 of Nelson

The Winona Goodfellows program of buying badly needed
Christmas gifts for needy youngsters is being endangered by
lagging contributions, it was announced today.
Collections for the fund are
running; several -hundred dollars
behind the pace* of last year 's
giving. An urgent appeal was issued today by Goodfellows headquarters for additional gifts to
finance vitally needed purchases
for less fortunate children of the
community.
Actual expenditures have exceeded the income, reported
Mrs. James Harris, fund secretary, but hopes are that incoming donations will balance the
books. More importantly, she
said, the extra funds will assure
that no deserving child is bypassed.
Prdsent plans call for finishing the gift purchases by Friday,
before schools are dismissed for
the holidays. Mrs. Harris said
the fund's dilemma is complicated by the fact that prices
have risen and that a given
amount of money buys Idss this
year than last.

Drury pleads
innocent to
all charges

Tire's more than 300 employes
staff facilities here that include
the 60,00frsquare foot Goodview
retreading plant, general offices, retail tire and appliance
store in 38,000-square foot quarters at 4th and Main and warehouses at toe former Nelson
Tire headquarters at West 4th
and Johnson streets and an 18,500-square foot building at 1004
Wi 5th St., the : former Winona ROCHESTER,
Wagon works which originally Wabasha CountyMinn.—Former
Attorney Edwas acquired as a tire recap* ward J.
Drury
pleaded
innocent
ping plant. .
.A fleet cf more than 130 this morning in Olmsted County
Court when he was artrucks transport tires from District
throughout the United States to raigned on 30 indictments and
two presentments.
re-tread plants.
Judge 0. Russell Olson continued bond at $10,000 and Drury
was returned to the Wabasha
County jail.
Appearing with the defendant
were his court-appointed attorneys, Robert Dunlap, Rochester,
and Patrick Foley, Minneapolis.
Paul Anderson, from the attorney general's office, represented the state.
Counts against Drury are:
two presentments for aggravaforgery ; one indictment for
commercial or industrial organ- haulers than to take their own ted
aggravated forgery (on six
rubbish
to
the
landfill.
ization using the landfill will
counts); 11 for misconduct for
have Co apply for an annual Murphy acknowledged that an attorney ; 15 indictments for
the permit and fee - per - load
permit. The permit will cost cSiarges are likely to discourage theft and three indictments for
$2. In addition, those depositing individuals from hauling their making fraudulent statements.
All are felonies with the exsolid wastes will be charged own rubbish. He* said that this ception
of misconduct for an ata schedule of fees.
would tend to limit traffic to
torney—that
is a misdemeanthe
facility
and
should
materialRefuse hauled in compacting
or.
trucks can be dumped! for 45 ly reduce the littering problem
cents per cubic yard. "Un-com- along roadsides. Regular haulpacted refuse can be dumped ers are required by law to use
for 35 cents per yard . Junk fully covered and enclosed ve- Former posta l
appliance's, furniture or similar- hicles to keep contents from
clerk says he was
ly bulky articles will cost 50 spilling en route.
cents each for dumping.
Each private auto hauling ref- CITY RESIDENTS also will fired over hair
use to the site will pay a $1 have the option of taking their
MINNEAPOLIS (AP)-A 20fee and a standard pickup truck- own refuse to a transfer sta- year-old
former postal clerk
according
to
plans
outlined
tion,
load will cost $1.50. All fees
contdnds
he
was fired because
City
Council
Monday
to
the
will be collected at thd site
of
his
long
hair
and is seeking
might
by
the
William
M
i
l
I
d
r
at the time refuse is deposited,
reinstatement
to
his job.
Scrap
Iron
&
Metal
Co.,
according to the announcement
¦
Daniel
Thewis
of
Minneapolis,
The
the
prospective
operator.
issued today.
station well be set up on a described by a postal supervisor
HOURS FOR the landfill will trial basis at 222 W. 2nd St. as "a very good employe," has
be 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mondays The Miller firm "will set up brought suit in U.S. District
through Fridays, and 8 a.m. a schedule of feds matching Court.
to 3 p.m. on Saturdays. The those to fee charged by Mur- The suit seeks a declaratory
judgment that a postal regulasite* will be closed on all Sun- phy, the council was told.
days and legal holidays.
City garbage collection re- tion banning "hair that extends
As. specified by the County mains unaffected by the change, over the ears or below the colBoard of Commissioners, t h e as far as residents are* con- lar line" is unconstitutional.
¦
landfill will be available for use cerned. It will continue to be
by all residents of Winona collected by Refuse Disposal ETTRICK PATIENTS
County.
Inc., under a contract that ex- ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) City Manager Carroll J. Fry pires 3V6 years from now. The Hospital patients in La Crosse
said today that city residents collection firm will haul its ma- include Oluf Olson, 80, Melvin
probably will find it more eco- terials to the new landfill , how- Gunderson and Lester Andernomical to employ private trash ever.
son.

City landfill site will
open next Monday

By FRANK UHLIG
Daily News Staff Writer
Opening of a new city landfill next Monday and closure
of the present Homer Road landfill were announced today by
city officials and James Murphy, operator of the newly designated site. Murphy will run
a regulation landfill on his farm
in Wilson Township, about nine
miles from the city's center.
The present disposal area, operated for the past 7% years
by Bruce* Carpenter, Homer,
will close down at 3 p.m. Saturday. Its closing was forced
by newly tightened regulations
of the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (PCA).
Known as the Winona Sanitary
Landfill , the new facility is located on Wilson Township Road
No. 17. It is reached by following Highway 43 to the extreme
upper end of West Burns Valley.
A large directional sign at that
point indicates where to turn.
The landfill is 1,9 miles from
Highway 43 via the township
road.
OPERATED IN accordance
with PCA regulations, the ndw
landfill will employ the trencn
method of disposal. Materials
must be compacted in t h e
trenches and covered daily with
specified thicknesses of earth.
Every individual , contractor,

By VI BENICKE
Dally News Staff Writer
ELEVA, Wis. (Special) —
Mrs. David (Grace) Franzwa,
24, Eleva Rt. L (Norden ) was
shot and killed about 10:40 p.m.
Tuesday in the living room of
her farm home.
Richard Ellingsbn, Whitehall,
Trempealeau County coroner,
said he has not made a ruling
on the death, pending further
investigation. He stated she died
of a gunshot wound.
She was taken to Buffalo Memorial Hospital, Mondovi, by
the Mondovi Ambulance Service
and was pronounced dead on

Osseo child
died from
natural cause

SALES TALK . . . Thirty-fivo district and regional sales
managers from throughout the United States and Canada
are attending a four-day international sales conference by
Watkins Distributor Sales Division. Discussing one of the
latest Watkins products at the conference which will run
through Friday are from left Robert Routhe, Winona, regional

manager; James Hnrtert, Winona , distributor sales manager;
Ken Woosten, Eliznbeth , N.J., regional manager; John Barrett , Oakland , Calif., regional manager , Thomas Franklin ,
Memphis Tonn. , regional manager , nnd John Fcddcrs , Winnipeg, Canada , national sales mnnager . (Daily News photo)

arrival. This morning the body
was taken to Sacred Heart Hos»
pital, Eau Claire, where an autopsy was performed.
THE SHOOTING Is being Investigated by Trempealeau
County District Attorney William A. Mattka; Ellingsan;
Sheriff Stanley Araundson and
Milo Johnson, special investigator.
Franzwa told the Daily News
this noon that he was in the
process of cleaning his 12-gauge
shotgun
¦ just prior to the shooting- ' ¦
The blast struck her in the

A SURPRISE VISITOR . .... Santa Claus hurried over
from his temporary home in the Mall to wish everyone a
Merry Christmas an d distribute the gifts from around the
tree. Here he's giving one to Mrs. Mabel Roberson.

Historical group
hears Yule ta le

The Winona County Historical Society Museum at 125 W.
5th Street was packed to overflowing Tuesday night for the annual Christmas party.
The program featured a chapter read by Brother Theodore from his forthcoming boe#~*TGrewTJp in West Burns
Valley," which will be published under society auspices in
January. Brother Theodore described the excitement of his
brothers and sister at the West Burns Valley home of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Voelker.
"Visions of Sugarplums," the chapter title, describes
the extensive holiday baking oh the old wood-burning stove.
There was excitement engendered in the children when their
mother locked herself in the parlor to surround the as yet unseen Christmas tree with heretofore hidden gifts. The arrival
of Santa Claus late that night, brought the tinkling of reindeer hells which sounded much like the.bells worn by Colonel,
the family horse, on his many trips to town in preparation
for the holiday.
Christmas Eve supper of oyster stew, fried potatoes and
eggs brought a chuckle from many in the audience whose
memories traveled back with Brother Theodore's account
of a Luxemburger Christmas in the years from 1908 to 1912.
While the group awaited the arrival of Santa Claus at the
museum, Ray Taggert led in group singing of Christmas
carols, with Mrs. Henry Hull at the old-fashioned organ.
Following distribution of gifts, a lunch of Christmas cookies and coffee was served.
Dr. L. I. Younger, society director , introduced Brother
Theodore and John Waldow, president, reminisced on the
. Christmas season in days gone by.

Report Anderson
to ask more
than $2 billion

ST. PAUL (AP ) — Governorelect Wendell R. Anderson is expected to present a budget of
well over $2 billion to the 1971
legislature.
Capitol sources reported Tuesday that state agencies have
submitted to Anderson budget
requests close to $3 billion, one^
third more than was budgeted
by the 1969 legislature.
The last legislature spent
about $2.1 billion for the current biennium.
Meanwhile, Anderson apparently has abandoned his plan to
budget for only one year , an
idea he proposed during the
campaign.
House Majority Leader Ernest Lindstrom said Tuesday that
Anderson had advised him that
he will submit the traditional 2year budget.

Changes in Alma
school lunch program
are announced

T. II. Undcrdnlil

OSSEO, Wis. — Kimberly Ann
Dahl , sevon-month-old daughter
of Mr. nnd Mrs. Willis Dahl ,
Osseo Rt. 1, who was pronounced dead on arrival Saturday morning at Osseo Area
Hospital, died of natural canses.
Results of the autopsy were
reported by Richard Ellingaon,
Whitehall , Trempealeau County
coroner.
Graveside services were conducted Tuesday morning at tho
Holy Gunrdinn Angels Cemetery, near Brnckctt , tho Rev.
Daniel Kell y officiating.

Rural Eleva woman
killed by shotgun blast

ALMA , Wis. - Vernon V.
Martzkc , Alrna superintendent
of schools, has announced thnt
parents of children who are unable or find it difficult to pay
the full price for the school
lunch progra m may bo eligible
for free or reduced lunch prices.
Recent revisions of Public
Law 91-248 has established new
criteria for participation in the
program. Families who feel thnt
their children may be eligible
may obtain application forms
from the superintendent's office.
Completed applications will bo
reviewed promptly, according to
Martzkc , nnd will bo held in
strict confidence.
WHITEHALL POST OM'ICE
WHITEHALL , Wis. (Spccinl)The Whitehall post office will be
open until 4:45 p.m. on Saturday.

Spring Grove
accepting bids
on welders

chest from a distance of Vh
feet, as she was lying on the
couch in the living room , according to Franzwa.
"If it would have been an
inch lower it would have gone
right into the davenport ; it
would have missed her completely," said Franzwa, who
was sitting on a rocking chair,
about 2% feet from his wife,
with the supposedly "unloaded"
shotgun on his lap,
Franzwa reconstructed events
which led up to the fatal shooting.
HI? WIFE WAS changing farniture around , making preparations for the arrival of a new
automatic washing machine,
which was to be delivered this
morning.
Wlule she was making the
changes, he was in the basement hooking up the water pipes
for the new machine. When he
came upstairs he brought two
guns with him, a 22-rfile and
the 12-gauge shotgun , that his
wife had been after him to clean
for some time, he said. He took
the shotgun out of the case and
stood it and the encased rifle
in a corner of the kitchen while
he went into the living room
to hear the weather report on
television.
His wife went out into the
kitchen to get some dirty
clothes out of the old wringer
type washer and then brought
theni into the living room and
placed them in a clothes hamper which was standing next to
the rocking chair on which
Franzwa was sitting.
"Then she brought the shotgun, some cleaning oil and a
cloth to me and laid them on
my lap, because she thought 1
was trying to get out of cleaning the guns. She wanted them
cleaned and put upstairs out of
reach of our little boy.
"WHEN SHE put the gun on
my lap the barrel was pointing
in the direction in which she
was walking back and forth so
I turned it around so that the
barrel faced the davenport.
"In the meantime I had not
noticed that she had gone over
and laid down on the davenport. I wasn't really watching
what I was doing •with the gun,
since I was watching television.
When I reached my hand
around the gun to open the'
chamber on the pump shotgun
I must have hit the trigger at
the same time.
"The blast from the shotgun
struck her as she was lying on
the couch, about 2% feet away,"
said Franzwa .
Frarfzwa said he had a habit
of falling asleep in the rocking
chair at night while watching
television. So he surmised that
is why his wife brought the
shotgun in to him, to make sure
he would clean it so it could
be put away.
Last time he used the shotgun
was two years ago, he explained , just before he left to servo
in the Army. During his absence, he added, the shotgun
had been loaned out to different persons. There was just
one shell in the shotgun, which
Franzwa said he believed was
empty.
THE FORMER Grace Christianson , she was born Dec. 1,
1946 in Eau Claire to Mr. and
Mrs . Jay Christianson. She was
a graduate' of Eleva-Strum High
School and worked at Investors
Services in Minneapolis prior
to her marriage.
Survivors are: her husband;
a son, Tommy, 2, her parents,
Eleva, and a sister, Mrs. Larry (Judy ) Billiard, Mondovi Rt.

SPRING GROVE, Minn. <Special) —Th e Board of Education
of School District 297 will accept bids for two electric welders.
The welders may be seen in
the agriculture building at the
school. All bids must be im the Kjentvet & Son Funeral
superintendent's office b efore Home, Mondovi, has charge of
Dec. 20. The board reserves the arrangements, which are inright to reject any and all' bids. complete.
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Minneapolis man is
indicted in shooting
MINNEAPOLIS <AP) —. A
Hennepin County grand jury indicted a Minneapolis man Tuesday for first degree murder in
the shooting of a Minneapolis
cabdriver Dec. 5.
Claude Watts Jr., 36, is accused of killing Lawrence Terrick, 27, of Minneapolis.
Watts was to be arraigned today in District Court. He was
being held in lieu of . $50,000
bond.
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LONG RIDE
SOCORRO, N.M . m — Jeneane Ryon is only 18, but she
wanted to do something while a
New Mexico Tech coed to tell
her grandchildren some day.
So, she and a classmate' rode
horseback 80 miles from college
to her home in Albuquerque.
The couple followed the Rio
Grande. They ' left after Friday
classes and reached Albuquerque Sunday afternoon.
The couple drove back to Socorro and left their horses in Albuquerque\

CHRISTMAS STORY. Greer Garsonnarrates "The LitUe
Drummer Boy," a musical featuring animated dolls. 6:30.
Chs. 5-10-13.
BING CROSBY. The Crosty family and friends salutf)
yuletide customs from gift-giving and sidewalk Santa Clauses
to joining of voices in Christm as carols. 7:00. Cbs. 5-10-13.
MEDICAL CENTER. A brash, long-haired surgeon becomes the target of his conventional coUeagues who disapprove oi his life style and his decision to amputate a young
woman's leg. 8:00. Chs. 3-4-8.
MUSIC HALL. Alan King, James Coco, Michele Lee,
Stiller and Meara , Nancy 'Walker are on hand for a conclusion to the two-part satirical look at "Love and Marriage."
HAWAII FTVE-O. A convicted murderer forces WcGarrett
to reopen his case. 9:00. Chs. 3-4-8.
FOUR IN ONE. "Night Gallery" is a six-week excursion
into the supernatural in which Rod Serling guides viewers
through a gallery of paintings that illustrate each week's
macabr* tale. 9:00. Chs. 5-10-13.
DAN AUGUST. Richard Basehart appears as a troublemaking professor who may be linked to the killing of a college president. 9:00. Chs. 6-9-19.
MEKV GRIFFIN. A tribute to the silent film era is seen
on Chs. 3-8 at 10:30 with Tammy Grimes and Brian Bedford
in a scene from Noel Coward's "Private Lives " on Ch. 4 at
10:50.
JOHNNY CARSON. Chs. 5-10-13.
DICK CAVETT. Bennett Cerf, Al Hirt and football star
Gale Sayers are guests. 10:30. Chs. 6-19.
Thursday
FLIP WILSON SHOW. Sid Caesar and Flip cut loose with
Flip trying to understand Caesar's faT-out jazz musician,
"Progress Hornsby," and his pal , Bobby Darin, in one bit.
6:30. Chs. 5-10-13.
JIM NABOBS SHOW. Totie Fields comes on to dance
with Nabors in an Astair-Rogers takeoff and gives her impression of a ballerina for the uninitiated. 7:00. Chs. 3-4-8.
IRONSIDE; "This Could Blow Your Mind." Criminals
force a man to cooperate while they bold his family hostage
and threaten a psychologist who's testing Ironside's ability
to withstand pressure for a vital government j ob. 7:30. Chs.
5-10-13.
BEWITCHED. "Samantha 's Magic Potion. " Darrin fails
at the office and believes th at Samantha has worked her
witchcraft on him. 7:30. Chs. 6-9-19.
DEAN MARTIN SHOW. Glen Campbell, Dom Deluise and
Gale Gordon get set for sketch material 9:00. Chs. 5-10-13.
' ¦:
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Mirror for January collectors' Issue with ito fascinating "50
Golden Years of Radio & TV'" . . . Burglars took stripper
Sherrv Britton's mink coat — and also a couple of pounds
of her beaded G-strings and bras. Wonder what a burglar 'll
do with those.
,. , ,,
Pity the poor off-B' way actor who was moonlighting as a
<ab driver. Now he's on strike «n two jobs simultaneously
. . Ted Chinell reports a fellow in San Francisco saying,
"Never put off till tomorrow what you can do today on
overtime" . . . Frank Gifford 's up again as possible lead in
"The Love Machine," since Brian (Flipper) Kelly had to
drop out due to motorcycle injuries. Also in .the running :
Phillip
Law.
George Peppard, Frank Langella and John
¦
- ¦. ¦
' „_ . THETWIDNIGHT EARL...
Jack Dempsey said, after the fight, he flunk's Frazier'll
handle Clay. Adam Clayton Powell agreed — at Jilly's he
said that "Ali is my pal, but Frazier will whip him") . , .
First casualty of the taxi strike : the Apartment cafe, which
. ._
shuttered till the cabs roll again.
^
Greta Garbo, behind dark glasses, saw "The Rothevery
scene
"She
stole
Martin
said,
Leila
childs," and actress
from me—it's the first time I've ever been upstaged from
the orchestra" . . . A Las Vegas hotel, which still doesn't
have a holiday attraction , offered Totie Fields $100,000 for
two weeks (but the Riviera, to which she owes an. appearance, wouldn't OK it) .
,
Joe Kamath called Pier 52 to ask if he could show up in
a sport shirt — he can 't get the cast in his wrist through a
narrow sleeve. (They said sure.) After the fight he was at
Bachelors III, and so were David Merrick and Astronaut
Buzz Aldrin . . . While George Segal, Claire Bloom and
Hilly EUtins watched "Little Big Man" at Cinema I, Cinema
II next door (showing "Trash") was being robbed,
Connie Francis is off to Las Vegas to see boyfriend Issy
Marion, who owns a beauty salon at Caesars Palace . . . A
Madison Av. shop's selling ties with erotic designs at a
mere $8.50.
TODAY'S BEST LAUGH: Frank Valli bought a handy
guide to New York—it lists the museums, the theaters and
who's on strike this week.
EARL'S PEARLS: Al Gottlieb doesn't think Jackie Reason's income is so great: "Figure it out pound for pound , I
make as much as he does."
Darren McGavin saw a H' wood bookstore with porno
books at a discount, and a sign that said : "Dirt Cheap."
That's earl, brother.^

By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK — Peter Lawford , wearing bluejeans and
looking worn and weary from a TV show, returned to the
Waldorf Towers on a recent afternoon — and found 50th St.
blocked off and barricaded. President Nixon was expected
anyjmnute.
"Where you going?" a security officer demanded of Lawford , looking at him in his bluejeans.
"To the Towers."
"What for?"
"I live there."
The security officer looked dubious and told him to go to
49th Street. Lawford proceeded there, where police again
looked him over. A security officer recognized him from TV"
and recalled when, as brother-in-law of John F. Kennedy, he
was one of those who got protection.
"Things have changed, haven't they?" said the security
officer. "Yes," said Lawford , "in only io years."
The knockout punch that Muhammad Ali dealt Oscar Bonavena in the 15th round was worth $5,000,000—the most precious single fistic wallop in the history of the world.
His image tarnished, his performance disappointing, he
finally floored the wild bull Oscar, emblazoning the way to a
championship match with Joe Frazier that will have staggering payoffs. They should label the one that finally kayoed
Oscar "the $5 million punch."
Muhammad arrived at Toots Shor's after 2 a.m., unmarked physically and egotistically, for a party for the Garden's Harry Markson. Asked about a forecast that Frazier
would take him in six, Ali said something like this: ''He'll
take me in six . . . He needs another fix" . . . or something
like that.
Johnny Carson was pretty hurt and surprised when Mike
Zannella, his talent coordinator , left to join Dick Cavett 's
show. (Craig Tennis took over.) Producer Fred Cordoba says
he's very happy and isn't.moving.
Mystery man Howard Hughes was in N.Y. Thanksgiving
—to see a certain lady . . .so say some friends here who believe he's not in the Bahamas now. The attempted Las
Vegas takeover by the Hughes Tool Co. is not expected to
affect Jack Entratter , boss at the Sands, nor other top executives at other hotels.
Casey Stengel appears Thursday on the Merv Griffin SOminute basebaU-dinher special. CBS had hoped to cut his
speech to three days and run it as a telethon . . . TV Radio
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Television movies
Today

"THE QUIET MAN," John Wayne. Character study of
an American boxer's return to his Irish birthplace (1952).
10:30. Cb. 11.
"GIRL IN HIS POCKET, " Jean Marais. A biology professor finds that his accidental discovery for shrinking people
also solves his romantic problems (1960). Ch. 4.
Thursday
"WHERE ANGELS GO—TROUBLE FOLLOWS!" Rosalind Russell. Tie nuns and students at St. Francis Academy
return in the sequel to "The Trouble With Angels" in which a
rambuicUous cross-country field trip is led by Sister George.
(1968). 8:00. Chs. 3-4-8.
"ROCK ISLAND TRAIL," Forrest Tucker. A construction
engineer in the West battles financial problems and hostile
Indians. (1950). 10:30. Ch.11.
"WHEN WILLIE COMES MARCHING HOME,"Dan Dailey. The people of a West Virginia town accuse their first
World War II enlistee of goldbricking when he winds up stationed in his home town. W950). 12:20. Ch. 4.

Television review

Hope: unequaled
af Christm as time

By CYNTHIA LOWRY
THE WILD BUNCH IS LOOSE AGAIN1
WEST POINT, N.Y. (AP) —
It was about an hour before
show time Tuesday and already
the cadets, officers and civilian
guests were crowding into the
field house at the U.S. Military
Academy.
Bob Hope, looking fresh and
relaxed, a' few minutes earlier
had held a news conference in
West Point's Hotel Thayer and
^FELCMAN mm ^^^^^^^^ talked about his annual Christ^
mas tour. This is his 20th.

M <^> TECHNICOLOR8 PANAU1S10M* FROM WARNED BR0S.-SEVEN ARTS \Ha
WILLIAM HOLDEN — ERNEST BORGNINE
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"I like to show the troops that
we're for them and I' m out to
give them a few laughs," Hope
said at the news conference.
Then , a few minutes later , he"
stood before some 8,000 people
in the field house trying out a
monologue. It was very long,
and as he worked from the cue"
cards, it was obvious he was listening to the laughter and thinking about cutting and pruning.
Again , he talked of the tour ,
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saying the troupe planned to
keep going "until we find Howard Hughes." But his Army
jokes were the best—"A military genius: Anyone who can
find his way out of the Pentagon" evoked a deep-throated
roar from the cadets , equal in
volume only to the reception received by the pretty girls who
sang and danced.
Unless actually present when
Hope and company are in action, it is hard to envision the
complications of mounting a
tour for his 83-m ember troupe
which is now on its way around
the world.
At one point a fuse blew with
a loud pop and the floodlights
and public address system collapsed. Hope, undaunted, went
into a little dance and the audience enjoyed every minute of it.
The cadets saw the basic
Hope show. The television audience on Jan. 14 will see essentially the same material edited
to fill 90 minutes.
To the TV viewer , the annual
Hope Christmas show is a moving experience because intf
servicemen overseas are seen
enjoying it so much. The cadets
here did , too.

Whitehall used
clothing outlet
changes days

WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
— The used clothing outlet, located in the town hall on Main
Street in Whitehall, sponsored
by the Western Dairyland Economic Opportunity Council, Inc.,
and the Social Services Department , has changed the days
that it will be open.
Now the agency will be open
Thursday and Friday instead of
Tuesday and Wednesday to coincide with the day that food
stamps are issued and with the
schedule/of the Social Security
:
representative.
The outlet will be open every
Thursday afternoon and all day
Fridays, beginning ibis week.
The agencies urge families in
need of used clothing to come
in on these days and select what
they can use.
A plea has been made for
good , used boys' and girls'
winter coats and mittens, jackets and winter footwear. The
items may be brought in on the
above mentioned days.

Bomb exp lodes
in Saigon
military hotel
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CHRISTMAS SHOPPERS SPECIAL
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THIS WEEK ONLY!
OFFER GOO D THRU SATURDAY, DEC 19.

SAIGON (AP) - A bomb
ripped through three floors of a
U.S. military hotel in downtown
Saigon tonight, and first reports
said 'two American officers and
two Vietnamese were wounded.
"Thank God it was dinner
time," said Sgt. Bernard
Strawn, 31, of Albuquerque,
N.M., the hotel supervisor.
"Most of the officers were out of
the building to dinner. I would
have had some killed had they
been in the building."
Strawn said the bomb ripped
through an apartment complex
and caused extensive damage to
the second , third and fourth
floors of the six-story Le Qui
Don billet. It normally houses
about 100 U.S. officers.
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Songs — Thai
Spell Out ihe
Tragedy and Conflict
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"Fl«»h and Blood "
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DANCE

Sat., Dec. 19—Tony Jambor
Wed., Dec. 23—Bio Jolly
Brothers Christmas Show
and Dance—Chrlttma*
Night, Dec. 25th
Young Adults 16 and Over
Chriitmai Night Rock
Dance— Hot- Half-Doren
Rochester 's
PLA-MOR BALLROOM
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Thursday, Dec. 17
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Charcoal Broiled Foods
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ADULTS 52.75
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Children under 10 — $1.50
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THE BOX: 3 pieces of

chicken , potatoes ,

grav y, slaw

and biscuits.

COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

Kentufkij fried f t Wm
TAKE HOME STORE
1558 Service Drive, Winona

SUDDEN SERVICE . .. NO NEED TO CALL
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Brach's Assorted
Holiday Chocolates

Thurman's Christ-mas

Christmas

Lifesaver Storybook

Christmas

Solid Chocolate

Chocolate Candy

Candy Canes

of 12 rolls

Ribbon Candy

Christmas Bells

4 Lb.

2 lb.

c
37

10-Ox. Box

1 lb.

3.29
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CHARGE IT AT PENNEYS IN WINONA!
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An $8.50 value
at public library

Occasionally a nonresident of the city will complain that the Winona (city) Public Library annual
nonresident fee—presently $8.50—is high. The relative
fairness of the fee is indicated by a report this week
that the nonresident Hennepin County library cards
will be raised to $15.
The Winona figure is arrived at in the simplest
of ways. Library operating costs paid for with tax
monies are divided by the number of registered resident borrowers (about 10,700 now) and the result
is the nonresident fee. The formula was suggested
by the state attorney general.
This fee entitles the holder to use the reading
rooms, to call on the professional help of the reference librarians, to borrow boohs, periodicals, recorded music and framed reproductions of famous art
and othear library services.
The library, somewhat generously, includes an
entire family in one nonresident card. As for students, it requires a nonresident card when they do
not have a Winona address.
At present there are about 150 nonresident borrowers at the Winona library, some of whom live
in Wisconsin. By comparison Hennepin County has
only 244. There a number of librari es —¦ including
those in several counties -- . have banded together
into the Metropolitan Library Service Agency. Any
eligible borrower at any one of the member libraries
does not need a nonresident card for any of the
libraries.
Several times an effort has been made to establish a Winona County library system. Should the Winona County Board of Commissioners ever be persuaded of the value of such a system^ all county residents would automatically be eligible borrowers at
all Of the member libraries. — A.B.

Boondoggle gets a
new lease on life

Every so often a new word or expression pops
up in the lively, colorful form of English spoken
by most North Americans. Mostly they're like comets, flashing into view, catching everyone's attention
briefly, then fading from view. A few turn up again
periodically, however. Such a one is that durable
of his New Deal proposals.
Boondoggle, according to our dictionary, means
"something of little value." It's further noted that
the term got into common usage about 1935. That
was in President Franklin D. Roosevelt's first term
and the word was some critic's description of one
old term standby, "boondoggle."
Boondoggle has been showing up lately in public
communications circles — editorial columns, letters
to editors, places like that — in connection with the
big SST controversy. And it does fulfill a purpose
for the SST opponent who needs a good all-purpose
epithet to use in mixed company. If necessary, he
could turn to a variety of nicknarhes — Nixon's
TFX, the Flying Snowmobile, Boeing 's Billion-Dollar Bundle, the Taxpayers' Trauma , etc. — but nothing really wraps it up quite so well as that 35-yearold slang standby, "boondoggle." — F.R.U.

The President
thinks of 1972

Anticipated political circumstances In the early
fall of 1972 certainly were as significant as economic
problems in the winter of 1970 when President Nixon
this week nominated John B. Connally of Texas as
secretary of the Treasury to replace David M. Kennedy.
In that sense it was Richard Nixon leader of
the Republican party and candidate for re-election
as President , who named a prominent conservative
Democrat from a large state to his Cabinet.
The President's reference in his announcement
for the need to approach ecdnomic problems "In
a bipartisan manner " was a candid expression of
his hope to get the nation 's most critical domestic
problems out of the political arena, just as he has
achieved success, to some degree in restoring foreign affairs to the bipartisanship that flowered during
World War II and more or less persisted until the
Congress, normally Republican and Democrats, divided into hawks and doves over Vietnam.
Although not a recognized fiscal authority, former Texas governor Connally will bring to the Treasury and Cabinet a viewpoint that will be helpful
first in formulating policy nnd second in interpreting
it.
His presence In the official administration family
will not silence the Democrats in their criticism ol
the President's economic policies, an unhappiness
which they exploited so etfectively in the November
elections, but It will give the Nixon administration
a broader appeal as its leader prepares for the 1972
election .
Part of tho responsibility of a party in power
is to take those steps which it believes will enhance
its image with tho voters and assures its continuation
in power.
The President obviously is in pursuit of that goal.
- A.B.
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Sometimes things get published
that shouldn 't Playboy magazine,
for instance, is singlemindedly devoted to this simpleminded proposition. Conversely, once in the bluest
of blue moons comes along a little
unpublished nugget which positively
cries aloud for publishing and wide
dissemination.
Such a gem of purest ray Serene
is "Educators ' Apocrypha ," written
by a fellow Californian , Jim Carey
of Hillsborough. With a reminiscent
eye on Ambrose Bierce, 1 prefer
to think of It as the "Devil's Decalogue," and herewith present it without comment as a service to my
more stiffnecked educational colleagues with the hope that these
new 10 commandments will be as
good for their professional souls as
the great Originals; handed down
smoking from Sinai, were for souls
in general.
"And it came to pass that the
prophet came down from the mountain unto the tribe called Educators,
and he spake unto them the commandments that he had heard upon
the mountain:
"I. Thou shalt change tho way

and the course of the school to educate the Whole Child. And this shall
be a sign to thee that the old law
Of reading and writing and arithmetic shall give way to the new
world which shall divert the children to the greater good of psychological adjustment and group participation in the hew society. .
"II. Thou shall expand the curriculum and it shall encompass all
of life and especially family life.
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And as part thereof , thou shalt include trainin g in the plumbing and
gymnastics of sexual behavior. For
unless the brethren of the tribe of
educators do these things, the children shall grow without knowledge,
and their ignorance and wickedness
shall be like unto that of their fathers and their fathers' fathers before thern. For how shall they beget
families without training?
"III. Thou shalt not question nor

Shalt thou have in thee any doubt
or skepticism. And all that . is said
unto thee' by the leaders shalt be
unto thee holy truth. And any fad
or mass movement advocated by
thy association shalt thou follow,
yea, even unto absurdity.
"IV. Thou shalt be liberal in all
things for thou knowest and teachest
the heed to reshape society. And
thou shalt not conserve of the old
ways for they were wicked in all
things. And the children shall be
conformed to a common thought and
attitude in support of the new society. And .good shall come of this
in thy days, for dissensions and
cruelty and competitiveness and individuality shall vanish from' .th e
earth when all men think in unity.
"V. Thou shalt use the children

entrusted unto thee for experiments
of the mind and of the spirit and
of society. And because thy cause
is holy and thy intent pure, no man
shall indict thee, even when thy adventures beyond academic instruc-

tion go awry. For the children of
man shall be sacrificed to the greater goad of the New Society.
"VI. Thou shalt speak In tongues,

and thy jargon shall
enemies. But fear not
gon also confoundeth
of the tribe, for thy
be only for creating
mysterious wisdom.
"VII. Thou shalt

confound thy
that thy jarthe brethren
jargon shall
an image of

multiply

thy

tribe that more may share in the
glories that the tribe of educators
bringeth to the world. And quantity shall ¦ rule
¦ over quality in thy
tribe. ;' . ' ' .. ' . '
..

"VI II. Thou shalt lake for t h y

labors an ever - increasing reward.
For thy labors are good, and they
are difficult beyond the labors of
Other men.
"IX. Thou shalt not take measure

of thy work, nor permit any man
to compare the performance of the
least of thy brethren with the performance of thy most able brethren.
For thy tribe may not increase and
prosper so greatly if men may der
mand of thee increased effectiveness. For the blind confidence of
men shall sustain thee, and thy ret;
uge shall be in Tenure. .
"X. Thou shalt conceal thy contempt for parents, lest they be
aroused from their indifference. For
parents even more than their children shall be thy burden even unto
the end of thy days."
Yea, brother, verily. Likewise hallelujah and even hosanna!
Los Angeles Times

Notes from underground
STOCKHOLM - In a world ol
megatons and onrushing technology
and j iew forms of political control,
words still have their mysterious
power. That was the unexpected
and moving lesson at this year's
Nobel Prize ceremony.
Hea?e were some of the great
physicists and chemists and medical researchers and economists of
the world, met to receive or give
professional homage. Yet for them ,
and others watching, the significant
figur e of the occasion was a man
treated as an outcast in his own
county, officially ostracized by his
profession, afraid even to come to
Stockholm — a man with no power
but Ms words.
PAt/L SAMUELSON of MIT,fh«

laureate in economics, told the audience: "I speak from the rhind. If
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn had been
here to speak from the heart , all
of Ui would be the better for it;
every individual, every country,
without exception."
Sir Bernard Katz of London University, laureate in Medicine
spoke of his own debt to colleagues.
Then he said of Sohheriitsyn: "Unlike myself, whatever he has done,
he has done for himself ; there are
no collaborators."
If ever a man had to draw on
himself for the hope that makes life
possible, it is Solzhenitsyn. He has
been expelled from the Soviet Writers Union, leaving him without Official status or source of income. In
the Last five years he has been able
to publish in the U.S.S.R., only one
small story. Today is his 52nd birthday, and he has never been outside
the Soviet Union.
ANYONE WHO has written for
publication will understand what it
meaais to ask of a writer: Get your
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satisfaction from the future alone,
your imagined future ; find urgent
meaning in events and do nothing
with the perception but store it
away. .
For Solzhenitsyn, none of this is
disabling. He writes for himself, to
tell the truth . He has the confidence
to survive without an immediate audience, as he survived stomach cancer and eight years in prison camp.
The extent of his courage is difficult for us in the West to grasp.
It is brought out with the drama
of unadorned fact in a fascinating
book just published in London ,
"Solzhenitsyn':.. A Documentary Re cord." The book, edited by Leopold
Labedz, is a collection of statements
by and about Solzhenitsyn in his
struggle f or artistic f reedom.
Particuarly interesting are transcripts of Soviet Writers Union
meetin gs. On Nov., 17, 1966 ^- before the renewed grip of censorship
was felt in full — the Moscow section discussed "Cancer Ward ," Solzhenitsyn's novel that uses a hospital
cancer ward as symbol for a diseased society. Members had read the
first part in manuscript.
"IT IS OBVIOUS to everyone that

'Cancer Ward' must be published ,"
says one, dismissing talk that the
book was dangerous. "In Dostoevsky's notes we find the words: 'What
would it have been like if Tolstoy
had lied.' "
The emotions of that meeting are
so clear , the feeling that Solzhenitsyn is the first Soviet writer to
rank with Tolstoy and Dostoevsky.
At the end a woman member rushes forward and shouts: "Wonderful

man! Let us pray to God to grant
good health to Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn!" The writers pass a resolution
urging publication of "Cancer Ward."
That is the last heard of it.
Then on Sept., 22, 1967, there is
a meeting of the Union Secretariat
to discuss letters from Solzhenitsyn
demanding freedom to write and
publish in the Soviet Union. He is
there to defend himself — speaking
with a passion that reads like something from a nineteenth-century Russian novel. When denounced because
"propagandists" abroad make use
of him , he replies:
"I have never been abroad , but
I do know that I don't have time
enough left in my life to learn about
life there. I do not understand how
one can be so sensitive to opinion
abroad and not to one's own country,
to pulsing opinion here. For my entire life, I have had the soul of
my homeland under my feet; only
its pain do I hear , only about it
do I write."
THERE ARE the creatures of the

regime, criticizing this passage and
that in Solzhenitsyn's work, demanding that he publicly "renounce your
role of leader of the political opposition." The Chairman, K. A. Fedin,
with all the accomplished smoothness of a Soviet Spiro Agnew, tries
to persuade Solzhenitsyn to compromise, But he says no. And he writes
more letters.
No book will make the present
Soviet leadership relax its grinding
attempts to police its people's
thoughts. But this book together with
the Nobel ceremony, reminds us
that the power of political tyranny
has its limits: It fears the words
of an Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn.
New York Times News Service

Heath: I—man for ail seasons
LONDON — Although Prime Minister Edward Heath is well known
to many American leaders including
President Nixon, whom he visits this
week, he is Insufficiently familiar
to the United States public, partly
because he is a shy man although
not 3n the least bit timid. Moreover,
in some respects he resembles Nixon in being exceedingly pragmatic
but not by nature endowed with
charisma.
For Britain — and therefore the
Americans accustomed to British
statesmen — he la a rather unfamiliar kind of leader in background ,
style and even Jn his hobbies. Certainly he represents a break with
the traditional type of Tory, coming
from the modest middle class without aristocratic family, regimental
ties or Inherited attitudes . What ho
hfiB already accomplished — and
this is considerable — he accomplished for himself.
HE WAS ORGANIST In tho chapel

of his Oxford College and retains
a passion for music HO plays the
piano so well thnt he recently accompanied Yehudl Menuhin, a feat
unlikely to be carried off by any
other chief of government. Had he
been able to find a patron It is
indeed possible he might have chosen the organ as a career.
But he always had politics in rrtlnd
and was president of the Oxford Un-
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ion. Soon after the war, in which
he became a lieutenant colonel , he
won a seat in the House of Commons.
Heath sees politics more in terms
of practical policies and executive
attitudes than ideological distinctions.
Heath considers himself a man
of catholic all-round views and not
particularly marked by the influence
of any man, although he freely acknowledges debts to Churchill , Eden
and Macmlllan.
ON THIS KIND of broad subject
— his interest in a multiplicity of
things — he talks with easy freedom. He Sees himself subject to
many broad influences — people,
the sea, music, mountains.
At 5\ he is a vi gorous , ruddy man
who likes to read a lot, walk whenever he can , occasionally play golf.
H6 enjoys wine, watching ballet , attending opera, theater. He greatly
fancied driving fast cars before his
present position put a stop to that.
He relishes travel, pictures, architecture. Before he became prime
minister he would often fly oft to
European art exhibitions.
However, Heath 's consuming lava

remains music. He is possessed by
no overwhelming favorite composer
although he has a wide range of
familiarity because of his occasional
liking to conduct and his devotion
to the organ and piano. Strangely
enough, his approach to music is
similar to his approach to politics.
His tastes are broad and he believes one must judge individual
works rather than the composers.
Obviously, as an organist and pianist, he has "a foundation " of Bach
but he can develop enormous admiration for Beethoven , Brahms, Bruckner , Mahler or moderns such as
Vaughan Williams.
HEATH'S VERSATILITY is not a

new phenomenon for a prime minister. Only in recent years one has
seen in 10 Downing Street Winston
Churchill, orator, writer, painter
and erstwhile athlete, and Harold
Macmillan golfer, expert shot and
habitue of the literary world.
The test of Heath 's success, however, will come in his ability to
meet hard practical problems In a
hard practical way. In Britain thoro
in now a problem of this sort, involving labor relations, the ' fight
against inflation and the whole economic future. Mere teste on a huger
ncale and to he faced on international horizons, are what bring him
to Washington.
A/otv York Times News Service
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Boggs vs. Sisk
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WASHINGTON -They are shaking the ladder upon which Rep. Hale
Boggs Of Louisiana has every right
to ascend to the post of Democratic leader of the House in the hew
Congress assembling in January.
Rarely has illogic, to which the
art of politics is unfortunately no
stranger, been so pervasive as in
this instance. For Boggs is being
quietly challenged by a man, Rep.
B. F. Sisk of California, whose chief
credentials appear from the outside
to be a simple, humanly understandable but not very logical de•
sire for the job.

THE REASONS wny Boggs should
have for the asking the traditional
promotion from ' chief whip, or as*
sistant leader, to leader are merely
sensible.
First, he has for 15 years served
his party in the hard , nitty-gritty
jobs — seven years as an assistant whip :;and eight years as chief
whip. Second, it is not deba table
that his is one of the truly firstclass minds of the House. Third,
he is the ranking member of the
powerful Ways and Means Committee.
Fourth , no man in the House, has
more often put his political life on
the- . -line in resolute support of a
politics of rationalism — that is,
of a moderate liberalism that has
always rejected mere theatrical
screaming as the alternative to getting things done.
Fihally, perhaps the greatest of
all the Democratic party 's debts to
Hale Boggs is that in 1968 he took
on the job from which many another ordinarily stout fellow fled in terror. This was the appallingly
thankless task of acting as chairman of the platform committee at
the 1968 Democratic national convention.

He is benefiting, too, from the sad
reality that a purely rational stanca
in public life — Bogg's stance ( —
is all fob often off-putting 'to many
people. Sisk is a pleasantly effective
membea* on the record . Boggs, like
most politicians of high talent, is
not strong on his personal "public
relations".and is always putting the
issues ahead of the personal touch.
For a Southerner, he is quite liberal. In consequence, he- faces less
of support of at least a part of the
Southern old guard.
THE OUTCOME OF Ir all, which
will be determined in the first Democratic party caucus of the new Congress is further enshrouded by the
^
fact "that , so far ' as anybody can
find out, the biggest of all House
Democrats, Carl Albert of Oklahoma, is practicing a total neutralism. Albert will be.elected Speaker
of the House in succession to the
retiring John W. McCormack of
Massachusetts, thus leaving t h a
Democratic leader 's job open.
Where Albert's yea and nay , will
fall in the end in the matter of
his successor is anybody's guess.
United Feature Syndicate

J

HOW CAN IT BE, then, that such
a man should appear to be in genuine danger of losing the normal
promotion to the perfectly decent
but somewhat ambivalent member
who is Rep. Sisk of California?
Digging down into the enigma suggests some answers — none^ very
good hut all very real . Sisk, a member of the House Rules Committee,
which controls the traffic of bills
to the House floor , has somehow
managed to seem to be both liberal
and conservative more or less at
the same time.

Taste afte rtaste
An editorial in
Christian Science Monitor

Perhaps one of the most futile
areas to comment upon is the world
of fashions. Fashion s and fads like
underground rivers, operate at a
subintcllectual level. Further, there
Is a widespread belief that taste
unlike actions and motives , cannot
be criticized . And the Cynic might
say there is little point to trying
to curb fashions because they quickly obsolesce themselves anyway.
Still there are, at times, implications In fashions or in the promotion of them,'that are worth the registering of disapproval. Two cases:
An ad for American mink coats:
"Owning a mink coat Is something
like earning the Distinguished Service Cross. It proves that you've
fought life. And won . . . So go
ahead , Be the first on your block
to buy a mink during a recession.
That's status. " Crass.
The fad of bullet or cartridge belts
for women is likewise out of taste.
Perhaps there is a bit of fun in
the notion of woman guerrillaism.

CertaJnly the clothes-conscious women already sporting the belts may
he harmless enough . But one can
hardly argue that the current cult
of bombing and artarchy In which
a few young American womenfolk
have enlisted , should bo glorified.
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Women voters oppose trade bill
The point of Anthony Lewis's article "Trade reverberatdoris'' in Thursday 's edition of this paper, (that the proposed
trade bill may potentially harm U.S. trade more than it will
aid it, is well taken.
The League of Women Voters of- the United States shares
the concern that enactment of the House-passed trade bill

Abortion choice
of individual

In many cases the American government has attempted
to legislate morality. The truth of the matter is that such
legislation can be "successful" only if it reflects the collective
morality of the populace and if the community demands its
stringent enforcement. The present abortion statutes fail
no meet these criteria. We are saddled -with an unenforceable
law stemming from religious ethic and the fear that, if abortion becomes legal society will cease to perpetuate itself.
PRESENTLY anyone who desires ail abortion can get
one. The position that the woman places herself in is a demeaning one and she is vulnerable to exploitation and physical hazard. Abortion mills are prevalent and their operation virtually uninterrupted by police or other authorities. The
demand for the proscribed services of the abortionist is increasing and; his prosecution is nearly .impossible because
there is no complainant.
Abortion has aptly been termed a "crime without a
victim." Whether Or not the fetus is "alive" is of little consequence. It has not yet attained viability, or the capacity
to live outside of the mother's womb.
The answer is not, as suggested in a previous letter, a
sexual prohibition or complete abstinence from sexual relations. Better and more widespread use of contraceptives
is more desirable than abortion. It is not, however, a question
of alternatives, It will be some time y«t until contraceptives
become universally available and to say at this point that our
knowledge of birth control is sufficient to eliminate the need
for abortion is wishful thinking.
An abortion performed in a hospital is a simple, inexpensive operation involving little risk. At present the high
fees of the illegal market introduce the element ;of economic
discrimination. Women who desire abortions but who are
financially unable to obtain them_ are prevented from terminating unwanted pregnancies. The legalizaGon of abortion
would stabilize cost realistically in proportion to the service
rendered.Trained medical personnel and sanitary conditions
would be available. All those who desire to terminate pregnancy should be allowed to do .so. Medical, psychological and
economic factors are all of importance.
THE CHOICE always and finally lies with the individual
woman. If she herself believes that abortion is contrary to
religious doctrines then she will never seek an abortion. But,
if she does not hold that view it should be her option to be
relieved, without undue hazard to herself, of what .she feels
to be a burdemngpregnancy.
Those champions of morality who feel that America is
becoming corrupt and decadent have the constitutional right
to their own liberties, but while hollering "Bill ©f Bights" they
had better remember that they >are doing little good as
guardians
¦ of purity and that others are entitled to those same
rights. •
KATHI KUHLMANN
Kalamazoo College
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A message fo all
puzzled shoppers:

PCA approves
plan for
recycling cars

(HB 18970) threatens to lead the "U.S. into a world trade war,
and even though the LWV supports some of the bill's provisions, the LWV feels that taken as a whole the bill's restrictive provisions far outweigh those which are acceptable.
The league opposes the following provisions:
1. Mandatory quotas on textiles and footwear
2. Mandatory quotas on mink and glycine
3. The provision locking-in the quota on oil, prohibiting
the president from changing from a quota to a tariff
system of oil import control
' 4 . The relaxed "escape-clause" provision, which includes
a semi-automatic "trigger " mechanism under which
countless industries, could receive import relief.
Upon reflection we find that the bill threatens the farmers, firms and workers who depend on export for their livelihood -with massive foreign retaliation. Moreover, it is likely
to work hardship upon the consumers affected by the possible
or even probable increase of fuel, textile and shoe prices.
The league urges all those concerned about this legislation
to express their views so that people responsible for making
U.S. trade policies may have a truer appreciation of the nation's feelings and not interpret silence as a sign of disinterest or approval .
JEANETTE STEINER (MRS. WALTER)
National Action Chairman
Winona LWV
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By G. C THELEN Jr.
Edwards said the 0.5 guideline* fish consumption has be*en reIs
cautious and "of- ported. The Japanese eat more
(AP)
"WASHINGTON
— The fersextremely
a substantial margin for fish than Americans and the
Food and Drug Administration safety."
mercury level causing harm
says Americans can keep on "I want to re-emphasize the was 10 to 80 times the U.S. limST. PAUL (AP)-The Minne- eating canned tuna although . ex- point that given present levels it. Edwards said.
sota Pollution Control Agency cess mercury has been found in of tuna consumption in this The tuna findings are the
(PCA) approved Tuesday a plan more than one of every five country, the relatively low lev- first major confirmed one's inels of excess mercury content volving mercury contamination
fo. the recycling of junked and cans sampled.
found to date and the fact that of ocean fish. High mercury levabandoned autos which it will Should housewives continue to even his excess is being re- els have been reported previouspropose to the 1971 legislature. buy all the canned tuna they moved, we are confident that ly in fresh water fish exposed to
The program, to be financed want and feed it to their fami- the American consumer is now industrial mercury discharges.
and will remain safe from risks
by a 65-cent surcharge on Min- lies? '.; ' .' ' '
of mercury poisoning," he said. The source of the ocean merv
nesota automobile license plates, "Absolutely, said FDA Comcury is unknown. But govern"
would offer state subsidies to missioner Charles C. Edwards. Dr. Albert C. Colbye Jr., dep- ment scientists say it is probauty director of the FDA's bu- bly natural deposits of the metal
encourage the hauling of old "This is not a health hazard." reau
of foods, said a person on the ocean floor that work
autos to processors who would Edwards' advice to consum- would have" to eat two cans of their way into the aquatic food
crush them into junk metal for ers came as he disclosed gov- tainted tuna a day for a year be-, chain.
ernment test results showing 23 fore he would be poisoned.
reuse.
said the tuna Indusper cent of canned tuna tested Mercury taken into the body tryEdwards
will monitor all future' packs
The plan adopted Tuesday was so far contained poisonous mercause blindness, insanity or for excess mercury. Any imrevised slightly from the plan cury higher than the FDA limit can
death.
ported tuna containing more
which won preliminary approval of 0.5 parts per million. The j apan is the only country than the 0.5 limit will be seized,
most
found
was
1.12,
or
twice
from the PCA last month;
where mercury poisoinine from he said.
The original plan, product of the government limit.
a 10-month, $25,000 study, rec- Industry is now recalling
ommended that all such process- 921,600 cans with excess mercuing operations be licensed. Un- ry after a check of 139 tuna lots.
der the revised, only those pro- ..'. FDA officials believe virtually
cessors and haulers who take every majOr tuna brand will be
advantage of the subsidy would involved in recalls as soon as
sampling is expanded during
be licensed. .
The program is designed to the next 30 days to include all
subsidize local government Or 30,000 lots packed in 1970 for
other groups which contract with American consumption.
a firm for auto removal and
recycling. Under present conditions, the price of scrap metal
is often so low that processors
Non-Narcotic Tablet That Needs No Prescription
do not find it profitable to seek
Proves Just As Effective As The Expensive,
out the old autos.
Leadine Pain-Relief Prescription Of Doctors/

Abortion laws
cruel, unfair

The Most Exciting Headache News InYears!'

Regarding the abortion controversy :
In the first place, there have been several erroneous
statements made concerning the various stages of development a fertilized female egg passes through. Three to four
weeks after conception, the egg is referred to as an embryo.
After the third month of pregnancy, it is known as a fetus,
and of course, Jt becomes an infant only after its birth; not
' ' -. . '
before. .
The fetus is not considered viable, or capable of sustaining life on its own, until the 24th to 26th week of pregnancy.
Until this time, it cannot scientifically be considered a separate entity, but merely a dependent part oTa body, alive
only-as much as are other dependent orpnsTand: tissues of
: -¦
: '' .
' ¦"¦' '.¦
that body.
>-^ - _ ••/
When and if a soul is breathed into a growing being is a
question best left to students of theology. Neither science nor
law acknowledge the existence of soul in any form , and this
is a fact that religious proponents of the anti;ahortion laws
would do well to remember.
" Therefore, the decision concerning removal of the embryo or fetus should legally rest solely with the person involved, and not with the state, the church , or the person's
peers. '
The anti-abortion laws are a prime example of the
church having exerted undue pressure on the state, resulting in the undermining of the individual's rights. With the
United States Constitution guaranteeing each individual the
freedom of religious belief or non-belief , this cruel and unfair set of laws should never have been put into effect.
It may be noted that several states have already relaxed their out-dated laws relating to abortion, and indications
are that this condition will soon become nationwide.
We have a long way to go, but as in the proverbial one
thousand miles, the first steps are finally being taken .
ALLEN D. DISHER
.

Exc ess mercury found
in 20 percent of tuna
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Brooke's daughter
wins divorce, goes
back to college

Doctors' Tests InTreating
Nervous Tension Headaches
How Made Public

you're one of the many who
BOSTON (AP) - The 21- If
get
nervous headaches,
year-old daughter of Sen. Ed- thesetense,
latest tests by doctors
ward W. Brooke, R-Mass., has should be of the greatest im.VATICAN CITY %- ' Pope obtained a divorce.
portance.
Paul VI canceled his scheduled A spokesman for the senatoc. -In recent medical tests docweekly public audience today said Tuesday that Remi Brooks tors proved a famous tablet that
because of an attack of influen- Hasler obtained an uncontested needs no prescription gives the
za accompanied by a slight fe- decree last February from Don- same complete headache relief
ver.
. ¦ . - •'
ald R. Hasler of Milford, N.J., as the expensive, leading preThe pontiff is 73.
whom she married June 22, scription of doctors.
These doctors' tests, proved,
His personal doctor, Prof. 1968.
a doubt, that Anacin is
Mario Fontana , said "the fever The spokesman added that j¦beyond
ust
as
effective
to relieve tenis so light that His Holiness can she has returned to Northeasttake care of normal church af- ern University, which she at- sion headaches, yet Anacin
fairs with his aides."
tended before the marriage.

.

Pope cancels weekly
public audience; flu

-.-
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needs no prescription and'ii far
more economical.
With Anacin, headache pain
and its nervous tension vanish
in minutes. Despite its strength,
Anacin is not narcotic Youcan
take it without getting dizzy or
an upset stomach,
(
Next time take powerful, fast-",
acting Anacin0.Anacin Tablet*
give the same complete headache pain relief as the leading
prescription product for which,
doctors wrote 21 million prescriptions last yearv
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Hans Conreicf and a wonderful cast. Full color, full
on imation by EMC-Film Designers. A completely
original score, including two new Christmas songs
by "Odo to Billie Joe" Grammy Award winner
Jim Haskell.
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An absorbing half-hour full animation color spoclal for family enjoyment and appreciation,
Simply and affectionately, with humor and understanding, it shows tho relationship of tho Christmas sto ry to contemporary lifo.

Adventures of Benji and His Dog, Wa ldo,
Can Be Seen Only On Cable TV at the
Following Times. Locally Originated On

CHANNEL 3 at 4:45 P.M.
THURSDAY & FRIDAY
DEC. 17 - 18

American Cablevision
120 ON THE PLAZA EAST

Expect McGovern to be first to declare for 72

By WALTER R. MEARS - concedes he has an educational
and
jolfin front of him to make his
Cari P. LEUBSDORF
views known to the country.
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen. And, because of his small recGeorge McCfovern, impelled by
what he calls the frustration of ognition factor , the presidential
powerlessness in the Senate, primaries loom particularly imwill soon become the first man portant to McGovern. He needs
to- declare for the presidency in a strong showing to prove he
can win, and to attract support
1972.
But there may be political from, the professional Demofrustration ahead as McG-overn crats, now lining up with Musbegins an open campaign to ov- kie.
ercome the lead he concedes "I' m going into a number of
Sen. Edmund S. Muskie holds primaries, but I haven't decided
over a crowded field of Demo- which ones," McGovern says.
"If you can't do well in a numcratic prospects.
ber of primaries, you can't do
When the South Dakota sena- well in the fall."
tor makes the official declara- The first primary is in New
tion next month, it will be but a Kampshire^-solid Muskie terriformality. For more than a year tory. McGo"Vern does not rule
he has waged an obvious if un- out a New Hampshire race, but
announced drive for tho 1972 says he would not expect to win
nomination..
there.
"We've been working fox over There is political peril in that,
a year now, trying to see wheth- for if McGovern enters, Muskie
er there was a basis for a candi- would have someone to run
dacy," McGovern said in an in- against, and \ almost certainly
terview. "I'm pretty well con- someone to defeat. And that
vinced there is."
would make New Hampshire a
It is a small one. One national far more valuable prize.
poll ranks McGovern seventh on With all of these factors a
a list of eight potential candi- high wall against his chances
dates, the choice of two per cent why does he bother?
of rank-and-file Democrats.
But the 48-year-old senator in- "I suppose the thing that imsists he can overcome the long pels me to be a candidate," he
odds. "I'm inclined to discount says, "is that I just can't take
the polls at this point," he says. the frustration any longer of sit"All they do is give an indica- ting there in the Senate where
tion of what your recognition you can see the mistakes that
our national leadership is makfactor is."
That indication can hardly be ing, but are powerless to do
very much about it.
heartening.
But, McGovern says, once he "I have no trouble at all undeclares for the nomination a derstanding the sense of frustranationwide cadre will rally to tion and powerlessness that afhim. ''What I'm told is that if flicts citizens across the country
I'm serious about running, because I feel the same sense of
they'll be serious about support- it through these continuing poliing me."
. ';¦" ¦' ¦'¦ ¦ cies that are weakening the naHe goes- on: "My chances of tion, and I feel unable to do
getting the nomination depend something about it.
on working on it over a long pe- "The chance to do something
riod of time. I don't think any- about it is in the presidency,"
one is going to get it handed to McGovern says.
McGovern also claims he can
Mm this time."
do a better job than other prosCompared to his most formi- pective candidates in sharpendable prospective rivals—Mus- ing and defining the issues for
kie, Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, the run against President NixHubert H. Humphrey—Mc- on.
Govern is little known, and he For a decade, he says, he has

McGovern to tell
plans on Tuesday
DENVER (AP}—Sen. George
McGovern, D-S.D., said Tuesday
he! will announce next month
whether he will make another
presidential bid in 1972.
Much of McGovern's comments in a news conference
were preceded by the qualifier:
*'If I become a national candidate ..."
About the 1972 Democratic
presidential nomination, McGovern said Republican Mayor John
Lindsay of New 'York cannot be
considered a likely possibility.
"He has about as much
chance of being nominated by
the Democrats as I have of being named by the Republicans,"
McGovern said.
He said, however, he" would
welcome Lindsay into the Democratic party, but added it would
be difficult for Lindsay to switch
parties despite his differences
with some GOP leaders.
McGovern said if he should
run again , he would be talking
to the backers of the 1968 McCarthy campaign for the Democratic presidential nomination.
The McCarthy people are still
around and will bel heard from
In 1972, he said.
Sen. Eugene McCarthy, DMinn., ran a losing campaign
for the Democratic presidential
nomination in 1968—primarily

been speaking "more accurately and more prophetically"
about Southeast Asia than his rivals, as well as about the problems at home.
McGovern says the Vietnam
war remains "the transcendent
issue in American politics today. "
It is an issue he has pushed,
particularly as a chief sponsor
of legislation to compel U.S.
withdrawal by the end of next
year.
The H-a ' .t f i e Id-McGovern
Amendment was defeated. But

McGovern campaigned for it on
national television and helped
raise $500,000 to promote it. He
was a feey man, too, in a 1970
campaign drive that raised! over
$1 million for liberal Senate candidates.
And he still has the mailing
lists of donors to those causes, a
valuable commodity for a man
who soon will be seeking support and contributions for a
presidential campaign.
McGovern said he is confident
he can raise the money to begin
his campaign, and to operate

his campaign outpost, located presidential campaign in 1968.
two blocks from the Capitol, He attracted a handful of
where the current staff of five votes—146^.
will be increasing in the months That effort was, In effect, an
ahead.
antiorganwation candidacy; this
He says $250,000 to;$300,000 one, McGovern says, is not.
could finance "a pretty good "I don't want to emerge as
campaign" during 1971. ¦ "It the antiorganization candidate,
might go to twice that."
but I'm not going to let the orIn 1972, of course, the cost ganization keep me from being
would skyrocket, as the presi- a candidate, either," he says.
dential primary season opens.
. "I don't intend to run against
As heir to some support pre- Ed Muskie, or to run against
viously held by the late Sen. other Democrats," McGovern
Robert F. Kennedy. McGovern says. "I intend to run against
waged a brief , largely symbolic Richard Nixon."

What To Give This Year?
HOW ABOUT A CAMERA?
sSs $9.88
Instamatic 44 Kit .

SEE BUCK'S Instamatic
fer $498 with Flash

OPEN WON. - FRI.
¦¦
. "9 a.m. •» p.m. .

BUCKS Camera Shop

159 Main St.

Winona
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Ice breaking season
begins on Grea t Lakes
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Reg. 12.98. Shetland wool
fancy. Crew neck styling.
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The right shirt with theright tia

NOTICEI MEDICAL ASSISTANCE CLIENTS
WELCOME HERE

CMSSIS MAKE WOIEM GIFTS

GIVE THE GUT OF BETTER VISIONGIVE A KING GUT CERTIFICATE
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MOVIE . .CAMERA-; - So $89.95
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as a peace candidate. McGovern also ran with a top priority
on ending the war.
President Nixon is "sincerely
wrong" in his approach to the
Vietnam war, McGovern said
here.
The news conference preceded
a spedch by McGovern before
the Midwest Electric Consumers Association,
a

CLEVELAND, Ohio (AP) Ninth District U.S. Coast Guard
headquarters says the 1970
Great Lakes ice breaking season began early Tuesday with
the freeing of the steamer E. M.
Ford near Green Bay , Wis.
The Coast Guard said the
steamer had mechanical difficulties during the night and required help from the cutter
Mesquite to get through early
ice to a cement company dock
at Green Bay.
o
PERSONAL PROGRAM
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP ) Gov. Louie B. Nunn, who Is
waging a personal campaign
against drug abuse and addiction, says he is relying on such
committees in 116 of Kentucky 's
120 counties to carry on local
programs combatting dope.
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CHARGE IT AT PENNEYS IN WINONA!
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Bringing you quality foods at the most economical prices Has been
the aim of Arnold Albrecht for all of his 26 years in the business.
Now he has another BIG BONU S for you-FREE GOLD BOND
STAMPS! Remember, Albrechfs is the only truly locally-owned Super
Market in Winona and Arnie's p olicy of Budget Protector Prices
plus Gold Bond Stamp s adds up to savings week after week after
week when you shop Albrecht's Fairway in the Miracle Mall. Arnie
believes in the old adage-DON'T TELL ME, SHOW ME!
'
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Committee will
decide on Queen

By JANET STA3HAR
WASHINGTON CAP) ¦ - The House voted Tuesday to place
the fate of the never-say-sink Delta Queen in the hands of a
House-Senate conference committee.
The committee will attempt to iron< out an agreement that
would allow the 46-year-old mostly wood sternwheeler back
on the Mississippi River.
As it stands aiow, the liverboat falls under the thumb of
¦
, - ' • the Safety at Sea Law requiring vessels carrying 50 or mare
overnight passengers to have metal superstructures.
Because of the law, the privately-owned queen ceased her
runs several weeks ago at New Orleans.
In Congress, the Queen resurfedl time and time again.
A bill to exempt the Queen from the Safety at Sea Law
for three years until another excursion vessel with the needed
safety regulations was built failed to gain Senate-House
approval.
The conference committee tactic was a, last ditch effort
to save her. It won passage by a 295-73 vote.
. Vlf the conference committee hammers Gut still another
plan, separate Senate and House approval is still required.
House members debated over an hour on the Queen's
future. Rep. Tom Railsback, R-I1L, said the Queen was
the safest riveiboat ever constructed."
¦"probably
.; • • Rep. Robert Taft Jri, R-Ohio, claimed that the risk is far
greater for people to ride in their cars today than in the,
. ' Queen. '
Chairman Edward A. Garmatz, D-Md., of the House Merchant . Marine Committee which wrote the safety, law, said
"Congress should not gamble with the lives of passengers,
"I hope the Delta Queen never burns, but if it does, the
blood will be on the Congress and not the 'experts who told
you it was unsafe," Garmatz said.
Appointed to the conference group were Rep. Emanuel
Celler, D-N.Y., Rep. William M. McCuUoch, R-Ohio, and Rep.
Harold D. Donohue, D-Mass.
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Wisconsin Resources
Department blasted
GREEN BAY, Wis. W) A spokesman for a private
environmental p r o t e c tion group complained Tuesday to Gov.-elect Patrick
J. Lucey that the Department of Natural Resources
hasn't been showing adequate management of Wisconsin resources.
John P. Wilson, director
of the Wisconsin Ecological
Society, said his group feels
the department "has devoted a disproportionate
amount of time and money
to promoting intensive use
of state resources at the Expense of protecting those
that require it. "
He made the remarks during one of Lucey's hearings
on Wisconsin's 1971-73 state
budget needs.
Housing project reservoirs
in Menominee County were
cited by Wilson as examples
of what he called ill-advised
use of natural facilities.
The developers, he said,

got state permission to dam
three creeks "against some
highly expert advice." He
said a conflict of "philosophical interests" within thedepartment led to approval
of the reservoir development.
The department staff is
"weighted in favor of engineers." he said, calling for
more biologists.
The department's record
includes a pair of "outrageous situations" concerning solid -waste, Wilson said.
The department lagged
for sbc months before reporting the Town of Green
Bay to the Justice Department for action against artesian well pollution from a
town dump, he said.
The other case* he said,
involved issuance of dump
permits
to a paper company
¦ 'in a beautifully
wooded ravine with an intermittent
creek that ¦ drains
¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ' to¦ ¦ the
¦ Fos
Etiver."
.
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Hickel: presidentiaI staff m^mbers c reated jsolatioh

You once said if you could have some of the enormous problems
(Bditor's Note:— "The last shall be first as tat as this
By STAN BENJAMIN
talked with him or his aide, we're faced with.
(AP)
"
President
Nixon
commented
- For- administration is concerned,
WASHINGTON
John
Ehrlichman, for five min- Q—You have also disagreed
Secretary
for
1
9
69
at
swearing-in
ceremonies
Jan.
24,
,
mer Secretary of the Interior
you
would not have had to with the tactics of the 1970 Reutes,
Walter 3. Hickel says presiden- of the Interior Walter J. Hickel, last of the Nixon Cabinet
write your famous May 6 letter. publican political campaign.
tial staff members came be- to win Senate confirmation.
How do you assess its effects?
Was that a frequent problem?
Twenty-two months later , Thanksgiving Eve, 1970, the
tween nun and President "Nixon,
A—I had never pushed as A—We had so many positive,
words had a hollow ring for Hickel, the millionaire former
and created an "isolation of
hard as I did that day. But it good things to talk about that
thought" at the White House.
Alaska governor. He became the first Cabinet member
was more ah isolation o£ there just wasn't any reason to
Staff members meddled in de- booted out of his job.
thought than an isolation of indi- run a negative campaign . . .
partment affairs, Hickel said,
viduals. It was really an atti- It was the negative attitude,
In his first interview with a newspaper reporter since
and may have tried to keep him
tude. I think men who try too more than anything, that I
who covaway from the President be- he was fired , Hickel outlined to Stan Benjamin,
hard for a job have to compro- thought was not acceptable to
cause they feared he could per- ers the Interior for The Associated Press, his ideas on
top- many things, I came the American people.
mise"
and
his
suade Nixon in favor of pro- politics and the circle of aides around Nixon,
totally/free.
I came to do a job , Q-What do you think Ameriadvice for the young.)
grams they opposed.
^V__
get
a
job
; to do a job for ca's youth will think^ about the
j aoiio
¦'
Hickel, fired by the President
chances of working within the
'
v
Americans
....
'
200
million
¦
¦
¦
- v - *¦: ;. ¦ ; ; . . <" ¦'¦ ¦ - ¦ /
,.
Nov. 25 after two stormy years
present system, after seeing you
;./
*V :
in the Cabinet, told The Asso- criticized by the President for*responsibilities can only react in If yon capture that intent fired?
ciated Press in an exclusive inyou've got Wally Hickel's ap- A—In the letters we get, obcontroversial ac- the way the input gets, to him.
terview: "There is a direction those many
proach to the problems, and viously they're disappointed
¦
'
'
going in the "White House, at the tions. . .' .. .
you 've got his problems with the that this kind of thing had to
Any
reaction
I
had
from
the
staff level, that I disagree Q—You mean while you were President was always on a posi- administratio n . . . .
happen.
secretary, the President was ocwith."
Q—That sounds like the popu- We've received thousands of
"
saying:
casionally
"You're tive, imaginative basis for solv- lar notion of a little "in-group " telegrams and. letters ... sayHe carefullyavoided any crlt- doing a good job?' ?
ing problems. He'd light up
the" President and con- ing: "He (Nixon ) didn't fire a
icism of President Nixon, how- A—Yes. Especially on envi- when I'd talk to him about pro- isolating
"input." Is that your man, he fired an idea ."
trolling
his
ever.. .;.
ronment and pollution matters. gram proposals, like my 20-year view? :
Q—Well, what would you say
In fact, said Hickel, whenever Q—Then how do you account
many members of to a teen-ager who asked, "AftA—I
think
financing
plan
for
municipal
he did see the President he for the strained relationship
treatment construction. the White House staff got in- er what happened to you, why
found him receptive", ready to that developed between you and waste
But that's one of the programs I volved in departmental things should I bother to try?"
"light up" at a good idea.
the White House?
and I think I lost it because far beyond necessity. I think A-TI would say: 3)on't give"
HEADING FOR ALASKA . . . Former the President last Nov. 25 after two stormy
Hickel, heading back to Alas- A—Any man in the White lost,
never talked to the President they wanted to be helpful; it up. There are some great oppor- Secretary, of the Interior Walter J. Hickel years in the cabinet. He said White Housa
ka today—"to spend Christmas House with those burdensome Idirectly
again about it. I think it doesn't necessarily make them tunities. And the ideas that
with friends, to rest, to think"
bad men. But if the system gets we're working for are attainable is leaving Washington today for Alaska "to. ' staff members came between him and the
was
lost
at the staff level;
—was vague on his future , but
going in the wrong direction, it within the system. We're going spend Christmas with friends , to rest, to Chief Executive. CAP Photofax)
Q—But
you
seemed
to
have
indicated he will try to bring a
think." Hickel, shown recently, was fired by
trouble
getting
to
the
President.
makes it impossible to solve to work in that direction. .
positive, hopeful attitude to the
publlc--iralike the* "negative"
political campaign he said the
Republican party waged this
fall.
To the youth of America,
whom he saw as disappointed at
his dismissal, Hickel said :
"Don't give up."
Here are¦ excerpts from the in- WASHINGTON % ¦ - A
terview:' ¦ . .. ' '
month after requesting a meet—Gov. Hickel, how do you ing with President Nixon last
feel now about the hectic two September, former Secretary of
years that ended with a person- the Interior Walter J. Hickel
al dismissal by the President?
SAY
"MERRY CHRISTMAS" ALL YEAR WITH AN AIRLINE® TV
A—Men sometimes think to was turned down in a three-senAIRLINE®
themselves, 'If I ever get there, tence letter from a lower-echeFROM WARDS... NO MONTHLY PAYMENT TILL FEBRUARY '71
I
this is \i[hat I'll do,' but so often lon White House aide.
when they get ihere, they really Hickel wrote the President,
lose the reason why they wanted asking a chance to discuss with
A^EEi
"" *^^S
to get there. I never lost that him the secretary's just-ended
f^^M
s
s
m^l
j
|\
0\
$*&
\
lI^^*-^_
reason....
tour of four nations. The Asso^^
ciated Press obtained copies of
And that's why I feel so free the Hickel letter and the Oct. 13
LIGHTWEIGHT
as I leave because I have noth- reply >from Hugh W. Sloan Jr.,
ing to apologize f o r . . . .
assistant to Special Presidential
f
c^
^
^
^ ^^^S
Q—After you were fired , you Assistant Dwight Chapin.
W^^^^^^^^^^^ km
^^
^
^
^^^
K
S^
wondered out loud why the
Sloan
wrote,
in
part
:
"As
President had hired you in the
first place ; did he give you any much as the President would
Idea, in the beginning, what he like to be able to meet with you
in this regard, the unusually
wanted you to do?
A—No, not at that time. His heavy schedule which has been
statement when he introduced planned for the coming weeks
me was that he wanted me to makes it impossible for us to arbring vision and a new ap- range ah appointment for you.
proach to Interior, and that's However, the President is most
exactly What I was trying to do. grateful to you for making this
I was carrying out what I offer and sends you his thanks
Keyed AGC stops picture flutter
thought was not only my view- and warm good wishes."
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Agnew: best campaign strestegy
is to divide voters , attack

JSy tfAWER ft. MEA.KS
pected today at the breaWast
SUN VALLEY, Idaho (AP) - meeting, arranged at the last
Defying his BfepiiMidaa critics,; minute.
Vice President Splro T. Agnew Agnew said at the banquet
has declared that the only way that if the governors convince
to have an election is to divide him the administration should
the voters and the only way to change its political strategy, he
campaign against entrenched would plead their cause when he
politicians te to attack.
returns to Washington.
Agnew invited Republican But he made a heated defense
governors' to debate politics of his campaigning.
with him today at a private "During
Campaign '70 we dibreakfast session, and to per- vided
along
traditional adverif
they
can
that
the
suade him
sary limes , and that's our free
administration «fred in its 1970 system,
" Agnew said. "You
.
campaign strategy.
know, nothing was more unreaBut the vice president said he sonable to me than the cries of
is convinced th ere was no mis- 'Mr. Vice President, you're dividing the cbuntry.' What is an
take 3n his campaign eouise.
','I'Ve come here in this time election if it's not an attempt to
of trial and tribulation to con- divide the voters of the country
sult , with my toothers and, if between two or three candidates
necessary, to - debate with who may be seeking an office?"
them ," ; Agnev? said Tuesday As for complaints about the
night at a bariqniet which was to tone and style of his campaign ,
have ended the Republican Gov- Agnew said:
ernors Conference.
"When you have to fight the
Seventeen governors were ex- establishment
or an in group,
there's only one way-attack.
And we attacked, we think constructively. Everything we said

was certainly not negative."

ships in the Nov. 3 elections,
With that. Agnew appealed for and they have spent a sizeable
unity „ among winners, losers, part of their Sun Valley conference complaining about itDemocrats and Republicans.
However , the conference has without producing any censen*
been marked by ' complaints sus about the reasons, or a way
about the administration and to enhance GOP prospects next
the campaign and Agnew's de- time.
fense seemed certain to escalate One bloc of governors critical
differences with some GOP of the administration tried for
two days to arrange a meeting
state executives,
' Gov. Tom McCall of Oregon, among themselves to discuss
who has called Agnew a "hatch- the future of the party. They
et man," termed the vice presi- never got around to it.
dent's remarks "that rotten , In the end, Gov. Winthrbp
bigoted little speech.'"
Rockefeller of Arkansas sug"It was an incredible misun- gested a get-together at his Win*
derstandingof what the mood of rock ranch. No date was set.
America is," said McCall, who Rockefeller was one of the Respent 30 minutes talking politics, publican governors defeated fof
with AgneW earlier in the day. re-election Nov. 3 When GOP
McCall said he told the Vice gdverrtors shifted from a 32-18
president "it was very difficult majority to a minority.
for a person who bas been a The governors did not put tohatchet man to serve on a na- gether any semblance of a Unittional ticket" and that Agnew's ed front on matters of political
response "was that the election policy.
generally would have b6en a Ca- They did vote Tuesday, 14 to
tastrophe for the Republican 2, to endorse the Nixon family
party unless the very strongest assistance plan, with Califorcampaign methods were used." nia's G6v. Ronald Reagan the
Republicans lost 11 governor- Chief dissenter.
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FALSE TIETH
Feel Loose, Insecure

Don't toe so afroia that your f&leo
teoth -will como loooo or drop Just (it
tho wrong tlmo. For more security
and comrort , 6prinUle FA8TKETH9
Denture Adhesive Powder on your
plates. FASTEETH holds denturta
firmer longer. Makes eating easier.
FASTEETH is not aolcl. No gummy,
goooy. pasty taste. Dontures tbat lit,
aro essential to health. See your
dentist regularly. Get easy-to-uta
FASTEETH at all drug countors. '
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and weekly broadcasts by the
drganization of African Unity in
cooperation with the United Nations. .
In the field of disarmament,
the assembly/called on member
nations to ratify a draft treaty
banning nuclear weapons from
the ocean floor.
The assembly arso called on
the United States and the Soviet
Union to cease deployment of
nuclear weapons systems as an
aid to their strategic arms limitation talks (SALT).
Another resolution called for
suspension of nuclear weapons
tests, both in, the atmosphere
and underground.
The United States hailed passage of a resolution which , it
hopes will help Americans held
prisoner by North Vietnam. The
resolution , plainly aimed at Hanoi j threw U.N. support behind
efforts of the international Red
Cross to obtain compliance With
the Geneva conventions on
treatment of prisoners.
Turning to the rash of plane
hijackings that have plagued
governments on both sides 6f
the Atlantic, the assembly
called on all countries to crack
down on aerial piracy by punishing or extraditing perpetrators.
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UNITED NATIONS, NX'
(AP) — The U.N. General Assembly today winds up a session
at which it marked its 25th
birthday and saw. Hed China
come closer than ever before to
winning a seat in the world forum. ; ¦
It was a session in which the
Asian-African group threw, their
considerable numbers into a
drive to isolate South Africa and
Portugal and eventually drive
the white supremacist regimes
out of the United Nations.
Communist China got a foot in
the door this year with a 5149
vote endorsing membership for
the Red regime. But there were
25 abstentions, and Peking was
blocked by the usual U.S.: resolution requiring a two-thirds
vote for entry.
The 'surge in support for Peking brought acknowledgement
from the United States that a
new situation existed and that
Washington was reappraising
its position.
The emphasis in American
Speeches at this session was on
keeping the communists out,
tlnited Nations rather than on
keeping the communists out ,
and many delegates predicted
that Washington next year
would abandon its insistence
that Chinese representation is
an "important quefition " requiring a two-thirds majority for approval.
The agenda this year included
11 items dealing with race
Segregation in South Africa, colonialism in Portugal and white
rule in Rhodesia. The assembly
adopted six resolutions calling
for a propaganda campaign
against apartheid in South Africa, including preparation of special documents on the subject
by Secretary-General U Thant
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1970 winter conference, has his audience laughing heartily
at some of his remarks. (AP Photofax )
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AGNEW AND HIS AUDIENCE . . . Vice President Spiro
Agnew, the principal speaker for the state dinner given for
the Republican Governors Association at the close of their
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MIRACLE MALL-WINONA

OPEH 9 TO 9 HON. THRU FRI.
9 TO 5(30 $AT. ~ 12i30 TO 6 SUNDAY

And a quiet little* miracle called Organization occurs.
A Smith-Coron a can make a difference to your teenager.
We know bocnuse we've already helped quite a few — 4 out
of «vcry 5 ol(ctric portables In America are Smith-Corona.
Frankly, a Smith-Corona Isn 't n gift that'll help a student
liavo fun. It's simply a gift that'll help.

REG. 7.99 MACHINE-WASHABLE
CAR ROBE — BIG 50x70 INCHES
« Warm - acrylic blanket keeps
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cushion.
case turns Into auto
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119 Center- St.

Winona, Winn,

Cities cutting services
because of fund squeeze

By BROOKS JACKSON
WASHINGTON (AP)-Cleveland may close its police academy. Los Angeles may. jo in New
York and Detroit in laying off
city employes and Philadelphia
probably will cut back municipal services.
Money, of course, is the problem. The nation's largest cities
are caught between a rock and
a hard pla.ce — between rising
wage and welfare costs and
static income.
As a result, officials are warning that the already evident cut backs in services may be only
the beginning unless the federal
government provides a money
transfusion.
An Associated Press survey
of nine cities gives this picture:
BOSTON
Increased veterans' benefits
and teacher salaries have boosted the current budget $8 million
over estimates while income remains as expected. Seventy percent of the city's income is from
property taxes, which local officials helieve to be the highest
an the nation at §156.80 per
$1,000 valuation.
City Budget Director Richard
"Wall sees no way of increasing
city income without a big boost
3n the property tax rate, say
ly another $30.
CHICAGO
Projected expenditures for
the year starting Jan. 1 are 6.5
percent above 1970 ' while reve
nues are expected to rise only
4.8 percent, despite a 17.7 percent increase in the property
tax. The city plans to hire 500
more policemen and 65 more
environmental inspectors in
1971, hut Budget Director G.
Edward Bedore says federal
aid will he needed after that
if there is to be continued
growth of services.
CLEVELAND
Strikes and economic reces-

sion have cut into returns from say. Revenues are higher than all employes and cut their
the city's 1 percent income tax, expected this year, by $3 mil- hours and wages 10 percent,"
dropping revenues $1.4 million lion. Deficits are prohibited by he said. "As a last resort, we
below estimates. Police and law. No tax increase is anticifiremen got automatic wage in- pated, and natural growth is ex- could curtail services to the
creases and the city then had pected to swell revenues again city."
to settle other wage demands, next year.
ST. LOUIS
putting next year 's bill for inLOS ANGELES
Revenues are down about 4
creased labor costs at $11.3 The City of Angels has dipped percent from estimates due to
million, according to Finance into reserves for more than $23 the General Motors strike, while
Director Philip Dearborn.
million this year because of city employes got an unbudgetVoters recently defeated an higher - than - expected out- e'd $2 million raise. The city has
increase in the income tax to lays, mainly for salary increas- in the past suffered cuts in such
1-8 percent, and Mayor Carl B. es and construction of a new services as street and building
Stokes, threatened to cut the city hall annex. The city ex- maintenance, recreation and
city's 13,300-man work force by pects only a 2 percent rise in housing code inspection. Many
3,200, close the police academy revenues next year, while ex- areas are being discussed for
and shut down winter recreation penditures historically have possible cuts next year.
programs. Clevelanders would gone up at 11 percent per year. The plight of the cities is mirhave to carry their own gar- Dr. C. Erwin Piper, city ad- rored in another AP survey of
bage to the curb, he said, be- ministrative officer, says that 50) state budget officials. It
cause 40o garbage collectors means that without new aid city shows rising prices, lagging
would be laid off. Voters are job vacancies won't be filled business and swelling welfare
now asked to approve a more next year. "As a last and strin- rolls have forced some states
modest tax increase to 1.6 per- gent matter it may be neces- to cut services this year, with
cent.
sary to lay off some employes more drastic cuts forecast for
DETROIT
or curtail the time worked by next year.
Tax collections are running
2.6 percent behind expectations, due in large measure to
the general economic slowdown
and the General' Motors strike.
Meanwhile, arbitra ted wage increases for police and firemen
have upped expenditures by ¦
¦
:
W:m. ;_ :. ¦_¦:. ; r : ¦
more than $4 million, or 0.8 , M - ; m \y a W }[ m \^
^
percent.
Walter R. Greene, chief executive assistant to the mayor,
says without increased outside
aid he foresees a continued
freeze on hiring of new employes except for police and
health workers, drastically reduced purchases of new equipment and the possibility of more
employe lay-offs . More than 400
were laid off for various times
this budget period. "Even with
these reductions , a substantial
deficit would be inevitable,"
Greene said.
HOUSTON
This Texas boom town is in
better shape than most, officials

McCormack to be
reimbursed for
office expenses

We have to set the examBy FRED MLVERSTEDT
BOGO' s vote by five Reple."
MADISON, Wis. (AP) - publicans and two DemoHollander stressed that
non-para
crats, displayed
A proposal to increase salsalaries "are) adelend
current
could
that
tisan
flair
aries of "Wisconsin legislar
challenged: "If
and
Democratic
quate,"
s t r e n g t h to
tors by 10 percent reached
does more
member
Luany
Patrick
Jelect
Gov.
"
the end of the line Tuesstep fordo,
I
austhan
appeal
for
work
cey's recent
day on a 4-3 vote by the
spending.
ward."
terity
in
state
Board on Government OpWackett said he w o u l d
All four votes in opposierations.
Republion no raises for anyby
vote
cast
tion
were
"
The action closed the door
cans. They are Sens. Walter
one "until we put the teachon a motion that had been
ers back in the class room."
Hollander of Rosendale and
recommended by the LegisHe has been a strong critWilliam Draheim of Neenah,
lative Compensation Coun,
Byron
Wackett
ic
of the practice of state
and
Reps.
cil, the director of the Buuniversity professors devotWatertown , and John Shareau of Personnel and the
' "¦ ¦.. ing excessive time to rebaz, New Berlin.
state Personnel Board.
search rather than instrucFavoring the . raise were
The council had been
tion .
Martin
Democratic Seta.
.
created by the legislature to
Schreiber explained his
examine ¦ the feasibility of * Schreiber of Milwaukee, the
vote there are indications
pay hikes. Wisconsin ranks
lieutenant governor - elect ;
Wisconsin will "definitely be
Rep. Richard : Pabst, D-Mil10th in the nation in legisVISITS DOWN
toward "annual sesmoving
)
Russell
(AP
and
Rep.
EDMONTON, Canada
waukee,
- lative salaries.
sions" that would merit
Olson, R-Kenosha.
Elk Island Park officials report
If the proposal had sucmore work and more pay.
Shabaz, speaking of a "rethat in My there were 52,904 ceeded, 117 of 133 lawmakAlthough the BOGO meetsponsibility factor in l i n «
visitors to the park, 6,810 fewer ers would have drawn $9,790
ing was open to the public,
with the additional austerthan in the* same month last a year as opposed to the
only six persons stepped fority " said: "This is the first
year. The park is 35 miles east $8,900 , they now receive, efward to express views.
blow we can strike for it.
fective Jan. 1.
of Edmonton.
WASHINGTON (AP) W The
House Rules Committee says retiring Speaker of the House
John W. McCormack will be
reimbursed for operation of his
Boston office for the first two
years of his retirement.
A resolution passed Tuesday
also gave McCormack two staff
employes whose salaries would
be paid from House funds, The
total pay of $38,000 for the two
was expected to be reduced by
McCormack to $27,000 or less.
With 42 years of House service McCormack qualifies for an
annual pension of about $50,000.
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(( Florida,Zipper Skin,Top of the Season ))

Wi sconsin leg islators
won't get pay increase
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BOOTEE
WARM, PLUSH SHAGGY SHEEP SKIN
— REG. 7.99
and FOR WOMEN
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HOLIDAY
SPECIAL!
TERRIFIC
SELECTION
GBFT-BOXED
BLOUSES
White or soft pastek
!Easy/|44
care
fabric blends !Each one
*&
REG. ?6
gift-boxed! Misses'32 to 38.

TANGERINES

| NEW CROP! IN THE SHELL

j

WALNUTS

knob. Avocado or harvest-gold.

LIGHTWEIGHT
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COME IN AND SEE IT DONE!
Bulk Salted In the Shell,
See How Much Better . Tasting
Fresh Roasted Peanuts Are!
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IS WARM
YET
. . . SAVE NOW!
Snuggly acrylic-nylon. Vinyl
^ ^94
soles; zip front; white trim.
'
Misses' S,M,L. Red,pastels.
.
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A WELCOME GI FT! 5.50 3-PIECE
BOXED TOWEL SETS NOW ON SALE
^, .
,
set
Glorious decorator .|acquards
M™
'n s?h^m *"*• ' each,
bath, hand towel,washcloth.
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)) CHRISTMAS CANDIES and NUTS XI
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AtWOND
BARK COATING
FILBERTS
AllAONDS
BRAZIL NUTS
PECANS

//

APPLES — GOLDEN
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DELICIOUS
" L-"$1.S9

MIXED NUTS
FRESH ROASTED
PEANUTS
HARD OR FILLED
CHRISTMAS CANDY
PEANUT BRITTLE
NEW CRO P

PITTED
DATES

Mealy White Cooking Potatoes

RUSSETS

10 Lbs.

100-Lb. Bag

AQc $2.69
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COMPLETE 10-PC. HOLIDAY
FONDUE PARTY PACKAGE
With 2 qh enameled aluminum i A Q Q
fondue In gay orange,avrocattA
do^r yellowM-pc seh of col"~
or-coded fondue forks and
Ro »- 1M2
plates plus a 64-page cookbook.
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REG. 24.95 JIFFY VAC CLEANS
DRAPERIES, FLOORS AND RUGSr
• Discard broom,mop,dustV™ ™&
« 7
suctton
JJ *
•
^
* lVi pounds-easier to use!
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alr
replacement
P
ot our
option.

PR .CE CUT $4.OO! 2-YEAR GUARANTEE
ELECTRIC BLANKETS . RI^I3 99
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MIRACLE MALL-WINONA
OPEN
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I Full employment-

Goal never attained by
I industry^ /p//ow/ng war

I

I
a
1
I.
r
I

(CouHnned from page l)
realizable. They came up with 4
as what they called an
After the war, industry raced per cent, objective.
"
to satisfy the pent-up civilian "interim
That
goal
finally
demand released after years of reached; unemployment was
ranged
rationing arid austerity. The from 3.6 to 3.8 per cent in
millions of war plant workers of the last three years ofeach
the
and demobilized servicemen Johnson administration. This
were hired swiftly. The dreaded was the climax of a nine-year
postwar depression never came. boom that was fueled by the
But neither did full employ- biggest tax cut in history and,
ment. The 2.5 per cent rate
was later on,
the Vietnam war",
achieved in only one ¦ postwar the biggestbyfederal
since
year, 1953, and that was the re- World War II, and adeficit
serious infsult of an economy overheated lation.
by the Korean War;
The Nixon administration unThat year also saw the start dertook to slow
the inflation
of a recession which boosted un- gently, to avoid painful unememployment in 1954 to an aver- ployment. This feat did not
age 5 per cent. It was the first come off. The policy of "gradof three recessions which ualism," a steady application of
plagued the administration of moderate fiscal-monetary reDwight D. Eisenhower—each straints, has produced only inlonger than the last and each conclusive results in moderating
leaving the unemployment rate the inflation, while unemployat a higher level when recovery ment has risen every month for
came.
the past year.
The last of these slumps un- The unemployment rate,
doubtedly helped to defeat Ei- which average 3.5 per cent in
senhower's vice president, Rich- 1969, reached 5.8 per cent in Noard M. Nixon, when he ran for vember, partly because of the
president in 1960.
General Motors strike. About 4.6
When John F. Kennedy took million Americans needed work.
office, with unemployment To restore "full employment"
around 6.8 per cent, he readjust- by _ the middle of 1972 would reed the "full employment" goal. quire giant strides in production
Kennedy's economic advisers, for the next 18 months—gains of
headed by Walter W. Heller, up to 8 per cent in real output in
looked for a goal thaat might be some quarters.
¦
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SWIFT'S PREMIUM

SIRLOIN STEAK
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PORK CHOPS - ¦ * 49c
FRESH HOMEMADE
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]news secretary to the* governor. member of the state College thur C. Roeimer as state Tax
Mrs. Wenda Moore, Minneapo- Board. The post pays $18,000 a Commissioner.
]lis, a staff assistant in the gov- year.
Radman, 53, is secretary of Anderson has yet to announce
iernor's office.
John. Haynes, Minneapolis, a the St. Paul Building and Con- his choices for the politically
struction Trades Council. He sensitive jobsK of Highway Comistaff assistant.
succeeds
Republican appointee missioner, Conservation ComWefald lost to Republican Rot;tend F. Hatfield In the auditor's George J. Vavoulis in the $21,- missioner and Administration
race. He also ran unsuccessfully 000 a year post. Radmani also Commissioner.
ifor Congress in the 2nd District a vice president of the Minne- All of the department heads
sota AF1-CIO, is the first An- will be subject to confirmation
two years ago.
derson appointment from the by the state Senate.
The post of Agriculture Com- ranks
of organized labor a Smebakken, 37, has been a
missioner is vacant, following group which
substan- reporter for the Minneapolis
the appointment of former Com- tial support forfurnished
Anderson's
cam- Star for 11 years. He served for
Wefald's appointment was :missioner Robert W. Carlson to paign.
¦
among six announced today by a spot on the state Public Serv- Vavoulis reportedly will be thd past three years as th«
:ice Commission. The* salary is named to a federal job as Mid- newspaper's political miter.
Anderson at a forenoon news
conference. Others were: ¦ ¦ ' '. '$20,000 a year.
west administrator of the) U.S. Mrs. Moore, 28, is a member
E. I. "Bud" Malone, Minne- Malone, 47, is the first ap- Department of Housing and Ur- of the board of directors of the
apolis, reappointed Commission- pointee to be retained by Ander- ban Development.
Minneapolis League of Women
er of Labor and Industry.
Voters and is active in numerous
son in a major state office from
Richard C. Radman Jr., St. the administration of Gov* Har- The appointments brought to civic groups. She ran for the"
Paul, appointed Commissioner old LeVander. Malone was ap- four the number of Anderson's Minneapolis School Board in
of Manpower Services.
;pointed by the* Republican gov- choices for major state offices. 1969. She is the wife of Cornell
Ted Smebakken, Minneapolis, ernor in 1968 and doubles as a He had previously named Ar- Moore, an attorney.
By GERRY NELSON
ST. PAUL (AP)-Jon Wefald,
a 33-year-old college instructor
who ran unsuccessfully for state
auditor, today was named state
Commissioner of Agriculture by
governor-elect Wendell R. Anderson.
Wdfald is an instructor in
American history at Gustavus
Adolphus College in St. Peter,
a post he will give up to take
over the
agriculture job in January. ' ¦'

"WASHINGTON CAP ) - Rep.
Thomas Kleppe, R-N.D., is unTo help generate this growth, der consideration for "at least
Nixon is accepting two big defi- two high level positions in the
cits without ' quibble—an esti- Nixon Administration," Sep.
mated $15 billion this year, per- Clark MacGregor, R-Minn.. said
haps $10 or $12 billion in the Monday.
budget now being drafted for Kleppe gave up his House
seat for an unsuccessful attempt
fiscal 1972.
to unseat Sen. Quentin Burdick,
But he is insisting, so far, on D-N.D.
balancing the "full employment
budget." This is not an actual MacGregor, who also gave up
spending plan but an economic a safe House seat in an unsucconcept. It is the level of federal cessful Seriate bid, refused to
outlays which , equals the name the jobs Kleppe may land.
amount of revenue that would MacGregor will become counbe generated if the economy sel to the President for congreswere running at a full employ- sional relations when his conterm expires in Janument rate—-that is, with only gressional
¦
ary.- '
about 4 per cent joblessness.

¦
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Name Wefald agriculture bos

Kleppe under
consideration for
high level posts

HOMEMADE

LIVER
SAUSAGE

PORK
LINKS

»> 59c

«• 69c

U.S. Government Inspected Oven Ready 10 io 14 Lbs.

\

OUR BEST QUALITY HOMEMADE

RING BOLOGNA ^ 79c

A LWAYS TENDER

CUBE STEAK - b 99c
FRESH HOMEMADE

99c

SUMMER SAUSA6E -
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We Have Choice VEAL
j Order Your Christmas Hams & Turkeys How!
FRESH FROZEN
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BRATWURST

PORK LINKS

lb 69c

ib 69c

HOMEMADE RING

Liver Sausage
LB

j

. 59C

Lornon-Lima

HOMEMADE

HOMEMADE

I

Cut, Wrapped and Sharp Frown Frct>

I
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Numbers 100 or
below eligible
to go in January
WASHINGTON (AP) - Men
In the 1971 draft pool with numbers of 100 or below will be eligible for the January draft call,
the Selective Service has announced.
The Pentagon Saturday announced it would call 17,000 men
in January.
The Selective Service says 100
will probably be the top draft
number for several months. The
highest number selected for 1970
was 195, and many boards never
approached it.
Not affected by the first 100
priority are the "extended
priority" group members. The
extended group is eligible for
the first three months of the
year and must be called ahead
of the 1971 pool.

Possible CIA-Douglas
connection disclosed

By JOHN BECKLER
WASHINGTON (AP) - A possible connectioa between the
Central Intelligence Agency and
Supreme Court Justice William
O. Douglas has been disclosed
by House investigators.
In their search of material
submitted by Douglas to combat
efforts to impeach him, the investigators came across a shadowy veteran of international intrigue with apparent links to the
CIA -who was associated with
Douglas in a Eeracy project in
the Dominican Republic,

Lacking food bulk?

*y^^2r
ALfcBRAr

the natural way to
regularity.

Shortly after this was reported Tuesday, the Supreme Court
said Douglas would read a short
statement today, but would not
answer questions.
The investigators were rebuffed by CIA Director Richard
Helms in their effort to learn
more about the agency's role in
the project , if any, or its connection with Sacha Volman.
Volman, a native of Russia
who has taken mart in uprisings

in severaj countries, was heac
of a Dominican Republic foundation that helped Douglas or
the literacy project.
The references to Volman and
the CIA are highlights of a 924page report released Tuesdaj
by a special House committee
that investigated impeachmen'
charges against Douglas.
The committee, headed bj
Rep. Emanuel Celler, D-N.Y.
announced two weeks ago it hac
found no grounds for impeach
ment.
Included in the report is a dis
sent by Rep. Edward Hutcriin
son, R-Mich., who said publi<
hearings, with witnesses testi
fying under oath, should be hek
before any conclusion i!
reached on impeachment.

The Celler committee invest!
gatipn is based on a study ol
thousands of documents and interviews by the staff with a fev
key individuals.
House Republican Leadei
Gerald R. Ford of Michigan

who touched off the investigation with a House speech attacking Douglas last April 15, said
he would renew efforts in the
new Congress ; starting next
month to have full-scale public
hearings.
Ford accused Douglas of a
wide range of misconduct in his
April speech. One charge hinted
that Douglas visited the Dominican Republic in early 1963 to
help Las Vegas gamblers get a
foothold in the Caribbean island
nation.

/g>t WORRELL SKINLESS, SHANKLESS, DEFATTED
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By Erni« Bushmiller

NANCY

The committee asked the CIA
for any document in its files
"that sets forth the precise relationship of Sacha Volman ... to
any program or other activity of
the CIA during the period January 1960 to the present."
Replying for the CIA, Helms
said only that its record showed
the Albert Parvin Foundation,
of which Douglas was president,
gave funds ior the literacy project to the Center for Economic
and Social Studies, headed by
Volman .
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"It's the tape total that counts " and the
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is always less at Penneys Food Market.
Stock up on holiday food needs and save.
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Rule against
decisionby
Mrs. Gandhi

By MYRON L. BELKIND
NEW DELHI (AP) -The Supreme Court of India ruled today that Prime Minister Indira
Gandhi acted unconstitutionally
In abolishing princely rank, pay
and privileges for 278 maharajas and ordered them reinstated. Mrs. Gandhi told Parliament
ler government will continue
the fight to end the institution of
royalty *'by an appropriate conititutional means."
Tbe 8-3 decision af ter 21 days
cf testimony restored $6.4 million a year in privy purses, royal titles, and such other perquisites as exemption from many
taxes, free utilities, free medical allowances and duty-free
imports.
Calling the abolition decree by
President V. V. Giri "inoperative," the court issued a writ of
mandamus forbidding further
executive action against the maharajas. The decision also ordered the government to pay
the costs of litigation.
The court's ruling in the class
action suit filed by eight maharajas rejected the government's
claim that the president had the
power to abolish the privileged
class without parliamentary assent. The decision held,that Giri
has no "
¦ political power tfansscending the constitution which
he may exercise to the prejudice of the citizens/
The court did not rule whether
Parliament could pass a constitutional amendment abolishing
the princely privileges. It said
this "is not, and cannot, be debated in this petition, for no
such constitutional amendment
has been made?'
The decision threw Parliament into near pandemonium.
Rightist opposition leaders demanded that Mrs. Gandhi's government resign, and leftists and
members of her Congress party
urged that the legislative session be extended past Friday's
scheduled adjournament for
consideration of a constitutional
amendment to overrule* the
court.
The maharajas were given
their annual stipends and other
privileges in an agreement with
Prime Minister Jawaharlal
Nehru, Mrs. Gandhi's father,
when India gained independence
from Britain in 1947. In return,
the rulers of the princely states
surrendered 587,949 square
miles of territory and 89 million
subjects—48 per cent of India 's
area and 28 per cent of its population—to the central government
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BULLPEN ON FILM
NEW YORK (AP ) - Bullpen ,
a 23-minuto 16mm sound and
color film documenting the role
of relief pitchers, is available
for group showings on a free
loan basis. Write Panasonic, PCBox 3062, New York, N.Y. 1O017
with dates desired.
The film stars relief pitcher
Tug McGraw of the New York
Meta and highlights such veteran relief hurlers as Johnny Murphy, Joe Page, Hugh Casey, Elroy Face, Ron Perranoski and
Hoyt Wilhelm, still a major
league pitcher at 47.
During the 1970 major league
baseball season relief pitchers
appeared in more than half of
all games played. Forty years
ago starting pitchers completed
nearly 90 percent of the games.
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No trial set
in regulation of
nuclear plants

ST. PAUL (AP) -U.S. District Judge Edward Devitt said
Monday that he will rule without a trial in a case involving
the state's right to regulate nuclear power plants.
Devitt said Monday that since
neither party, Northern States
Power Co. and the Minnesota
Pollution Control Agency (PCA),
disputes the facts in the case,
the issue can be decided without a public hearing or trial.
The judge said he will decide
the case on the basis of testimony filed by both sides.
NSP has challenged the state's
claim that it can regulate nuclear power plants. NSP contends the jurisdiction rests solely with the U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission.
Twelve states plan to file
friend of the court briefs in behalf of the PCA. Devitt said
NSP has until Thursday to respond to briefs filed by the other states.
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La Crescent
stands firm on
snowmobiles

UNDER CONSTRUCTION . . . This 80-by-100-foot state
Highway Department building, under construction off Highway 74 south of St. Charles, Minn., will house road maintenance equipment to be used on Interstate 90 in Southeast-

FT. BENNING, Ga. (AP) - 102 My Lai villagers that day ,
say their impression of the foe
camel from the company commander, Capt. Ernest Medina.
Partsch said he made his
diary note after Medina briefed
the entire company. Partsch, 23,
a bookkeeper for a Johnstown,
Pa., oil distributor, said he"
wanted "something to remember the day by."
He was not asked while on the
witness stand whether he recorded any details of the March
16, 1968, assault.
Calley was almost unmentioned in the courtroom as witnesses testified about Medina's
role , The defense hopes to show
that Calley was only following
superior orders—including Medina 's.

LA CRESCENT, Minn. (Spe- With the detail of a bookkeeper,
cial) — The La Crescent Village a young GI kept a diary while in
Council, at a special meeting Vietnam. The night before C
Monday, stood firm in the mat- Company stormed into My Lai,
ter of its snowmobile ordinance Thomas H; Partsch wrote:
recently enacted.
"We are really going to hit
Snowmobiles will not be al- something tomorrow. We are
lowed to operate on village going to hit four places. It's a
"
streets, sidewalks, alleys or really hot place."
In the soldier's parlance,
boulevards or private property
in the village without the own- "hot" means ah enemy is waiting,, ready to fight.
er's consent.
But' when C Company got to
Following a lengthy review of My Lai, Partsch testified Tuesthe ordinance , the council made day at Lt. William L. Calley's
coartrmartial, "it looked like a
these changes:
deserted
village."
Hours allowed for snowmoPartsch and other witnesses
biles, from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m . testifying in defene of Calley
to 7 a.m. to 11 p.m.; permis- who is charged with murder of
ern Minnesota. Keller Construction Co., Winona, has the gension from written to oral for
eral contract for the $80,000 structure', scheduled for comple- a snowmobiler to use another
tion by Feb. 1. Plans include a service hoist and an office person' s property and the perfor records. (Daily News photo)
mission does not have to be registered with the village hall as
previously stated by Mayor
Martin Miller, and the addition
of a statute which allows all
state and conservation laws to
So will the following, many of whom are forgotten the apply unless otherwise stated
under the village ordinance.
WARSAW MT—Plane and teleyear around or live alone:
Snowmobilers must still make phone services were cut today
Rudy Roush, 1311 Tyler Street, Black River Falls, Wis.
54615. Someone at Family Heritage Home where he stays will requests to use such places as between Warsaw and the Polish
the village park or ball dia- seaports of Gdansk, Gdynia and
read the message and signature.
mond, it was pointed out.
Sopot following street battles
Mrs. Carl Knntson, Rushford, Minn., Rt. 2, 55971.
In other business the council there between crowds and miliArcadia,
Wis.
Sullivan,
Joseph
Hospital,
Mrs
Cora
St.
¦
¦' .
enacted an ordinance regulating tiamen. At least one person was
54612.
Earl Nedland, Oak Forest Sanatorium, Onalaska, Wis. abandoned property which will reported killed and about 100
Mr. Nedland has few relatives and not much company, so allow for the disposal of such wounded.
he enjoys receiving mail.
property. An ordinance provid- Polish officials had no comMiss Mary Heintz, Etta-Del Board & Care Home, Lewis- ing for the licensing of bicycles, ment on the reports.
ton, Minn. 55952.
regulating their use, and proThe Swedish Consulate In
Mrs. Gina Onsrud, Grand View Home, Blair, Wis.
viding penalties also was passGdansk told the Swedish EmMr. and Mrs. Orlin Bien, Arkansaw, Wis. 54721.
ed. This ordinance also repeals bassy in Warsaw that demonCornel Hogden, Ettrick, Was. 54627.
ordinance No. 10; on bicycles
Edg-ar Stroud, Family Heritage Home, Black River Falls, which has been on the village, strators took to the streets Monday and Tuesday in the three
Wis. 54615.
books for many years and is neighboring cities on the Bay of
Ben Jenson, Houston, Minn., Rt . 3, 55943.
outdated.
Danzig, stopping streetcars and
Fred Rnnke, St . Joseph Nursing Home, Arcadia, Wis,
A dog ordinance, which re- looting shops. The consulate
Mrs . Clara Sikorski, Grand View Home, Blair, Wis.
Mr. and Mrs. George Soden, 523-B West Madison St., peals all old dog ordinances, said the crowds apparently
was also passed regulating the were protesting price increases
Durand, Wis. 54736.
licensing of dogs and other laws announced Monday.
Mrs. Violet Tranberg, Ettrick, Wis. 54627.
regulating dog control.
A curfew: was ordered for the
The La Crescent Village three cities between 6 p.m. and
Council voted to join with the 5 a.m., and meetings in public
county in resisting and object- places were prohibited at all
ing to any turn back to the hours.
county or village of state service drives within the village.
At the present time all such
service drives are maintained
by the village.
The present radar, a Custom
Signal Radar, was purchased by
the council at a total price of
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - $1,785; $175.53 of this amounl
Opponents of the new charter, Oren Lee Staley, president of has been paid in rent and apmost of them opposed to its the National Farmers Organiza- plies toward the purchase price.
An application for one-half oi
revenue article, were headed by tion, says
farmer* ought to be the total cost will be made for
the Illinois AFL-CIO.
glad to be called, militant.
reimbursement under the FedMayor Daley said he considered the revenue article unfair "It is the greatest salute that eral'' Safe Street Act. Other
not only because it prohibits a anyone can give to the NFO as quotes on radar equipment was
graduated income tax because long as it means staying within for a Mark VI Stevenson radar
it provides that the ratio of the laws and working within the for $1,697.30 and . for a Decatur
Electronic radar for $1,396.90.
corporate to individual income system," he explained.
taxes never shall exceed 8-to-5. Staley, whose organizaion The council approved of the one
The charter specifies . that opens a three-day meeting the police department is renting
women will have equal rights today, said that by working to- because of its mobility.
A special meeting will be held
with men in dealing with the gether, "farmers can cripple
government and outlaws racial the politcal machinery of any before the end of the month to
finish all old business.
bias in employment and hous- county in rural America."
Discussing the recently passed
ing.
It grants broad home rule federal farm bill, he termed it
taxing powers to some cities "the worst since farm legislaand counties that consider the tion began in the 1930s. It is
state legislature not sympathet- based on the theory that you
ic enough to local problems have to keep farm prices as
such as urban blight and falter- low as possible in order to move
into the work markets—a theory
ing transit systems.Four .other proposals were that can destroy the family
presented separately to the vot- farm structure."
Staley, 47, from. Rea, Mo.* is
ers:
now
serving his 15th consecuThe
vote
for
18-ycar-olds
,
•
apparently defeated with incom- tive term as president of NFO.
ST. PAUL (AP ) . — Mercury
plete returns showing account of
levels
in fish taken from four
978,519 to 824,194 against.
BEAM MOVES
water areas in Minnesota are
o Abolition of the death pen- WAUKESHA, Wis. (AP) - A high enough to post potential
alty, rejected 1,139,708 to 627,- Madison consulting engineer danger to humans , a state-fed522. ¦
will investigate the* structural eral task force said Tuesday.
,
Replacement
of
three
soundness of a University of
•
The areas are the St. Louis
member districts in the Illinois Wisconsin-Waukesha building in River from Cloquet to Lake SupHouse with single-member dis- which one of the prefabricated erior , the Mississippi River from
tricts, turned down , 986,502 to concrete beams was discovered Grand Rapids to Anoka, the Red
A
to have moved Monday.
786,683.
River from Moorhead to the
Canadian border and Lake Minnewaska in Pope County near
Glenwood.

Street battles
felt in Poland

mwu,xuMJvmJicL&L Isdt&h.
ShsiiL
It isn't likely that Mrs. Constance Quarve of the Good
Shepherd Lutheran Home, Rushford.vMnn., will have a
visit from close relatives this Christmas, for her husband
died many years ago and her only son, Archie, lives at
Denver, Colo. v
Connie, as residents of Good Shepherd call her, will be
90 on April 9. She's worried about her former
farm on Highland Prairie near Peterson, her
address before she moved to Rushford. Her
son, graduate of Luther College, Decorah,
Iowa, and a civil engineer, was to take care
of it, but she still worries;
Born at Crookston , Minn., she later moved
with her parents to Grand Forks, N.D., and
returned with them to the South Fork1 area
near here when she was 16. Her four brothers
have died , one sister lives at Queen's Lodge,
Edmonton , Can., and the other. Gladys Miller,
"""""'" ; '< ?™
lives at her home. Connie didn't say yrhere.
Mrs
So you see Constance Quarve, although
' Quarve
treated kindly at the nursing home, is lonely. A Christmas
greeting from friend or stran ger , will prove that others are
thinking about her. She'll smil-e at a reassuring word.

Diary account says
My Lai thought 'hot'

Meat plan!
Staley happy
Illinois voters
operations io adopt new state farmers being
be reviewed constitution
called militant

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Agriculture Department will begin Wednesday to review meat:
plant operations in nine states,
including Minnesota, to determine whether they will be taken
over by federal inspectors.
The deadline for states to
have meat inspection programs
at least equal to federal standards was Tuesday. The Wholesome Meat Act' of 1967 gave
each until then to have new programs for all plants operating
within a single state.
Only about 15 per cent of the
nation 's meat is; produced in the
single-state plants. All the rest
is federally inspected.
Intrastate meat plants im
North Dakota already hav«
been placed under federal inspection and those in New Jersey are scheduled for takeover
nest month.
Officials said 13 states complied by the deadline and the
remaining 26 states have filed
applications asking for certification of their programs. Thes:e
are in the process of being surveyed and determined.
Officials speculate that perhaps 12 states, including the two
already designated , will end utp
under federal inspection.
The 1967 law originally gave
states until Dec. 15, 1969, to develop inspection programs along
federal lines. Only three—Florida , Maryland and California—
met the earlier deadline.
Except for North Dakota , all
others were given another year
by the Agriculture Department
to complete action on their pr ograms. The law allowed the extension as long as "significant
progress" was shown .

Coast Gua rd tries

to keep ice
out of Green Bay

GREEN BAY, Wis. (AP) The Coast Guard escorted a cargo of cement Tuesday in an
effort to keep Green Bay op«n
to navigation before winter ice
Bonis the Great Lakes bay.,
The steamer E. M. F o r d
headed for the port of Gre en
Bay, anchored Monday about
15 miles up the bay. The buoy
tcwler Mcsquitfi of Sturgeon
Bay smashed through the ice
three inches thick Tuesday to
clear n path for the Ford ,
which was carrying a load of
cement.
Huron Cement , whose fleet includes the Ford , said it lias
one more freighter to gel into
the port before ice close's the
bny.
SPRING GROVE F.U.
SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Special)—The Spring Grove local of
the Fanners Union will moot nt
the township hall this evening nt

CHICAGO (AP) -Illinois voters have adopted a new state
constitution that streamlines the
tax system and bans job and
housing discrimination. But they
apparently rejected a separate
proposal to give the power of
the ballot to 18-year-olds.
With 10,292 of the 10,916 polling places in the state reported ,
the totals were 1,072,297 votes in
.favor of the new state charter
and 786,683 opposed.

The new measure needed only
a simple majority of the ballots
cast in the statewide referendum Tuesday. The present constitution is 100 years old.
The victory of the new document reflected a heavily favorable turnout of Chicago area
Democrats, led by Mayor Richard J. Daley, who favored the
new Constitution with some reservations.
Voters outside the Chicago
area-Cook
County—rejected
the charter , 456,325 to 386,333.
Topcoat weather and lack of
interest kept the turnout of voters to near 30 per cent statewide, but the figure was close to
40 per cent in Chicago.
The draft constitution was
supported by a broad coalition
that included leaders of both political parties , business and civic croups and most news media.

Radio Free Europe, the antiCOmmunist American organization which broadcasts to Eastern Europe and monitors broadcasts from there, gave this report it said came from a Polish
newsman in Gdansk:
"Arsonists were working in a
consistent way and stubbornly.
When fire brigades wanted to
intervene they were prevented
from doing so. Cars were destroyed, firemen heaten; People
watch from the windows of high
buildings. They are workers.
They are shocked."

IDS negotiating for
block in Minneapolis
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — IDS
Properties , Inc.^ is negotiating
for the purchase of an entire
block in downtown Minneapolis,
it was reported Tuesday.
The block is between 8th and
9th streets and ' 3rd and 4th
avenues south.
IDS Properties, Inc., a subsidiary of Investors Diversified
Services, Inc., reportedly wants
the block for future development.
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I CHRISTMASMEMEST0S...

State mercury
levels in fish
reported high

|CHRISTMAS IS SOFTNESS
. in accessories from CHOATE'S.
Newl y inspired genuine

Power uti lities upset
over nuclear standards

MADISON , Wis . W- — Power
utility spokesmen registered
disapproval Tuesday of propos
als that Wisconsin increase
federal limits on the amount of
radioactivity a nuclear-powered
electric generator plant could
dump into lakes and streams.
Minnesota has adopted standards that, are more rigid than
those set up by the Atomic Energy Commission. Spokesmen
addressing a Department of Na tural Resources hearing urged
Wisconsin not to follow Minne>
sotas ' lead.
SOL BURSTEIN , vice prasident of Wisconsin Electric Power Co., said his company is
ready to keep radioactive discharge nt ''.-is low a level as
possible " and questioned whether st ate limits could be more
effective than the AEC limits.
Bilrnstein 's remarks were
made during discussion of the
Point. Bench nuclear plant ,
which Wisconsin Electric and
Wisconsin - Michigan Power Co.
nre building five miles south of
a Kewaunee plant on Lnko
Michigan.
Bvan James of Grenn Bay,
vice president of Wisconsin
Public Soi-vieo Corp. which is
helping build the Kcwnuneo

"At least one person has been
killed in street clashes, and
around 1O0 others were reported
wounded ," said an official at
the Swedish Embassy.
It was not known if the situation was under control today,
but radio monitors in West Germany heard a broadcast from
Gdansk urging all persons to return to work this morning.

Medina himself had been
through a task force briefing,
Roger Alaux Jr. testified.
Alaux, who had been a prosecution witness earlier, said also
that while troops were gathered
after My Lai near the South China Sea some prisoners were interrogated by Vietnamese national police and then shot to
death in a shallow ditch.
"Kill e v e r y t h i n g that
breathed," is how Salvador Lamartina of New Orleans understood Medina 's instructions.
He was the second My Lai soldier to testify Tuesday that he
followed what he understood to
be Medina's intent.
,• Charles A. West, a tall, mustached former sergeant from
Chicago—now a student in Seattle—said his squad caught 10
Vietnameseand shot them.
Asked to characterize Medina's tone at the .briefing, Michael Bernhardt , a 24-year-old
surveyor from Tarpon Springs ,
FTa., said : "Inflammatory. "
He said he saw two groups,
each of about 20 Vietnamese civilians, shot to death by American soldiers. Medina was at one
such scene, Bernhardt said.
Later, the former rifleman
said, Medina told the company
an investigation was under way,
"He said he advised us to be
quiet because he'd back up anybody who might be in trouble,"
Bernhardt said.

plant , said he would not hesitate to swim in the lake neat
the plant "when it's warmer
than today." Daniel Gaffney of
Suamic o, a lonely dissenter to
the power company representatives' arguments, appealed to
the state to adopt rules stronger
than those of the AEC.
"What does the stale of Wisconsin propose to do if It is
suddenly discovered thnt the
water of Green Ray is unpntnble?" Gaffney asked the hearing.

NORTHERN Slates Power
Co. has filed a federal court
challenge to Minnesota 's radioactive limits, urging that only
the AEC has the authority to
regulate nuclear facilities.
A rufinfi in the case is expected early next. year . Meantime, Wisconsin has entered the
case as a friend of the cou rt ,
allowing Wisconsin attorneys to
question witnesses.
Conservationists, already concerned! about nuclear plants
pumping heated water into fishing streams and lakes, have
described even small amounts
of radioactivity as an unnecessary additional hazard .
A Madison lawyer, James Or-

son , cited the so-called "zero
release" system -which a manufacturer is now advertising as
a means of holding the discharge to a minimum.
Olson said the safety equipment -would add only $1 million
to the Kewaunee plant' s cost,;
meaning two cents more per
month for the average homeowner 's efeclric bill.
Utility spokesmen said the
"zero, release''' system hasn 't
been perfected .
JAMES said Hie firms building the Kewaunee plant are
conducting safety studies. The
results of the studies, he added ,
would be continuing a fter the
plant begins operations in September , 1972,
The studies hegnn four years
ago. James said they Indicate
the Lake Miohignn region near
the Kewaunee plant "does not
contain significant amounts of
plant or animal life ."
One of the Point Beach reactors went into operation Nov ,
3, but isn't to begin turning
out electricity until next yenr .
Burstcin said that should
Wisconsin decide to draw up
radioactivity restrictions, Ihoy
shouldn 't be confined to a power plant's discharge of water.

': leather bags, evening bags

The task force said fish taken
from the waters should be eaten
no more than once a week.
The study included 13 lakes
and four rivers in all parts of
Minnesota. High mercury concentrations were not found in 13
of the 17 areas.
The state-federal group said
the source of mercury in fish
in Minnesota is not known. The
group said there are no large
industrial users of mercury.
Mercury has been used in the
past in the manufacture of
paper, as a fungicide for treating seed grain , as a fungicide
in some paints and for various
medical and dental uses.
Investigations will continue
the state-federal group said , but
only on a sampling basis. The
task force said shortages of
funds and equipment would prevent a check of fish from every
one of Minnesota 's lakes and
rivers.
Federal guideline s say that
mercury concentrations over 0,5
parts per million are regarded
as uns afe for human consumption.
ETTRICK SHOPPING
ETTRICK , Wis. (Speclnl) Ellrick business places will remain open for shoppers Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday evenings , Dec. 21, 22 nnd 23. On
Christmas eve they will close at
4 p.m.
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> and small leather goods . . . ' \/ -

i featherlight as well as soft and
; feminine. They come in a
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. variety of styles. Buy for
yourself or the most appreciated
% g ifts on your list.
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Hawaii is
scene of
nuptials

CATHOLIC VOWS . . . St. Joseph, Minn., is the home of
Mr. and Mrs. William. Garding (Linda Worner) following
their November marriage at St. Mary 's Catholic Church and
a trip through Iowa. The bride is the daughter of Mrs.
Bruce Carpenter, East Burns Valley, Winona, and the late
Theodore Worner and her husband is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Edgar Garding, Paynesville, Minn. A graduate of Cotter
High School, the bride is a student at St. Cloud State College
and her husband, a graduate of St. Cloud State College, is
employed by the St. Cloud Health Department. (Alf Studio)

RUSHFORD, Minn. - Miss
Nancy Dare Kersey and David
L. Volkman. were united in marriage in November ceremonies
at the International Baptist
Church, Honolulu, Hawaii.
The bride is the daughter of
Mrs. Calvin Kersey, Staunton,
Va., and the late Mr. Kersey
and the bridegroom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Orrnan L. Volkman, Rushford.
Miss Dorothy E. Carlson,
Bloomfield, Colo., attended the
bride and Dennis Davison, Riverside, Calif., was best man.
W. Dean Yeager and Victor
Hanson ushered.
The bride received her B.S.
degree from Madison College,
Harrisonburg, Va., and attended graduate school at the University of Hawaii prior to her
marriage. Her husband, a
graduate of Rushford High
School and Winona Technical
School, was employed by German Sports Car Repair, Honolulu.
The newlyweds will reside at
La Crosse, Wis.

THE LOCKHORNS

Dear Abby:

'W hat can I d o
7
about vicious rumor?

By ABIGAHi VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY: There is a girl in our small town I'll call
Mary, who has been telling others that our son is the father
of her child. It is quite possible, as he was separated from
his wife at the time; However, Mary is the available barfly
type, and almost any of the young men around town could
be responsible. I don't know why our son had to be singled
out tor MIS aumous nonor.
Our son has since reconciled with his
wife and they moved out of town long before
this rumor got started.
However, the 12-year-old sister of Mary
told our 11-year-old daughter at school that
they were "related" because our son and
her sister "had a baby together." Although
we never discussed it with our daughter,
she responded that her brother was already
married to someone else and Mary must be
crazy. Then she ran home from school and
cried about it in my arms.
Abby
Can we do anything about this? We told
our daughter to ignore the other girl and forget the talk.
Mary is raising the baby, and is just as available as
ever. There has been no legal action taken against our son.
In fact, I doubt that he even knows about the child's existence. I have never met Mary and am not about to. Your
.
advice will be greatly appreciated.
NO NAME OR TOWN, PLEASE
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FOR THURSDAY, DEC. W
Your birthday today: A growth cycle begins in which you
face psychological limitation?. A challenge from outside
stimulates you to get out of ruts, even; comfortable ones,
and make a fresh start in a more open field. Little comes
easily now, but once gained, it stays with you. Emotional
needs find many erratic episodes of fulfillment. Qualities of
_
,™ loved ones present perennial puzzles. Tojp ^yjyfl day's natives have a strong streak of perf B B
BSmY sonal independence.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): Your monwB^ ^law
ev
fli^s, especially around young people.
wBi
BT^
Work at serious matters; pay no attention to
Ww$W
m* scandalous
stories. Family squabbles fade
%J¥ ?£?m^H
leave off.
IP ,"€&»&'~s£l? out it you just(April
Melissa Lou
TAURUS
i!
20-May 20): Check your
H ^SL$;<^ you
making
sure
it
has
only
what
,
^QS^UM | shopping list
Chamberlain
really want to buy. Be prepared to mefeK^^t; ?
Mr. and Mrs. James M.
Tsmmk^j LkJidiate between factions in your group ; avoid
Lake City,
Chamberlain,
involvement in hew issues.
announce
the enJeane
Minn.,
GEMINI (May 21-Jnne 20): Personal
gagement
of
their
daughter,
and
personarrangements should he let alone. Check facts
Melissa Lou, to Brian Richalities in your career; be stubborn on the job (for good reason), rather than at home.
ard Bromen, son of Mr.
CANCER (June 21-July 22) : Frittering away time at hoband Mrs. Howard L. Brobies is merely an avoidance of expressing yourself. Speak
men, Marshall, Minn.
up, ask reasonably for what you want, arrange appointments.
Both young people are
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Follow your own ideas, particustudents
at Southwest Minlarly where there's any element of chance. Choose work
nesota State College, Marwhich doesn't involve close collaboration . Others don 't share
shall, Minn.
your enthusiasm.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Discount rumors; much is
A September wedding is
left out. Wait to see where changes are going before dis- I planned.
agreeing. Your example makes a big Impact on some who
say little.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Your sympathy makes all the
difference in your family and community. Care in handling
work is essential. You have competition, newly arrived, of
a quite personal nature.
FUN V
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Expect to work in unaccustomed conditions. There are no shortcuts, either in your
career or in your homeufe. Simple candor in both areas
-oyi.ci.iLi DKuvv roiunc
AP Food Editor
helps.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): This is a day of sudBy CECILY BROWNSTONE
den confrontation , an event where you run into a blank wall,
AP Food Editor
if you have been unwatchful. Get expert advice and play for
SUNDAY BRUNCH
time.
Orange Juice
CAPRICORN (Dec. 2Wan. 19): Be an opportunist today:
Eggs Benedict
for once it's quite all right to take the easiest way out. You Raisin Nut Rolls
Beverage
might even get a pleasant journey at little or no expense.
RAISIN NUT ROLLS
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. is): Your life and work swings
This delicious coffeecake is
along briskly. Take nothing too seriously for the moment; made with yeast.
get some fun out of everything. Repay a favor. Add a little
2 packages active dry yeast
to your savings account.
Vi cup warm water
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): The simpler the plan the
2 tablespoons sugar
better it works. Do only what is essential to your well-being.
2 teaspoons vanilla
Take a vacation from every burden you can lay down. Lend
2% cups unsifted flour , forknothing now.
stir to aerate before measuring
Vi teaspoon salt
% cup VA one-quarter pound
sticks butter
4 egg yolks
Raisin Nut Filling, see below
In a small mixing bowl disLAKE CITY, Minn. - Miss solve, yeast in water ; stir in
Susan Highum, Peterson, was sugar and vanilla, Into a medithe third-place winner in the, um mixing bowl turn the flour
voice of democracy contest held and saLt; with a pastry blend
at a radio station in Lake City, er cut in butter until particles
are . small ; add yeast mixture;
Dec. 3..
The contest, sponsored by the stir well Add egg yolks, one at
Veterans of Foreign Wars, was a time , beating well with a
judge d by Gordon Hinck, radio wooden spoon after each addiannouncer, Lake City ; Verma tion.
/>XV //(5| t'vi-JsJ Olin, Wabasha County superin- Cover and let rise in warm
tendent of schools; arid Mike draft-free place until doubled—
Corrigan, principal of the Lake 1 hour. Turn out half the dough
City grade school.
—it will be very soft—on a wellThe contest was a broadcast floured pastry cloth ; with a
DELUXE INSTANT HAIR SET
scriptwriting program with floured stockinnet-covered rolcompetition from throughout the ling pin roll out to a 12 by fl
WITH A NEW ANGLE!
first district. The scripts were Inch rectangle. Spread with
Swing up the lop, open to a
taped prior to the broadcast. half the Raisin nut Filling to
lighted make-up mlrrorl Perfectly angled to really see whllo
about 1 inch from edges, Roll
setting your hairl Behind the
up from 12-inch side; seal
mirro r, 24 curlers in 3 slzos
well , Place searn side down on
that all heat up at the same
buttered cookie sheet. Repeat
time. To use, just remove on»
process with other half of dough.
and another drops down Into
Let
ri&e as previously—1 hour.
ST. CHARLES, Minn —Hpmeplace, automatically, ready to
Bake in a preheated 350-degree
itead
United
Methodist
Church,
curll No exposed hot posts to
Rochester, was the setting for oven until golden-brown—about
touch! Antique Ivory case with
the Nov, 27 marriage of Miss 30 minutes. Makes 2 rolls.
coco accents. Only $0O,00l
Linda Hemming, daughter of RAISIN lNUT FILLING : Mix
Mr. and Mrs . Lloyd A. Hem- together A cup "4 of n VIJyoreJco"
ming, Rochester, and Dana R, pound stick soft butter , % cup
Burns, son of Mr. and Mrs. W. firmly packed dark brown su
gar, Vi cup chopped medium
L. Burns, St, Charles.
Attending the couple were fine walnuts and 1 cup golden
Mrs. Aflen Richter, Miss De> raisins.
borah Hemming, Miss Edith
Burns, Harold Tye , Donald Christmas programs
Hemming and Dave Fix. Ush- HOKAH, Minn , (pecinl) ers were Frank Sicbenaler and Christmas programs scheduled
James Nienow. Marl Hemming in Hokah include the children
and Patrick White were junior and choir of Zlon Lutliernn
attendants,
Church presenting "The Story
The bride and bridegroom of
God's Love" on Dec. 22 at
were graduated from St. Charles
High School nnd Winona State 7:IS p.m. ; the children and
College. The bride teaches mu- choir of the United Methodist
sic at Elevn-Strum, Wis., High church presenting their, prosee YOUR LOCAL
School and her husband coaches gram Sunday at fl p.m., and
N0R6LCO DEALER
and teaches nt Alma Center , the church school program of
Nwtli AmtriCM Phlllpt Corp.
Wis., where the newlyweds are the United Church of Christ to
Naw York, N.Y, I0OI7
be presented Monday at 8 p.m.
home.

DEAR NO: Let sleeping dogs lie.
DEAR ABBY: When someone asks me, "Do you mind
if I ask you a person al question?" I never know what to say.
Any suggestions?
SHY
DEAR SHY : Say, "Not at all. Do you mind if I don't
¦¦ answer?"
'¦
DEAR ABBY: I am 17 and have this steady boy friend
I'll call Buddy. His parents live in a different town so he
rents a room in town near his work. I live with my parents.
Here is my problem:
I have been helping Buddy out by doing his laundry at
home. I also do my family's laundry. Well, my mother gets
mad and yells at me every time she sees me doing Buddy's
laundry.
Will you please tell me why it bugs my mother because
I do Buddy's laundry? The work is not for her. I'm not
NO NAME
complaining. Why sliould she?
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Peterson girl
wins award
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LADY NORELG3

Alma Center is
home" for couple

Don Burleigh spoke of his
recent experiences as a Peace
Corps teacher in Niger, Africa,
at the Thursday meeting of the
Wesleyan Service Guild at Central United Methodist Church.
Slides accompanied his talk.
The country which is Moslem
in culture, consists of villages
composed of a series of walled
compounds in which families
live with their animals, Burleigh explained.
Niger is a region of deserts
with dried; prehistoric riverbeds and little- vegetation, the
speaker noted. Children take
responsibility early in life and,
as a result, few children attend
school even though the schools
are government supported. Most
of the girls attend teachers*
training school since that is the
only profession open to women. Burleigh taught English
in -a secondary school in a
village of 5,000 persons.
Mrs. Margaret Eriekson,
Miss Mabel Danuser and Mrs .
Elizabeth Henthorne were committee members for the month.
Gifts were brought for the
residents of Etta-Dell Nursing
Home. Mrs. Henthorne was
chairman of the project.
A pledge service concluded
the meeting. Gifts pledged by
the members are used for the
support of a young girl from
the Philippine Islands who attends Children 's Garden School
in Manila.

Partici pates in
theatre production
INDEPENDENCE , Wis. (Special)— Dennis Kern, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Kern, Independence, was one of eight
students featured In the Wis- 1
consin S t a i e i
Universi-I
ty (La Crosse) ':
Theatre produc- ;
tion of "Spoon «
River Antholo- 1
gy," which re- J
cently conclud- jj
ed its run at the I
university/
I
¦
Kern is a sen- .--:¦¦ - ~
for majoring in
D. Kern
speech and psychology.
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Mr. and Mrs. Richard Stendahl

Virginia Klopp bride
of Richard Stendahl
INDEPENDENCE, Wis. Miss Virginia^ Klopp, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Norman G.
Klopp, Independence, became
the bride of Richard F. Stendahl, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ivan
Stendahl, Independence, Saturday at the Good Shepherd Lutheran Church, Dover. The Rev.
Chester Moczarny and the Rev.
Thomas Hoversten officiated.
The bride wore a white, floorlength gown with a full-length

DEAR ABBY: I am going with a nice young man who
used to be a wild, hippie type, but he is reformed now, and
if he hadn't told me about his past I wouldn't have known
anything about him, except there is one little telltale mark
which gives him away. He has a rather ugly hole in one of
his ears.
He said he used to wear a "pirate's" earring in
¦
it.
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DEAR NO NAIWE: Your mother is probably "bugged"
by the sight of her 17-year-old unmarried daughter doing
"wifely " chores for her boy friend. It's my guess that if
she liked Buddy more, she'd complain less.

fj M'QJBOM&fe''Hr

Peace Corps
worker tells
of experiences

train, accented with daisy trim.
Her fingertip veil was held by
a crown headpiece. She carried
a bouquet of red carnations.
Miss Erna Frei was maid of
honor with Miss Jennifer Nelson as bridesmaid. Their
gowns were of dark green velveteen. Betty Nelson was flower girl with Jeffery Hiess aa
ring, bearer.
Jarhes Bautch was best man
and Kenneth Klopp, brother of
the bridegroom, was groomsman. Pat Stendahl, brother of :
the bridegroom , and James
Klopp, brother of the bride,
were ushers.
A reception was held in the
church parlors following the
ceremony.
The bridegroom is employed
by National Presto Industries
and the bride is employed by
Uniroyal. The couple wUl make
their home in Eau Claire,
Wis.

AT WILLIAMS ---—
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Is there any way this hole can be filled up? It may not
be noticeable to others , but it bothers me a lot.
BOTHERED

TRIMMING THE TREE . . . Junior and cadette Girl
Scouts at Kellogg entertained Friday at the Wabasha Nursing Home. From left, Margo Heaser, Lea Irish, Mary Sue
McDonough and Debby Belter, decorate the tree at the home.
The group sang Christmas carols, played games and served
Christmas cookies and coffee.
The Brownies' Christmas project was making Christr
mas cards and presents for their parents. The senior Girl
Scouts recently entertained a group of ARC children with
a potluck dinner and program at St. Agnes Half . Santa
Claus distributed popcorn, candy and presents to the children. All Girl Scouts will go Christmas caroling Dec. 22,
followed by a party at the Legion Hall. (Mrs. Albert Leisen
photo )

DEAR BOTHERED: Level with him . A plastic surgeon should be able to repair it so there will be no trace
of his ever having had a hole in his ear.
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to Abby, Box 69700, Los Angeles, Calif.
90069. For a personal reply enclose stamped , addressed envelope.

Mitten tree

they may call Mrs. Keil Blank,
Mrs. Alyn Larson or Mrs. S.
B.
Ivers. Mrs. Lester Brennom
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special )
will be in charge of distribu—The Whitehall Women's Study tion.
Club is sponsoring a communa
f^^y ^lf ^T ^riSSf ^t ^y ^T ^^^
ity mitten tree to provide mittens for needy children of the TAYLOR PROGRAM
area. Anyone wishing to do- TAYLOR, Wis. (Special) The Taylor School District
nate mittens are asked to take Christmas program will be
them to the Ellisom Insurance presented Monday at 8 p.m. at
Agency office, Whitehall, or the high school gymnasium.
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Gift Stationery
A large selection that can be
imprinted with one-day service for 50$ per box.
STATIONERY DEPT.

WILLIAMS
BOOK A STATIONERY
52-54 We st Lovoe Plaza
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Going somewhere? Take baby In the most comfortable
carrier ever invented. Babies love to ride in them I
Heavy cotton web shoulder utrnpa. For babies 5 months
to 3 years,

Friday, Dec. 18; Monday, Dec. 21;
Tues., Dec. 22; Wed.# Dec. 23
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Newlyweds
at home in
Milwa ukee

IANESBORO.Minn. (Special)
— Mr. and Mrs. Martin W.
Radler (Linda Shanahan) are
at home in Milwaukee following
their Nov. 28 wedding at St.
Patrick's Catholic Church here.
The Rev. Wenelien Spinier officiated. The Misses Suzy,
Becky, Barb and ShelTy ScanIan accompanied the organist,
Mrs. Gary Roddy, on their
guitars. Dale Shanahan and
Peggy Miner were vocalists.
The couple were attended by
Mrs. Roger Janachawski, Milwaukee, and Manfred Suess,
Milwaukee. Ushers were Dan
Shanahan and Michael Shanahan Jr. ;
Following a dinner at Community Hall, Lanesboro, the
couple left for a trip to the
Ozarks.
The bride is a graduate of
Lanesboro High School and Winona State College and is teaching in Milwaukee. The bridegroom is employed by Louis
Allis Co., Milwaukee.
•¦ ¦

¦
.

DAR Winner
announced
ELEVA, Wis . — Miss Debra
Bauer, daughter of Mr. and
mrs. m e i v m
Bauer, has been
named as the
DAR a w a r'd
winner at . Eleva "¦- Striim Central High
School.
Miss Bauer is
a senior and is
active in FHA,
pep club, science club, fbrensics, cheer- D. Bauer
leading, 4-H and church youth
groups. She also ranks in the
top ten of her class academically.
.

-
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Rushford women

B

Wins art award
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
". .—¦ Miss Sandra Isaacson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Isaacson, Whitehall, was recently
named a prize winner in a
drawing contest sponsored by
a Minneapolis school of art instruction.

Golden anniversary
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
— Mr. and Mrs. Palmer Christianson will be honored at an
open house Dec. 27 from 2 to 5
p.m. at Our Saviour's Lutheran
Church here on the occasion of
their SOth wedding anniversary.
No cards have been sent.
¦

Elgin concert
ELGIN, Minn. (Special) — A
religious concert will be presented Sunday at 8 p.m. at
Trinity Lutheran Church here.
The four choirs of the church
will participate. They include
the primary choir, the chapel
choir, the youth choir and senior choir. A. reception will follow the concert. Thomas Wollenberg is director of Christian
education.
¦
PRISCILLA CIRCLE
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Priscilla Circle of Fagerness
Lutheran Church will meet for
their Christmas party Dec. 30
at the home of Mrs. Carl Nelson
at 8 p.m. A gift exchange will
be held.

r

¦

Mrs. T, Charles Green and
daughters, Susan and Betsy, entertained at the Monday meeting of the Portia Club at the
home of Mrs. O. A. Friend.
Christmas selections were played with Mrs. Green at the piano, Susan playing the flute and
Betsy the violin.
During a brief business meeting, Mrs. Stanley Hammer was
TIGER
By Bud Blak«
appointed program, chairman for
the coming year, Appointed to
serve with her were the Mmes.
John Pendleton, Leo Murphy Jr.
and Green. A contribution was
also voted the Day Activity Center. Mrs. Ted Biesanz was assisting hostess.
Scores for the top two couples
on each of the ten teams
playing in this year's bridge
marathon were tabulated at the
end of the fourth round of play.
Scores are as follows: Team
WED IN CATHOLIC CEREMONY . . . Miss Barbara
1
:
Mr. and Mrs. Milton GoldWeisenberger, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Weisen- berg,
17,800 and Mr. and Mrs.
berger Sr., Arcadia, Wis., and Frederick Prudoehl, son of James Kahl, 16,340;
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hass, 115 Mill St., were united in marTeam 2: Mr. and Mrs. Wilriage Nov. 28 at the Cathedral of the Sacred Heart. The Rev. liam Wernz, 14,090 and Mr. and
Raymond Weisenberger officiated. Honor attendants were Mrs. Robert Johnson, 10,640;
THE WIZARD OF ID
By Parker and Hart H^
Team 3: Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Carol Firsching and Robert Ellings. The bride is employed ,
by Minnesota Department of Manpower Services and the Kellum, 9,900 and Mr. and Mrs.
bridegroom is the owner of Fred's Body Shop. The couple Angus Callender, 9,490;
Team 4: Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
will make their home at 466 E. Sarnia St.
Schuldt, 11,860 and Mr. and
Mrs. John Clemens, 11,530;
Team 5: Mr. and Mrs. James
FHA to sponsor
Art display
Keill, 15,100 and Mr. and Mrs.
'
Gerald Timm, 12,580,
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special) 'Christmas dance
Team 6: Mr. and Mrs. Earl
— Paintings done by students TREMPEALEAU, Wis. - Kane, 11,020 and Mr. and Mrs.
of the adult education art class Trempealeau Future Homemak- John Kolb, 9,730;
at the Whitehall High School ers of America will sponsor a Team 7: Mr. and Mrs. Richwill be on display at the Norse Christmas d a n c e, "Silver ard Baylon, 14,710 and Mr. and
Inn, Whitehall, for tWo> weeks.
Mrs. Charles Bentley, 9,280;
Students exhibiting their work Bells," at the high school Sat- Team 8: Mrs. Richard Stahinclude the Mmes. Charles urday with dancing beginning manh and Mrs. La Verne Olson,
Johnson, William A. Johnspn, at 8:30 p.m. to the music of 11,960 and Mrs. B. J. Kelly and
Jack Taylor, Knut Amble, Fred the Fourth Adventure. The Mrs. Helen Bolsum 11,669;
GiUmore, Leon Halperm , Miss grand march is scheduled for Team 9: Mrs. John David and
DENNIS THE MENAGE
.
GRIN AND BEAB IT
Esther Mortenson, Delmar
Mrs. Irving Gepner, 11,220 and
Dahl, Ray Thompson, and Roy 9:30 p.m.
• ——^^—————
¦¦
—¦— ' -»¦ »—
Mrs. John McGee and M r s .
—:
I
Harnisch. Mrs. Robert Ganger King and queen are Darlene Bruce Marquardt, 11,200;
is the instructor.
Kriesel and Bill Herman, with Team 10: Mrs. Russell Fisk
Cathy Rand and Kurt Wood, and Mrs. W. W. Thein, 9,810
first
attendants; Donna Adams and Mrs. Robert Horton and
Hbmemakers club
and Dennis Blank, second at- Mrs. C. W. Biesanz, 9,680.
FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. (Spe- tendants; Kathy Klein and Ken
cial) — The Help Each Other
Homemakers met Tuesday at Gillies, third attendants; and To Your Good Health
the home of Mrs. Fred Keller Sharon Becker and Ken Wason ,
Sr. for their Christmas party. fourth attendants.
A Christmas gift exchange was
held and games were played.
Mrs. Bertha Hofer was present- LC. Mrs. Jaycees
ed with a gift in appreciation of hold annual
party
her work as the club treasurer
for many years. The next meet- LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
ing will be held at the home of
Mrs. Henry Wicka at 1:30 p.m. — The Lake City Mrs. Jaycees By G. C. THOSTESON, M.D.
held a Christmas party ThursJan. 21,
Dr. Thosteson: I am
¦
day evening at the Embassy a Dear
17-year-old girl and I think
I have a very serious problem.
Alma-Cochrane club room.
Mrs. James Siewert, Mrs. Having all the symptoms, I am
ALMA, Wis. — The Alma- Roger Hollman and Mrs. Eu- almost positive. I think I have
Cochrane Garden Club met at gene Durand were elected to the venereal disease gonorrhea.
the home of Mrs. LaVerne the cystic fibrosis activity study I tried calling our family doctor but he told me I couldn't
Rohrer, Buffalo City, Monday committee.
see him without my mother beafternoon. Mrs. Rohrer was the Gifts were exchanged
and cause I was a minor. That's
honored birthday guest. The
next meeting is scheduled for cards played. Lunch was serv- the last thing I could ever do.
Jan. 18 at 10 a.m. at the home ed by the Mmes. Dick Witham, I've also been told that county
of Mrs. Sam Schwarz, Buffalo Eugene Glanders, James Huetfl. health centers help young girls
I HIT
I
IIHIIIIIII»II»WI—I
II— l
.
and Eugene Asleson.
and do not charge very much. *GDOil,Joef.7£LLSmr\
*lWAMMA60TDTrl£
City.
the
room
is
pleasant,
and
thanks
to
th»
"Th
e
food
is
good,
The Mrs. Jaycees visited the: The symptoms are burning of
6AW&OMr
WMTVOIW/WT/*
View Nursing Home Sat- the urine two days after ; dis\ soap operas on television,Isee doctors and nurses all day!"
Candlelight service Pepin
urday and helped residents adV charge started a week and "a
day after ; continuing itching.
PLAINVIEW, Minn. ( Special) dress and mail Christmas
¦
I will be 18 in she months.
, ¦
— The choirs of Immanuel Lu- cards.
»
Is there danger in waiting" that Lord Snowdon
theran Church will present the
long to go to a doctor on my
annu al Christmas candlelight
own? Can it be cured with peni- undergoes surgery
service Sunday at 8 p.m. Par- Senior citizen s
ticipating in the service will GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special) cillin or pills or something, or
be the senior choir, directed —Galesville Senior citizens held do I have to go to a hospital? LONDON to) — Lord Snowdon, 40-year-old husband of
by Evan G. Schiller, principal potluck dinner Monday after- - S.C.
Our modern "sex freedom " Princess Margaret, has underof Immanuel School; the junior anoon
at the bank. A Christmas isn't as enlightened as some
choir, also directed by Schiller, program
0
f ^mmw
and a sing-a-long fol- people seem to think — and gone minor surgery of an undis* iff immT ^^Bmrnrnw
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and the cherub choir, directed
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lowed
the
luncheon.
closed
nature.
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Cards
were
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increase
in
venermi
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alarming
*
an
by Miss- Katherine Stork. Folplayed
.
eal
disease
is
one
of
the
conA
spokesman
for
the
London
lowing the service, the Dorcas
n
sequences.
Club will serve lunch in the
Clinic, where the operation was
You did the right thing in
JB fl& -Jr^^Lfli!LH^L^i^L^h^i^L^v^L^L^L^^^^^^^L^L^LV^r
church basement in honor of Alma OES
.r ^h^L^I^L^L^ILm
^w *^8Bfc If
performed,
said Tuesday Snowgoing to your doctor; he was
the choirs and their directors.
condition
was
satisfactory
don's
¦
in error, because your state is
. ALMA, Wis. — The Order of one of quite a number which and "We are hoping he will be
Eastern
Star
will hold its an- now have laws permitting physi- able to spend Christmas with
LIVEWIRES PARTY
BLAIR, Wis. (Special ) — The nual Christmas party for mem- cians to treat minors for V.D. the royal family at Windsor."
Livewires Women's Club Christ- bers and their children. A 6:30 without consent of parents.
mas party and potluck dinner p.m. potluck supper will be Your best bet would be to
will be held Saturday at 6:30 served with Alma furnishing the go back to him and ask him these: presently available medip.m. at the home of Mrs. Os- hot dishes , Cochrane-Buffalo to check with the health depart- cations are extremely effective
^^^^^^^^ jfr ^ ^ ^B B m m W m m m Yy
/
^ah. amwmmmmmmm *^^aWWWaaT
wald Slette. Each member is City the salads , ani Fountain ment. He'll find that I'm right in suppressing TB infection.
is
the
Whether
"curable"
City,
bars
and
cookies.
to bring a small gift for games
A gift about your state having this
and also a gift for a secret pal. exchange will follow
the dinner. law. (I have checked it to be right word may be quibbling
¦
over what words mean. But as
Husbands are invited.
sure).
as a TB infection is supYou have the classical symp- long
and kept suppressed,
pressed,
St. Martin's circle toms
and
the
soongonorrhea
,
of
the
patient
is to all practical
the better
The sewing circle of St. Mar- er you are treated,
cured."
intents
"
you
are
cured,
Until
tin 's Church will entertain nt a for you.
he must guard against
I trust you will take pains not theTrue,
potluck supper Thursday in the to
infection becoming active
disease along to
the
pass
social room beginning at 6 p.m. anyone else. (Chances are, the again, but that can be done
A Christmas program will fol- boy you got It from knew he very effectively today.
low. There will bo a gift ox- had it so I don't think much The important points are to
.
change. All women of the of him.)
be watchful, and discover TB
as early as possible, and then
church are invited.
go
to
have
to
X' I
No, you don't
¦
to start treating it immediately.
¦
a
hospital.
jt
TB
is disastrous chiefly in cases
time
as
to
fixed
no
There's
W
that
haven't been discovered
Revise
fi
gures
how soon the disease will beTJOT TPV"
gin causing permanent damage soon enough, or have been treaton number a board if not treated . It is, after all, ed inadequately.
an infection, and can cause such Dear Dr. Thosteson: Does low
Korean ferryboat things as scarring of the Fal- thyroid
function cause sterility?
piece: the Rolex TJaylopian tubes to tho extent of — Mrs. E.P.
SEOUL CAP ) - Police today making it impossible to have It can have a distinct effect
Date 30-jewcl chronomrevised
the number of persons children later in life.
in making it more difficult to
eter , relied upon the
aboard the ferryboat that sank If your family doctor still become pregnant, but that isn't
world over by men who
in the Korean Strait early Tues- won't treat you without having quite tho same as "causing stermalte the news. Day of
day and said 310 of them are your mother along, then go to ility."
THURSDAY , DEC. 17,THRU SATURDAY ,DEC. 19,ONLY
the week and magnified
dead or missing.
another doctor.
Police said 322 persons , not Since some strains of the MMHHWnMBMBmMHMRMavaiWRI
da|te change automatiTOYS FROM SUCH MANUFACTORYAS„TtlI*_«AIM80W.JHAPEl(_llD0H_IRTL.HA
1SBRO276 as reported earlier , were gonorrhea germ now nro known
cally. 18kt gold case and
See
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Toys
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when she went down on her ov- penicillin , it's wise to go back
18kt white gold or plati50'iOFT Us BKI'Irunlarptlttl
ernight run from Cheju Island, for a re-check later, in case
«n urn on special order.
south of the Korean peninsula , added treatment with another
to Pusnn.
antibiotic is necessary to finish
OPEN TO 9 P.M. THURS. & FRI.—TO 5 P.M. SAT.
~Twelve persons w«re rescued the job.
1
Tuesday, and eight fcodics have Dear Dr. Thosteson : I was
been recovered. Authorities said told thcro was an articlo in
-at ~
they had almost no nope of any the paper recently that tubercuDA»D BROTHERS
IfUDD STORE, Inc.
more survivors in the icy wa- losis is curable. Could you glvo
V & S HARDWARE
ters. But the search by Japa- mo what information you have
Open B» Dally-All Day Sit,
nese nnd Korean boats and Ko- on this? - P.A.F.
$76 E. 4th St. Ph. 452-4007
rean and American planes con- I wouldn't now what articlo
you mean, but tho facts aro
tinued.
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By Saunders and Erni»

Christmas
music given at
Portia meeting

•

RUSHFORD, Minn. (Special)
— The Rushford Federated Women's Club held its annual
Christmas party with a dinner
at Golfview Restaurant Thursday evening. The club voted
to pay its final pledge to the
Rushford Area swimming pool.
The Jan. 14 meeting will be
held at the home of Mrs. John
R. Peterson with Mrs. Alden
Drivold, co-hostess.
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Head[ . 'to 0pped/ rtr/fng
^
on Reserve Mining Co.
ST. PAUL (AP) - Minnesota square mile area in which the
Atty. Gen. Douglas Head said company is allowed to discharge
Tuesday he will appeal a dis- its tailings under 1947 permits.
trict court ruling which permits Judge Eckman, in his 26-page
Reserve Mining Co. to continue order, retained jurisdiction oE
discharge of taconite tailings the case and said he would
into Lake Superior,
open it again unless Reserve
The ruling was issued by Dis- and the PCA agree by next
trict Judge C. Luther Eckmas May 15 on a plan to modify the
In Lake County District Court discharge.
at Two Harbors.
He said the court can and will
Head's office and the Minne- take authority again if necessota Pollution Control Agency sary and render a final deci<PCA) had sought in the court sion in the event no mutuai
action to force reserve to shift agreement is reached.
its disposal system from the JUDGE ECKMAN' said that
lake to an on-shore site.
in his opinion the 15 years of
TACONITE tailings are fine- discharge "has had no measurly-ground rock particles left as able adverse or deleterious efwaste after taconite ore is pro- fects upon the water quality
cessed into pellets for use in of Lake Superior insofar as to
blast furnaces to make steel. its drinking quality or any conReserve operates its taconite ditions affecting public health,
plant at Silver Bay on the North affecting fish life or the reproShore of Lake Superior.
duction ihereof or any interferHead said he will appeal to ence with navigation."
the Minnesota Supreme Court, Head said he also will urge
but added that he was "pleas- the PCA and the State Consered"M one portion of Eckmam's vation Department to begin imruling — a finding that taconite mediate hearings on whether
particles are remaining sus- Reserve's 1947 permits should
pended in the lake water and be revoked.
are drifting outside a nine- Head said he plans to ask the
U.S. Department of Interior and
the federal Environmental Protection Agency to demand of

Reserve a plan to cease discharge of the tailings. The plan
was due Dec. 1, Head said.
"I am disappointed by, and
disagree with, Judge Eckman's
ruling that it would be unreasonable to require Reserve to
comply with the effluent regulation," Head said in a statement.
The PCA regulation in dispute
prohibits the discharge of liquids containing more than 30
milligrams of suspended solids
per liter. Head said the taconite plant discharge contains
30,000 milligrams of soldis per
liter, an amount equal to 67,000
tons daily.
ECKMAN directed Reserve t«
install equipment by May 15,
1973, to assure that the "fines"
— taconite particles — settle to
the lake bottom. Head said that
ruling is not sufficient to protect the quality of the lake waters.
"Lake Superior is now the
purest of the Great Lakes, and
we cannot permit it to become
another Lake Erie, a dying
lake," Head declared .

HOLLYWOOD (AP) - Veteran western actor Chill Wills, 69,
has achieved a star in Hollywood Boulevard's sidewalk.
The two-foot, brass-outlined
star is one of 1,600 implanted
since 1953 along Hollywood
Boulevard and Vine Street by
civic boosters to create a "walk
of fame." Each contains in
brass the name of an entertainment celebrity, past or present.
Chill's unveiled Monday in
front of Grauman's Chinese
Theater, is next to the late Basil
Rathbone's and near the late
Dick Powell's.
The leathery-faced, [ 6-foot-2
actor said he had been in show
business since he was 11, shortly after his father gave him a
guitar and he began singing at
Baptist revivals around his native Seagoville, Tex.
He made his movie debut in
"Boom Town," a 1939 film starring Clark Gable and Spencer
Tracy, and later was the voice
of Francis, the movies' talking
mule, He was nominated for an
Oscar in "The Alamo."

New method
W.T. GRANT CO. 'tricks'body
on transplants
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"We have isolated and purified transplantation antigens
from human cells in test tubes
which could be injected into a
recipient so that bis body accepts someone else's organ,"
Reisfeld said in an interview.
Antigen, he explained, is a
substance that; When introduced
into the body stimulates the production of an antibody.
The problem of rejection has
been so formidable, he said,
that efforts to transplant organs
such as the heart liave almost
stopped after most failed.
"The key factor," he added,
"is that the body of the recipient recognizes most tissue
transplants as foreign. Then,
the same antibody system that
protects people against infections goes to work and destroys
the transplant."
Under the new process , Reisfeld said, "white blood cells
would be drawn from a prospective organ donor by growing
them in tissue culture in the laboratory. The antigens in the donor cells would then be extracted and injected into the recipient."
This would desensitize the patient, he said, and "trick" his
body into accepting the donated
organ.
"So far we've worked only
with animals and the results are
most encouraging, " Reisfeld
noted. "But with additional tests
and approval by the Food and
Drug Administration we will be
able to test our process in humans within a year. "

Julie Eisenhower
attendant at
friend 's wedding

GLEN ROCK, N.J. (AP) Julie, Nixon Eisenhower has
honored a childhood pact by
serving as an attendant at tho
wedding of a girlfriend here.
The appearance by the President's daughter was a well-kept
secret.
Julie was an attendant at the
wedding of Linda La Barre and
Alan Detrick in St. Anthony's
Church Sunday. Linda and Julie
have been close friends since
they met in Key Biscayne, Fla.,
a dozen years ago.
They made a girlhood pact to
take part in each other's weddings , and Linda was a bridesmaid for Julie and David Eisenhower two years ago.
"I think one of the reasons for
¦ tho secrecy," snid a friend of
• the bride's, "is that Linda knew
Julie would never want to overshadow the wedding."
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LA JOLLA, Calif. (AP) —
Two scientists say they have developed a method to isolate a
substance from human cells
that, injected into a transplant
patient, may "trick" the body
into accepting a donated organ.
Drs. Ralph A, Reisfeld and
Michael Pellegrino of Scripps
Clinic and Research Foundation
said Friday their -work could
solve the major problem of
transplantation—rejection by
the body of a foreign organ.

SALE

By Ed Dodd

MARK TR1AIU

Chill Wills gets
star in Hollywood
Boulevard walk
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Joinour annualToysfor Totsevent.

You can be Santa Claus bysimply trading a new
or re-usabletoyingoodconditionfora FREE
Cable TV installation. ToysforTots events are in
progress across America.And we'd like you to help
us help our children right here. And, in return,
we 'll install Cable TV inyour home free,so you can
begin enjoyingspectacular reception and extra
channels,filled with more new shows,dozens of

great movies every week,more sports and
new^specialsJoinourToysfor Tots Christmas
event.Together,maybe we can make the holiday
a lot brighter forthe children,
k]ai#ic<
H/\n
AmDrirrtn
AHieriW
Iii Ps«
^UDj
GyiSlOn
12 0N THE PLAZA EAST
°
i

¦

Our regular $25.00 installation , reconnect or additional active outlets FREE when you trado-a-toyl
With only 1 month's services in advance.
Offar good In coblo areas only.

Dial 452-6040

ri— VAW>A WwifliJ

© Copyrlfiht TelePromp7e r Corporation 1971

Bradley, fouls
fetal to WSC,
lose 95-83

Keister named
WSC grid coach
Bob Keister, an assistant
for the past 10 years, was
named to succeed Madeo
(Moon) Molinari as head
football coach at Winona
State College this morning.
The announcement came
from the office of Dr. Robert DuFresne, president of
the college.
Molinari last Thursday resigned from the post he held
for 12 years.
"I feel real good," said the
37-year-old Keister after the
announcement was made.
"I'm real happy to have this
opportunity and to have the
confidence of the administration. And I want to thank
everybody involved in it."
Keister has been defensive
coach under Molinari since
Mrs arrival at Winona State
in i960. He is also the War-

riors' head track and field
coach, a position he has
held throughout his tenure
here.
The new Warrior coach
was also head wrestling
coach for one year, 1961, and
held an assistant basketball
coaching job for a year, also
in 1961, under Coach Bob
Campbell.
"This is a tremendous
challenge to me and I'm
willing to accept it," noted
an elated Keister, "And I
hope to keep our program
on the highest level. "I'm
looking forward to next year
already."
Keister is a graduate of
Mason City High School,
Mason City, Iowa, and attended Mason City Junior
College for one year and
Bob Keister
Wartburg College, Waverly,
Iowa, for three. He was an
AU-Northwest Junior College
defensive tackle and a twoyear All-Conference tackle
at Wartburg.
He spent one year as an
DISCRETION IS .. .Linesman Malcolm Ashford clambers
By SlAtf SCHMIDT, Sj xaf £<6tor
s
assistant coach at Wartburg
out of harm's way as Charlie Burns of the Minnesota North
before taking an assignment
Stars and Bill McCreary of the St. Louis Blues s come to close
as line coach at South High
School, Omaha, Neb., for
A coach's dilemma
three years.
Graduated from Wartburg
Since my arrival at this desk in mid-May, more head
in
1958 he received his B.A.
Coaching-jobs have changed hands than you can shake a
in physical education from
stick at.
Wartburg and his masters
John Kenney relinquished the basketball reins at Wifrom Winona State in 1961.
nona High ; he was replaced by Dan McGee.
He also did graduate work
John Nett turned over the football coaching
at Mankato State in 1968.
job at Cotter to Ed Hall. Ed Spencer left
MINNEAPOLIS ff) - The riod. ,
Keister and his wife, Carihe Hawk baseball job in the hands of Jerry
Minnesota
North StarsTme$Uk£r . Charlie Burns scored the
man, have three children,
Raddatz.
p[prth --Stars' only goal, on a
:
laontr^r^CallaTtteT
a^^MBpes
if;
-andAnn,
Jteth
Bruce, 9;
' -shot j5t
J)y_the
rookie
. Ron Ekker went to the University of
deflection '6ta'
~1onighf
politan
Sports
Ctenter
Karin, 7. They live ¦ at 18
Minnesota and 1^ Wothke' brought a new
HeiHoT^,^:45
secWy
,
2-1
•iften.a_disippoittting
loss
to
h
--•—
Road;
•
Glen-Mary
.
.
offense to the Warriors * basketball court.
ond
period.
¦
Tuesday
Louis
Blues
the
St,
.
;
Mary Gunderson retired as the Hawks' grid
The North Stars outshot thennightr coach, leaving Dean Brown in the noteoWest
Division rivals in all three
Bluebonnet
Bowl
seats
*
of
its
Mirinespta
played
one
enwous position. A nd, in the latest move/
periods and finished with a 39best
National
Hockey
League
^
Moon MoUnari
almost all sold out
ended his career at Winona
games of the season at St. 24 shooting etige.
atate; his successor was named this morning
(AP)
Only
HOUSTON
Louis, but two power play goals Glenn Hall provided stellar
.ouu iveisier.
—
Schmidt
about
100
reserved
seats
reby the Blues' Bill Sutherland goaltending for the Blues. CeSo where have all the coaches gone?
.
'
¦
'
sare Maniago put forth a supermained
-for
Astro-Bluebonthe
^
iiave ihey^decided-to-calHt-quits?—
—— net Bowl footbalT game between made the effort worthless.
— d^Jiy
on
ior
effort , in goal for the North
"
asy
first
Sutherland
scoredTTiis
qUeSti0n
e
?- M <>f the retired _ Alabama and Oklahoma Ne*w
Stars.
n^in town.
at 2:02 of the first, period
exceS
^S;- are still
except
Ekker
^
All
still teaching and Year's eve, the Astrodome an- goal
Nett^ Molinari are-^il coaching are
and added the winning marker The Blues had to hang on des^oS
spbrSf
Nett nounced.
the Rambler cagers and Molinari fie Warrior
36 seconds into the second pe^ perately for the" final 30 minutes
gotfers
as the North Stars took one rush
^
01
11
Sthou Bh ewh E given
after another at Hall.
.Jh?At
V ¥VS
*
*
•
g
boils down to a coach's dilemma
The game at St. Louis was
'
no Sem
the third loss of a tough , fourgame road trip for the North
No animals, no zoo
Stars.
As Is often saad , if you don 't have the animals you
J. P. Parise, who returned to
can 't
the Minnesota linkup after missbuild a zoo. Nobody seems to have the aniing-two-games with bursitis in
als .^e .days, except, perhaps, the Hawk
-mrmm^m^sm,m
his left shoulder, said before the
swimming team
and Winona State's basketgame that the North Stars knew
ball and wrestling contingents.
So why didn't those coaches go out and
it was time to start trying
get the animals they needed?
harder.
How can they when they're hampered at
all steps?
The Winona State football program can 'i
This Week's
offer a scholarship to the blue-chip player
it needs to compete with the rest of the
NIC, which apparently hands out free rides
Basketball
quite freely. And, although Moon has done
Molinari
the most with the least in the past, you
TUESDAY'S KESULTS
can't do it every year. In the present situation, you simply
J.OCAL
5CHOOLS- ~~ ~
have to offer some funds to attract the big players.
Bradley U. n, Winona state IS.
Well, what about the Warrior basketball team? Simple.
ROOT RIVERRushford 8?, Peterson is.
There's an organization called the Cagers Club which is
Lewiston 51, Mabol-Canton 4(.
doing all the funding. They can offer that blue chipper a
Houston 91, La Crescent 72.
free ride, or at least supplement his income sufficiently
Caledonia 71, Spring Grove St.
HIAWATHA
VALLEY—
enough to bring him in.
Zumbrota 57, Laka City 52.
On the prep scene you can 't obviously, offer a- scholarKassort-Mantorvllla 37, Slawortvllle
52.
ship. So air the talent must come from the lower levels.
WASIOJA—
Herein lies the problem — and a big one it is.
Wait Concord 42, Wanamlngo S3.

Random Ramtlings

Blues triumph 2-1

PEORIA, 10. — "Winona State'j
basketball team proved that it
wasn't playing "out of Its
league" here Tuesday night, but
with four of five starters departing the game on fouls tha
Warriors fell to Bradley University 95-83,
Don Besonen, Jerome Beckley,
Steve Protsman and Jim Jabrosky all were forced out of
action on five fouls during a
crucial mine-minute span in tha
second half when Bradley surged ahead. With 12:40 to go in
the game Winona had actually
taken a 59-58 lead, but the
Braves outscored the visitors
17-2 in the next three and onehalf mimutes to take control.
Winona, suffering its first loss
in four starts under first-year
Head Coach Les Wothke, chipped a 15-point deficit to as few
as seven points in the waning
minutes, but the seemingly end-:
less barrage of free throws by
the host team accounted for tho
final margin. BTadley, a member of the Missouri Valley Conference, boosted its season record to 5-0 with the victory.
The Braves held a 41-39 edge*
quarters in Tuesday night's NHL game. The Blues won 2-1. at half time, butt Winona managed to tie the score four times
(AP Photofax )
in the second half before going
ahead by one point after just
over seven minutes had been
played. Rich Schultz, a surprisingly aigile 6-5 -center for Bradley, scored three straight baskets during the Braves' spurt,
and finished the game with 25
points.
Al Smith, a 6-1 all-around
guafd
for Bradley, equalled
"It is time," Parise said, "to well."
Schultz'
performance with 25
Despite
an
early
Blues
pace
get moving. Wd can play better
points.
Sam
Jim Zimthan we have, and we are going exceeding that of their 1969-70 merman, andSimmons,
guard
Frank
-5-4
Division
NHL
champiWestern
to play better."
Sylvester
were
each
instrumenThe North Stars did play bet- onship season, the 37-year-old tal on defense hounding the
ter Tuesday night, but it wasn't Arbour saw little to cheer.
warriors into frequent turnenough. They hope it will be "I figure that the last three overs with a relentless press.
tonight.
games we've played have been Game scoring honors went
"It looked like a shooting gal- real bad ," he said. "We've got to Wfcnona's Bill Ochs with 29
lery out there," St. Louis Blues to be more consistent. We've got points. Ochs, a senior sharpCoach Al Arbour barked after to play position hockey."
shooter from Bloomington, netthe game.
Upsetting to Arbour were the ted 22 of the points in the sec..shots with which the North ond half as the Warriors made
Arbour saw the -volleys as 39
Stars
peppered veteran goalten- a determined effort to prevent
those, befog fired by Minnesota der Hall
to 26 fired by the Blues. Bradley from turning it into a
and lodged loud complaints de- - FlRST_EERIOJJ
_— I. St. Louis: Suthrout. Ochs had received a lot
spite the Blues' triumph.
erland 5 (Ecclcslonc, St. Marseille) 3:02.
(Minn,) 1:56) Ecclcslono of harrassment after hitting
Penalties—Read
"It's nice to get the two (SL1 4:28; . Harvey (Minn.) 20:00.
points, and that's about the oh3y SECOND PERIOD — 2. St. Loulfl only four of 20 field goal ate (Ecclestone. St. Marseille) tempts in Winona's victory over
thing good about it," St. Louis' Sutherland
3. Minnesota: Burns 5 (Helridl, La Crosse Dec. 7, but he deffirst-season coach and former 0:36)
Roussau) 11:45. Penalties—Picard . (SL)
3:09i Harris IfAinn.) MtOli Arbour (SU initelybad his "eye" back Tuesstar defenseman snapped.
15.01.
"When they controlled the THIRD PERIOD — None. Penalty— day night.
The Warriors will be seeking
CMinn.) 2:M.
puck, we were skating around Gibbs
Shots on goat by:
to
regain the winning formula
out there all over the ice. I was MINNESOTA
. . . . . . . . . . . 1* 11 1J—»
very disappointed, because it ST. LOUIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 8 4—24 when they take on Chicago
"Goalies? MlnnesotarManlago; St. Louis, State Universitytonight in Chiwas a game we knew we wariteti Hall.
cago, '
to win bad and we didn't play A-irjoJ.

Stars' best not quite enough

Pins Island to, Byron 52.
Hoyfield 78, Claremonf U.
Dovor-Eyota 84 , Dodge Cenlir 57.
NONCONFERENCETaylor 70, Onalaslca Luthor 57.
Gllmanton 74, Plum City «l.
Alma 41, Eleva-Slrum 41.
Blair 59, Onalaska 58.
Augusta 44, Cadolt 41.
Adams-Friendship 51, Bangor <l.
Farminflton 54, Randolph 31.
Rose Creek 71, Mazeppa 52.
Mankato 49, Fairmont 56.
Austin Picelfl 75, Cwafonna Marian
31.
Bcnilde II, Golden Valley 32.

Lower levels fail in duty
In the grade school and junior high levels, some of the
coaches aren 't teaching the kids the right systems. These
a m *or a wm an ^ wrget about the
nil illinium IIIIHIIWI inn coacnes
varsity. '
Winning isn't the important thing here,
you 've simply got to teach them the fundamentals of the game so that ihe varsity
coaches «an get down to the details, the
finesse of the game. By the time they get
to the varsity -- and even to the sophomore
— level, they should have the fundamentals
down pat.
Such isn't so in the present situation .
Dan McGee is doing something about it
in his basketball program. He's getting the
lri^li. fli/w
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THURSDAY'S GAMES
MAPLE LEAF—
Wyko« at Preston.
Harmony at Chattlald.

WINNING TEAM . . . Detroit Lions| quarterback Greg
Landry , right , and running back Steve Owens, 1969 Heisman
Trophy winner, demonstrate the technique they used to spark
the Lions to a 28-23 victory over the Los Angeles Rams Monday night , Owens and Landry were named NFL Offensive
Players of the Week by the Associated Press. (AP Photofax)

Big difference in NX, Cleveland
a 110-92 triumph .
Elsewhere in the NBA , Buffalo nipped Los Angeles 113-111 in
overtime, Chicago trimmed Baltimore 115-97, Philadelphia
trounced San Diego 122-98, San
Francisco defeated Phoenix
120-123 and Detroit beat Portland 111-103.
In the American Basketbnll
Association , Denver defeated
Carolina 126-116 and Mepmhis
shaded Texas 146-141 in overtime.
Cleveland's loss to the Knicks
was the fifth in a row and 32nd
in 34 starts for the first-year expansion team. The Cavaliers
have nlready hnd losing strCaks
of 15 and 12 games and have
beaten only their expansion
brethren Portland and Buffalo.

MI

Mm

LOCAL SCHOOLS—
Winona State at Chicago state.

But everyone gets up for Cavaliers , too

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
NEW YORK (AP) - There's
a world of difference between
th<! champ ion New York Knicks
and the hapless Cleveland Cavaliers, but Coacli Bill Fitch complains that other National Basketball Association teams "get
up for us just like they do for
the Knicks."
After all , he says , "Who
wants to be the first established
club to lose to us?"
The Knicks don't, although it
was hard to tell during Tuesday
night's lethargic fi rst period,
which ended with Cleveland on
top 23-22. Then, Walt Frazier,
Dave Stallworth and Mike Riordan comblndd for n 15-2 burst to
start the second period and tho
Knlcka wcro off and running to

ngaaana»
O^amgnw
BHKI EH «a\#

TODAY'S GAME

tf)A riefhf fltfA nnri

hopes to alleviate his varsity lethargy with it. After all, you
can't teach an oTd dog new tricks.
And Dean Brown hopes he can do the same on the
gridiron. But they need support from the junior high level.
And it doesn't look like they're getting all the support they
need.
In order to get a winning varsity team, the lower levels
have to start from No. 1, And they just aren't doing it right

Seagram Distillers Company, New York City. Blended Whiskey. 86 Proof. 65% Grain Neutral Spirits."

"I'm not an optimist even
when I've got more bullets than
thd other guy," said Fitch. "But
we went to Milwaukee to play
the Bucks and the weather was
so bad only one plane got there
all day ... ours.
"I've been preaching ball-handling, that there's no way to get
in trouble defensively if we have
the ball. So last week against
Portland we win tho tap and
Johnny Warren lays the ball in
tho wrong basket. Most teams
hold up ond finger to indicate a
set play. Wo do it to point which
direction we're going."
Despite New York's 15-2
spurt , tho Cavaliers stayed
within rango until tho Knicks
ran off 15 consecutivo points

late in thd third period for an
81-57 bulge.
"Our games are all like instant replays," Fitch said. "It's
the same script we've been following. Wo play people pretty
eVcn for a while and then we
have one or two bad spells. If
we could get someono to go for
30-minute gomes in this league
we'd bo tougher than hell.
"I'm going to bo thd world's
worst coach this year , but I've
got to make damn sure I'm not
tho world's worst teacher.
We've got to stay with it and
hope things Ret turned around."
George Wilson's basket witJh
ond second loft in overtime enabled Buffalo to nip Los Angeles.

FRIDAY'S GAMES
LOCAL SCHOOLSWarltj uro at Winona Stale, 7:30 a.m.
Cotlor at St. Thomai Academy. I
P.m.
It. Mary 's at Latuland Tournament
(Sheboygan, Wis.).
DAIRYLANDElcva-Strum at Augusta.
Alma Center at Blair.
Independence at Cochrane.FC.
Osseo-Falrctilld at Whitehall.
COULEEGalo-Ettrltk at Trempealeau.
West Salem at Arcadia.
Onalaska at Bangor.
Holmon at MelronMlndoro.
MIDDLE DORDBRQlonwood city at Durand.
Ellsworth at Spring Valley.
Hudson at Prescott.
Mondovi it Baldtvln-Woodvlllc
River Falls at Hew Richmond.
ROOT RIVERMabel-Canton at Spring Orovt.
La Crescent at Pateraon.
Caledonia at Houston.
Lewliton at Rushford,
CBMTBNNIALElgln-Mlllvlllo at Oodhue.
HIAWATHA VALLErPlalnvlew at Kenyon,
Cannon Falls at Stawartvllle.
St. Charles at Laka City.
Zurnbrola at Kasson-Mantorvllle.
WASIOJABymn at Wonomlngo.
West Concord at Pine Island.
Claremont at Dodoo Cfnler.
Dover-Bvota at Hiyllold.
MAPLB LBAFOrnnd Meadow at Spring Valley.
Lnneihiro at LeRoy-Ostrandar.
BIO MINEAuilln at Parlbeult.
Rochester JM al Owatonni.
Red Wing at Albirt Lea.
Mankato at Rochester Maye.
CENTRAL CATHOLIC—
Benllde nt Austin Pacelll.
D» Is Sdl* ar Cretin.
HOHCONFHRENfE- ,
Wabasha at A.lmnAtKnnsnw at Motoppa.
Rochester Leurdes at St. Michael's
(Canada) tournament.

GaveSeagram's 7i^^®^
Be 'Surej
Beautifully Gift Packaged at no Extra Cost.
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Iow a considering Holloway,
Viking assistant, for coach

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Head football coaching vacancies at Iowa and Illinois has officials of those universities searching in Minnesota and
North Dakota.
Bob Holloway, defensive
coaching wizard of the Minnesota Vikings, and Jack "Jocko"
Nelson, bead coach at Gustavus
Adolphus, are being considered
for the Iowa job.
Both have served as assist-

ants under Bump Elliott, now Press contacted Hokway and
Iowa athletic director .and form- Nelson.
er Michigan coach.
"I don't have any plans at
this
time for an interview," HolRon Erhardt , carrying a 46-3-1
loway said about the Iowa job.
record at North Dakota State, "T don't have any other comis believed to be one of the Illi- ment at this time."
nois prospects. Erhardt, how- Holloway served as an assistever, rejected an offer last year ant at Michigan from 1954
to become the Wisconsin head through 1965 after jobs at the
coach.
University of Maine and EastErhardt was unavailable for ern Michigan.
comment. But The Associated The Vikings defense has dominated National Football League
statistics the last two- seasons.
Nelson has posted a 32-114
record in five seasons at Gustavus with championshipsin two
Minnesota Intercollegiate Athletic Conference seasons. He definitely said he wanted the job
at Iowa.

Lee ready as
0her backup
or sf artlngQB
By PAT THOMPSON
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — The Minnesota Vikings will leave
the wintry Twin Cities Friday, a day early, for their final
regular season game against Atlanta Sunday and Bob Lee
quartersays he
; is ready — either as the backup or starting
'back. ¦ '
Lee started the last two victories against Chicago, 16-13,
and Boston, 35-14, while regular Gary Cuozzo recovered from
•
a sprained right ankle.
Cuozzo was available to play against Boston and probably
•will see some action against the Falcons in his final tuneup
for the National Football Conference Ssmifinal playoff Dec.
26 or Dec. 27 at Metropolitan Stadium.
Lee passed for 268 yards and two touchdowns against
Boston.
"The last couple of weeks may have removed doubt from
some people,'- Lee- said. "I feel if the opportunity arises
again, I can go in there and do the job. I feel I still have a
long way to go to make the grade as a pro quarterback but
7 tinvra tVlo it/tnfi/lan/ia fVlof T /»an f i n tht± -lnK "

Cuozzo guided the Vikings to a 9-1 record before he was
injured in the first half of a 20-10 loss to the New York Jets.
He has passed for 1,545 yards and six touchdowns, completing 47 percent of his riasses.
Lee has connected on 34 of 69 attempts—49.2 percenter 507 yards amd four touchdowns.
Lee, a three-year veteran from the University of Pacific,
supports Coach Bud Grant's theory that "the defense wins
the game and the offense sells the tickets."
"The role of the quarterback has been exaggerated," Lee
said. "At long last perhaps it is in the right prospective. Look
at San Francisco. John Brodie has a defense behind him now
and is finally getting the recognition he's deserved for years."
The Vikings will be almost at full strength for the Falcons and former Coach Norm Van Brocklin,
Cornerback Ed Sharockraan w,as slnwed in practice with a
leg injury.
Bobby Bryant, out four games with a dislocated shoulder,
went in for a few plays against the Patriots Sunday and will
be ready against the Falcons if needed.
Gene Washington and Jim Lindsey, both with hip bruises,
and defensive back Ted Provost, who was knocked out Sunday, all are expected to be ready for the Falcons, 4-7-2.
Gametime is 12:05 p.m. ( CST). The teams have met four
times with the Falcons winning three. Atlanta snapped Minnesota's ltgame winning streak last year, 10-3.

"I will be interviewed sometime this week," said Nelson,
"Having been with Bump before, he was aware that I would
be interested in the job. "
Erhardt has posted his amazing five-season record at North
Dakota State after joining the
Bison¦ staff
as an assistant in
1963. ¦ : ¦ ' ¦ '
Erhardt had an 82-12-2 record
as a prep coach at Williston,

New England and Mmot high
schools. Seventeen Bison playyers have been named to the Little All-America team since he
has been at Fargo.
Elliott released a list of eight
candidates for tie Iowa job,
while Illinois coaches said 10
candidates had expressed strong
interest in the job.
Ray Nagel resigned at Iowa
and Jim Valek was fired at Illinois.
Elliott releaser! this list of
candidates:
Holloway; Nelson; Bob Cummings, Massilon, Ohio, prep
coach; Lou McCuIlough, Ohio
State assistant; Ray Jauch, Edmonton Eskimos coach; Jim
Williams, . Des Moines prep
coach; Don Urich. Northern Illinois, and Frank Lauterfeur,
University of Toledo coach.
Illinois officials refused tc release their list, but sources said
among the candidates were Erhardt ; Lauterbur ; McCuIlough;
Alex Agase, Northwestern head
coach; John Swarthout, Montana ; Murney Lazier, Evanston,
111., prep coach ; BUI Hess, Ohio
University,Bill Mallory, MiamiOhio.

Houston
La Crescent
Caledonia
Lewiston

W
3
2
2
2

L
o
v
1
1

W L
Rushford ¦
2 1
Peterson ' > ' ¦ ¦) 2
Mabel-Canlon o 3
Spring Crovs I 3

Dark horse Houston removed
its shroud Tuesday might, and
the bright play beneath led the
Hurricanes to a 91-72 thrashing
of highly touted La Crescent.
That win established Houston
as a definite contender (if not
favorite) to capture the Root
River crown, and at the same
time left the Hurricanes sitting
all alone at the top of the conference heap.
Caledonia, Rushford and Lewiston all won games Tuesday
to hover one game below leagueleading Houston.
A 32-point display by Peterson's Mark Johnson went for
naught as his Tigers fell 89-65
to Rushford. Mark Thompson
drilled 25 for the Trojans.
Lewiston's 5846 conquest of
Mabel-Canton was largely the

Onalaska upset by Blair;
Alma struggles to victory

result of scoring balance. Three
Lewiston cagers broke the double figure barrier, Luther Manion's 14 points being the best
for either squad.
Caledonia .s 71-59 conquest of
hapless Spring Grove kept the
Warriors within striking range.
HOUSTON 91,
LA CRESCENT 72
A 50-point second half provided the Houston Hurricanes
with a comfortable 91-72 stroll
past La Crescent, which had
previously boasted a perfect 2-0
conference record. The Hurricanes need wait only three days
for their next crucial test. They
host Caledonia Friday.
Jeff Carrier and Bob Jacobson
shared scoring honors for Houston, each hitting 24 points. For
La Crescent, Larry Moore
notched 18.
The Hurricanes held a 22-14
edge at the end of the first
quarter, and led 41-33 at halftime. The barrage came in the
third period, though. In that
frame, the Hurricanes tallied
25 points to 17 for the Lancers.
RUSHFORD 89,
PETERSON 65
Mark Johnson's 32-point performance was overshadowed by
Rushford, as his Peterson Tigers dropped an 89-65 decision
to the host Trojans.
Mark Thompson and Ken Benson flipped in 25 and 21 points,
respectively, for the triumphant
Trojans. Val Gudmundson of Peterson canned 12 points and
hauled down a dozen rebounds
as well.
Rushford wasted little time
in the contest. The Trojans
streaked to a 26-12 first quarter
lead and opened the gap to
50-28 by halftime. They led 72-46
after three quarters h a d
elapsed.
Duane Agrimson of Peterson
grabbed 12 rebounds.
LEWISTON 58,
MABEL-CANTON 46
Three Lewiston cagers broke
into double figures at MabelCanton, and the balance led to
a 58-46 Cardinal win.
Luther Manion tallied 14 for
the winners, Bruce Laufenberger added 12, and Larry Ihrke
hit ll. Craig Martin of MabelCanton scored 12 for the Cougars and hauled down 11 rebounds as well. Bill Caldwell
notched 10 points for the losers.
\
Lewiston slipped out to an
11-8 first quarter lead, but by
halftime, tho host school had
creeped back into a tie at 2323. A 22-point Lewiston third
quarter put things out of reach
of tho Cougars.

Schultz canned 15 counters.
Another area high school FARMINGTON 56,
Rick Robey of Plum City hit 17,
team dropped from the ranks RANDOLPH 51 (OT)
of the unbeaten Tuesday night Although Randolph held a Gary Bothum 16, and Lee Gilles
as Blair upset Onalaska 59-58 five point lead with only two 12.
on Scott Johnson's short juniper minutes remaining in regula- The Panthers hit 44 percent
with 12 seconds left.
tion play, host Farmington from the field and 22 of 37 from
The Hilltoppers carried a 5-0 came back to tie the score 45- the free throw line. Plum City,
record into the game with Blair, 45 and later win 56-51 in over- meanwhile, made good on 31
percent of its field goal ata team that compiled only a time.
2-3 mark prior to Tuesday. In Jerry Jensen of Farmington tempts and 17 of 30 free tosses.
other Wisconsin area prep ac- totaled 16 points on the night, A 26-point second quarter
tion Alma struggled past Eleva- Mark Wiese 13, and Frank Phil- staked the Panthers to a 40-29
Strum 68-63, Gilmanton got back lips 12. For Randolph , Gary halftime advantage.
on the winning track by stop- Otte hit 14 and Paul Mahoney
AUGUSTA 60 ,
ping Plum City 74-61, Taylor 10.
CADOTT 48
toppled Onalaska Luther 70-59, Randolph held a 9-5 first quar- A 66-48 Augusta victory over
Augusta bombed Cadott 66-48, ter edge, and led 20-16 at half- host Cadott was the Beavers'
and Bangor dropped a 58-48 de time. The Rockets also led aft- third in their last four games.
cision to Adams-Friendship.
er three stanzas, this time by Greg Frase was the imposing
Nonconference ' tilts in the six at 36 - 30. Farmington, personality in this tilt. He
Minnesota area included Ran- though , outscored Randolph 15- scored 22 points, stabbed 14 redolph's 56-51 loss to Farming- 9 in the final regulation period bounds , blocked seven shots,
ton in overtime, Rose Creek's and 11-6 in the overtime.
and notched she assists. Team71-52 win over Mazeppa , and That last quarter difference mate John Dickinson added 15,
Elton 's 7I-C2 triumph over Le- for the host school corne with and Bill Fitzmorris 10.
Roy-Ostrander.
a change in defense. They Cadott's John Haines dumped
switched to a zone press that In 15 points for his club, and
BLAIR 59,
hindered the Rockets.
ONALASKA 58
watched Dale Klukas hit 14.
TAYLOR 70,
Augusta converted 10 of 15
Bfair evened its season record ONALASKA LUTHER 59
free
throws ond shot 50 percent
at 3-3 and handed Onalaska its Twenty-two p oints from the
first loss of the season ip the hand of Ronny Joten led the from the field . Cadott's five of
process by nipping the Hilltop- Taylor Trojans to their 70-59> nine free throw rat© points out
pers 59-58 on their own court. conquest of Onalaska Luther in the absence of fouls for Augusta. The host squad hit at a 40
Scott Johnson, a 5-11 junior, Taylor.
collected two of his team-high Ho got scoring help from Lar- percent rate from the floor .
18 points on a jump shot with ry Littlegeorge (15 points) and ALMA 68,
32 seconds remaining in the George Everson (12). Curt Soig- ELEVA-STRUM S3
game, and it proved to be the er scored 16 of Onalaska s Powerful Alma had to work
margin of victory for the Cardi- points, while Dave Lautz hit 14 to sneak past determined EleCALEDONIA 71,
nals. Blair hit on 27 off 55 field and Bob Lenser 12.
va-Strum 68-63 at Eleva.
goal attempts for 49 percent , Tho fact that Tay lor came out Barry Ritscher led the Riv- SPRING GROVE 50
and Onalaska , now 5-1, hit only on the short end of vital statis- ermen's attack by netting 16 Caledonia limited Spring
25 of 67 for 37 percent .
tics was of little consequence to points. Jim Baecker tallied 14 Grove to 25 points in the second
Ten-y Galstad followed John- tho final score. Taylor shot 41 and Jeff Youngbauer 12. Eleva- half nnd went on to topple the
son in the scoring column for percent from the field to 47 Strum 's Ted Olson captured Lions 71-59 on its home court 1
tho winners with 15 points , percent for Luther. Free throw- game scoring honors by hitting Tuesday night. The Warriors
Steve Jacobson added 13, and wise the Trojiuns shot 61 per- 21 points. Teammates Ron Bue aro now 2-1 in Root River ConJeff Otterson finished with 10, cent , to 69 percent for the visi- and Davo Olson add«d 17 and 10 ference ploy ond 4-2 overall.
Senior guard Paul Kocnig
Blair held a 34-33 edge at half- tors, Taylor did , though, take respectively.
tho winners with 22
time.
more of each type of shot.
Alma led 22-14 after the first paced
Tom Baures, who took scor- Everson, n senior reserve quarter , 38-29 at halftime, and points, Fred Palen contributed
16, and Paul Richards finished
ing honors in tho game with center, also trapped nine re- 54-44 after three frames.
with 12. Caledonia shot 45 per¦
19, had put the Hilltoppers bounds besides coming off the
cent from tho floor in the game.
ahead 58-57 with two straight bench to score his 12 points.
24 HOUR RACE IS SET
JoJin Dicrsen, another leading
baskets with 18 seconds show- GILMANTON 74,
scorer for the Warriors, sufing on the clock , Chuck Phillips PLUW CITY 61
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. fered a sprained anklo in the
tossed in 17 points ond grabbed Jack Pieckman was up to his (AP) —Entry blanks have been
quarter .
.13 rebounds, and Jeff Hayes old tricks again as his <Gilman- mailed to various parts of the first
Spring Grove was again led
hit 11.
ton Panthers clawed host Plum world for tho 10th. annual 24 by Richard Onsgard with 18
Onalaska salvaged the B- City 74-61. Dieckmon burned Hours of Daytona awto race set points, Mike Bentley added
14,
equad contest by a 45-33 margin . the nets for 33 points to lend for Saturday, Jan. 30,
and Maynard Johnson wound
Drivers from 14 nations com- up with a dozen. The Lions,
his team and all scorers in that
peted in lost January's race 0-5, trailed only .16-34 at halfdepartment .
time.
Also for Gilmanton. Mark over tho 3,81-mito track.
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La Crescent in
91-72 thrashing
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Carr s 54 not enough

Detroit s two young
Lions think ahead

Rebels Neumann
hot—S^points

By TED MEIER
Hoosiersj down by 10 points at
Associated Press Sports Writer- haJfthwC 5343, rallied to go
Johnny Neumann of Mississip- ahead by nine points, then surpi has stamped himself as a vived a closing Notre Dame
likely contender for the 1971 col- surge.
lege basketball individual scor- North Carolina, No. 20 and die
ing championship along with only other team in The AssociatAustin Carr of Notre Dame and ed Press Top Twenty to see acArus Gilmore of Jacksonville.
tion, snapped Virginia's sixNeumann, a 6-foot-6 sopho- game winning streak, 80-75.
more, scored 57 points, the high- Dennis Wuycik led the Tar
est individual single game per- Heels with 30 points.
formance of the young season, Ed Batleff scored 38 points to
in leading the Rebels to a 109- lead Long Beach State over Chi100 victory over Southern Mis- cago Loyola 84-81 in, overtime
sissippi Tuesday night.
and Tom Window's layirp in the
Carr, a 6-8 senior, tossed in 54
points in a losing cause as the
Irish fell before Indiana 106-103.
Gilmore, a 7-2 giant, didn't
play, but his 50 points against
Biscayne on Dec. 1 ranked as
the highest one game output until Neumann and Carr broke
loose.
Neumann got his 57 points on
20 field goals and 17-of-18 free
throws. Carr threw in 21 field
goals and 12-of-l4 free throws
for his 54.
A turnout of 11,343 at South
Bend watched the nationally
seventh-ranked Irish fall before
the 18th-ranked Hoosiers led by
the .'combined 58-point production of Joby Wright and George
McGiiinis.
McGinnis and Wright, both 67, scored 29 points each as the

ATHENS, Ohio W — Craig
Love's jump shot and Bobby
Howell's theft nullified Wisconsin's comeback, and Ohio got
away with an 81-80 basketball
victory over the Badgers Tuesday night,
Wisconsin had been looking
for its third consecutive victory
over the Bobcats. But the hosts
allowed the Badgers the lead
only once in the second half, an

din an errorless 560. Kupietz
Auto Service rolled a 1,023 game
and Girtler Oil a 2,884 series.
Marlene Anderson rolled a
210, Yvonne Carpenter a 546,
Oasis Bar a 607 and West End
Greenhouse a 2,663 in the HalRod Ladies City League to top
Tuesday night's women bowlers.
Also recording 500's in the
Ladies City loop were Mrs. Anderson, 529; Esther Bescup, 525;
Anne Beranek, 523; Ruth Novotny, 518; Ellie Griesel, 504, and
Nancy Williamson, 50>1.
HAL-ROD: Twi-Lite — Nancy Gustafson and Phyllis Christopherson rolled 174's while the
latter also came through with
a S25. Twinklers bowled a 412
game and Jokers an 803 series.
WESTGATE: . N a t i o n a 1—
Steve Larson rolled a 222, Forest Arnold a 562, Edwin's Jewelers a 985 and Coca* Cola a
2,847.
Hiawatha — Lyle Jacobson
put together a 216—576 and Norman's Electric a 1,029—2,875.

Yoke of the Outdoors
Fishing reports
Although the big catches of
early December have passed,
fishermen — in spite of the
slushy snow, water on the ice
and the deep snow — are still
doing fairly well. The ice is
still hazardous however, with
holes under the snow, Testing is
advised before venturing out
onto sections not previously
used.
,

Sunfish seem to be making
up a good percent of the
catches at Spring Lake near
Buffalo City, Wis., and at
Onalaska. The Buffalo City
area has many fish houses
on the ice and the snow
there is well packed. This is
also true of the Onalaska
area.

Some fishermen at the latter area have been catching
largemouth bass on minnows
and light tackle. The bass have
been fair-sized. Warmer weather would help.
More morcury . information
MADISON, Wi£ - Three
"benchmark" orders for the
control of mercury pollution
of the state's air and
water will "place Wisconsin in the forefront of those
states which have recognized and initiated action to
control the mercury menace," it was announced
Thursday by L. P. Voigt ,
Secretary of the Department of Natural Resource's
(DNR).
Two orders were issued to
the Wyandotte Chemicals Corp.
at Port Edwards to stop or reduce discharge of mercury into
the Wisconsin river and into
£he> air. Tho third, a general
order, establishes statewide
limits for all sources on tho
release of organic and inorganic mercury compounds ' into
,
state waters,
Don Mackio, assistant secretory of DNR, explained
tho orders are tho latest
step In a serjes of actions
by DNR aimed at reducing
mercury contamination of
Wisconsin's environment,
Mercury was first found to
be an environmentalhazard

closing seconds gave Kent State
a 64-62-triumph over Purdue.
Craig Love's 12-foot jumper
with six seconds left accounted
for Ohio University's 81-80 victory over Wisconsin. Russell Lee's
39 pouits led Marshall over
Morehead 73-70.
St. John's of New "York
downed Rhode Island 75-71,
Massachusetts overcame Connecticut 74-68, Duke routed Virginia Tech 104-75, Davidson
tripped Richmond 67-54 and
Manhattan shaded Fairlelgh
Dickinson 70-68.

last spring, when concentrations were found in Wisconsin river fish below- tho
Wyandotte plant.
The company responded by
modifying their waste discharge
practices and holding mercurybearing wastes for disposal on
the land or for treatment to recover the mercury compounds.
Other industries that had
been utilizing mercury in
various industrial processes
voluntarily, and upon request from DNR, altered
these processes or discontinued the use of mercury,
Mackie said.
Although no cases of mercury
poisoning have been recorded
in the state, it was felt that
caution in consumption of fish
from waters most contaminated should be observed. Upon
the advice of state health authorities, it was suggested that
fish be eaten no more than once
per week from such waters.
The original voluntary restrictions applied to the Wisconsin
river. Later, following exhaustive tests on many waterways
throughout the state, the suggested limits were also applied
to portions of the Chippewa and
Flambeau rivers in northwestern Wisconsin. '
No mercury levels of any
known public health significance have been found in
, other lakes, rivers, public
water supplies, or wildlife.
The general order, which applies to any industry, institution or municipality releasing
discharge waste into Wisconsin
waters, limits organic mercury
discharge to one-half per billion as measured in a 24-hour
composite sample. It also limits the discharge of inorganic
or metallic mercury to no more
than p.05 pound per million galIons of effluent , over and above
the natural "background" level. The maximum allowable discharge per day will be 0.15
pound per day averaged over
30 days, with no more than 0.5
pound in any one day. The general order ia.effective Monday,
'
Deo. 14.

80-79 margin with 21 seconds
left to play.
The Badgers had trailed by
up to nine points before tying
the score at 79-79 on Gary Watson's jump shot from/ a corner.
WITH 1:02 remaining, Ohio's
Larry "Hunter missed a fre*
throw and Wisconsin got the rebound. Watson' was fouled, and
it was his charity shot that put
Wisconsin ahead.
Love, a 6-foot-8 senior, then
put in his 12-foot turnaround
jump shot with six seconds
showing on the clock.
The Badgers, with a few seconds left for a last gasp, lost
the ball to Howell when he stole
a pass which Clarence Slherrpd
had intended for Watson.
Wisconsin (3-2) commanded
the rebounds, gathering 39 to
Ohio's 35. The Badgers hit 51
percent of their shots while
Ohio <3-I) hit 48 percent
SHERROD LED Wisconsin
scoring with 23 points. Leon
Howard had 18.
For Ohio, 7-fopt>l senior Kenney Kowall had 31 points, Howell had 21 and Love 15.
The Bobcats played 'without
their top scorer, forward Todd
Lalich, who is sidelined with a
sprained ankle.
Kowall easily shot over Wisconsin's zone while Lave recovered 13 rebounds to assist
Ohio's 21st consecutive homecourt triumph.
Wisconsin's top rebounder
was Howard with 11,

Angeles Rams Monday night. ning techniques ushered Detroit
¦¦
But they left the impression into contention, added:
their thoughts were centered "It's a great honor, I know,
now on Sunday when the Lions but actually I was only a part of
host the Green Bay Packers in a whole team win over the
another "must" triumph if De- Rams. We had to have it, just
troit Is to remain in the NFL as we do against the Packers."
playoff picture.
Coach Joe Schmidt kept the
Landry, the 23-year-old •¦ team here for weather reasons
foot-4 205-pounder from Massa- to prepare for Green Bay;
chusetts, whose arm and run- Landry connected successful*
ly on 16-of-23 passes for 198
yards and one touchdown in the
Earn game. He also rushed for
49 yards, including one for 22
that set up a key touchdown in
the final minutes. -

Dallas pair tops
in weeks defense

Ohio crimps
Badgers 81-80

Rocco s Pizza tips
1,108 team game
Rocco's Pizza recorded t h e
third highest team game of the
season Tuesday night in t h e
Westgate American League as
it put together a 1,108.
The high for the season thus
far is a 1,144 rolled by Pozanc
Trucking in the Westgate Classic League. Second highest Is
a 1,123 by Fenske Body Shop
in the Hal-Rod Legion League.
Pete Polua led the way for
Rocco's with a 233 game. Rocco's also notched the high team
series for the night with a 2,975.
Nord Overland had the high individual series of the night rolling for Earl's Tree' Service with
a 616.
Polus* 233, however, was not
good enough for. high honors
of . tie night as Gary Schossciw
of Rupperts Grocery in the HalRod 4-City League compiled a
243. .
''. ' :¦ . •
Ralph Albrecht had a 611 In
tine same loop and Jardine
Overland had a 605, Bob Kosidpwaki a 601 and Hank Scher-

LOS ANGELES (AP) - The
two young Lions of Detroit,
quarterback Greg Landry and
running • back Steve Owens,
were thinking ahead when they
learned they had been selected
by The Associated Press as offensive Players of the Week In
the National FootballLeague.
•Both were still jubilant over
Detroit's 28-23 upset of the Los

NEW YORK (AP) - Chuck
Howley and Dave Edwards, a
pair of outsiders in Dallas'
Doomsday Defense, kept the
Cowboys inside the National
Football League title picture
last weekend by pinching the
ClevelandBrowns where it hurt
the moat.

tage," he said. .'••That play could
have broken us down and given
them the momentum and advantage."

Edwards, a 228-pounder from
Auburn in his eighthjrear with
the Cowboys, ended Cleveland's
last threat by picking off a Bill
Nelsen pass on his 25-yard line
for bus second interception of
the* game.
He made his first theft at the
Browas' 38 in the opening quarter, but the Dallas offense was
unable to cash in.

Owens replaced Mel Farr early in the first period when tho
Tegular went out with a shoulder injury. He carried far¦ 68
yards and two touchdowns. „ . - ¦
"Mel Farr is one of the best
I've ever seen," Ownes continued. "I know it will be tough replacing him but you have to
have confidence to go in and
play this game. If I'm heeded.
I'll be there."
It is still not known when Fan*
will be ready to resume play.
Farr was flown back to Detroit Tuesday. Reports indicated
the ex-UCLA star might not be
away too long.

HowLey and Edwards each accounted for two key turnovers in
a 6-2 victory over the Browns
Saturday that sent Dallas into
the final week of regular season
play with a solid shot at its division championship.
Today, the Cowboys' rugged
outside linebackers were named
co-winners of the NFL Defensive Player of the Week award
CAPTURES 36 AWARDS * . . Hud, an eight-year-old Ap- by Thd Associated Press.
paloosa gelding owned by Allen Goetzman, Winona, and reHowley, a 12-year NFL vetercently sold to Charles De Haan, Augusta, Kans., won 3S an who has represented the
yearend grand and reserve championships in five horsemen's Cowboys in five consecutive Pro CINCINNATI (AF)-The Cin- in 1970.
associations covering a four-state area. In addition to the Bowl All-Star games, twice cinnati Reds have traded their Maloney, a fireballing rightyear-end trophies, the duo won three saddles, making Hud's killed deep Cleveland penetra- top hurler of the 1960s, Jim hander pitched three no-bitters,
collection a total of eteht. (Photo courtesy of Allen Goetzman) tions in the bruising defensive Maloney, to California in their and posted a 134-81 mark and
struggle.
second major deal with the An3.20 ERA since joining the Reds
The mobile, 225-pound belter gels since late in 1969.
from West Virginia teamed with The Ceds exchanged the 11- in 1960. He was the onlyremaincornerback Mel Ednfro to throw year veteran for 22-year-oldleft- ing member of the Beds Warn
Bo Scott for a three-yard loss on hander Greg Garrett who regis- which won the 1961 National
a " fourth-down, short-yardage tered a 5-6 record and 2.64
play from; the Dallas 11 late in earned run average in 32 games League pennant.
the first half. Then he recovered in his first major league season Suffering a ruptured Achilles
Gary Collins' fumble in the end
tendon in an ankle early last
zone" to blunt a fourth-quarter
year, Maloney poly worked 17
Hud. an eight-year-old Appa- Appaloosa Horse Club, Cham- drive and preserve the Cowinnings the entire season. In
loosa gelding, won 36 year-end pion Owner-Rider Performance boys' slim lead.
years before, he was occasiongrand and reserve champion- Horse, in the Southern Wiscon- The first play, which came
ally bothered by arm trouble
ships in five horsemen's assowith Dallas trailing 2-0, was a
and
missed games.
ciations covering a four-state sin Appaloosa Horse Associa- turning point, according to CowIn
the Reas' other trade with
area, it was announced t¦ h i s tion, Champion Jumper-Hunter boys' Coach Tom Landry: "We
Cincinnati dealt slugCalifornia,
¦
'
' •. . '
for four associations, and Cham- gained the psychological advanweek.
ging outfielder Alex Johnson
Hud was owned by Allen pion Park Seat Pleasure in the
and infielder Chico Ruis for
Goetzman of Winona before the Blackhawk Appaloosa Associapitchers Jim WfcGlothUn, Vera
Appaloosa Was sold to Charles tion of Illinois.
Winona's YMCA swimming Geishert and Pedro Borbon.
De Haan, Augusta, Kan,, ear- Ridden by Kim Edstrom. of
minus entrants in two Besides the no-hitters, Mateam,
Winona, Hud won a grand and
lier this month.
dropped a 312-197 de- loney tossed five one-hit games
divisions,
Hud was shown in 22 shows, a reserve championship in
Iowa's YMCA and nine two-hitters. Maloney,
cision
to
Waukon,
winning 14 first places in halter, youth categories. In addition to
Saturday.
The who holds the team record for
team
in
Waukon
with 11 grand championships Miss Edstrom, who rode Hud
27 first total strikeouts with 1,592, encollect
Winona
team
did
"
and two reserves to bis credit. in all jumping events, Krysten
Ohio (61)
WKcomln (»)
places out of the 37 ©vents it joyed his best year in 1963 when
FO PT TP
FO FT PP In the performance division, Cornwell, Terry Lembkey and
he posted a 23-7 record with a
participated
in.
Howird 7 +4 H Kowall 11 J-J 11 Hud was tagged grand cham- Carey Griesel shared the riding
2.77
ERA and 255 strikeouts in
5 W 10
Shirred I 7-a » Cordt
Ann Fugles-tad, Bill D a r b y ,
Wilton ¦ 7 ¦ M IS Howell 10 1-2 n pion performance winner 14 honors during the 1970 ' season By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
250
innings.
•
Lance
Merchlewitz
I 1-1 3 times with two additional re- in youth and open events.
1 M 4 Wolf
OlCf
Kentucky State is the No. 1 John Miller,
Garrett, like Maloney, has alRtchgali S 0-0 10 Lova
I 5-4 13
'
Also winning top honors in team in the first weekly Asso- and Steve Loth each grabbed ready established himself as a
< 1-2 1 serve titles.
Frator
4 2-2 10 Hunter
In addition to the yearend the Wissota Club were Joker's ciated Press College Division {our- firsts in the meet. Miss strikeout pitcher. In four years
TOtall 32 14-17 30
Total! « 13-20 II trophies the Goetzrnan-Hud
duo Monteena, owned by Mary Bau- basketball poll released today. Fuglestad won the individual of professional baseball, includ«
..;
3J-80
WISCONSIN
,. 44
37-41 won three saddles, bringing er; Illusion, owned by J a c k
OHIO
State, winners of the National medley and the freestyle events ing last year, he has fanned 454
Total Fouls-WUcoiuIn 14/ Ohio] «.
Hud's collection to eight.
Association
of Intercollegiate in the 13-14 year old division batters in 405 innings. He? was
Szczepanski
and
youth
riders
Fouled Out—None.
Among the awards were two in the girls division — Kathy Athletics t o u r n a m e n t last for girls, Darby took the 100- originally signed by the San
A-&032.
grand champion performance Fleming, Mary and Diana Bau- March, amassed 175 points and yard freestyle for boys ten and Francisco Giants and played in
horse titles, Grand Champion er, Wendy Woodworth and Jerri half of the 14 first place ballots under, Miller won the 50-yard their farm system.
Halter Gelding of the Wissota Jeresek.
cast by a panel of sports writers breaststroke In the boys 9-10
and broadcasters from across year old division, Merchlewitz
placed first in the butterfly and
the country.
Stephen F. Austin, college di- the 50 and 100-yard freestyle
vision champion last year, was events for boys 11-12, and Loth
second with 131 points, outdis- won the backstroke and breasttancing Ashland.
stroke in the same division.
Howard Payne, Philadelphia Winona had no swimmers
Textile, Oral Roberts, Cheyney competing in the eight years CHICAGO (AP) - Joe PeplManhattan 70, fairlelgh Dickinson 41. State, Eastern New Mexico, and under division or the 15-17- tone, obtained from Houston in
WL
W L
Massachusetts 74, Conn. 48.
Louisiana State at New Orleans year-old class. Other first places midsummer to fill the Chicago
Dover-Eyota
4 » Dodgt Center 2 J
Niagara 84, Buffalo State 82.
0 4
Hayfield
4 0 Byron
and Puget Sound completed the were recorded by Tamml Tay- Cubs centerfield job, has signed
Gannon 17, Clarion 71 (OT).
NBA
o 4
West Concord 3 1 Wanamlreoa
Top Ten teams.
SOUTH—
EASTERN CONFERENCE
0 4
Plne liland
3 1 Claremonl
lor, Steve Morgan, Nancy Pick- a two-year contract, the club
Marshall 73, Morehead (Ky.) 70.
Atlantic—
W. L. pet. OS
Here
are
the
Top
Twenty
Colett , Joan Seelhammer, Beth Ei- announced Tuesday.
No. Carolina 60, Virginia 75.
York
25 10
.714
Dover - Eyota ripped off its Now
lege Division teams with total fealdt , June Sawyer and Jay Pepitone, long-haired controBoston
Davidson 47, Richmond 54.
1» 11
.iJi iVl
Duke 104, Virginia Tech 73.
sixth win without a loss this Philadelphia .... 77 17 joo 714
points computed on a 20 - 18 - Kreuzer.
versial figure at Houston as well
Miss. 109, So. Miss. 100.
10 23
.303 14
season by battering Dodge Cen- Buffalo
16 - 14 - 12 - 10 - 9, etc., basis. Winona's next meet will be as in his years with the New
MIDWESTCentral—
Australlsn Nations 71, Mich. Stat* First place votes are in parter 84-57 Tuesday night in Ey- Baltlmor*
IB 12
.Sol
Saturday against the La Crosse York Yankees, settled down to
43.
12 14
.«» 4M
ota. Hayfield also remained un- Cincinnati
Atlanta
» ' 21
Central Michigan S3, Valley Stalt entheses.
,joo tv,
YMCA in the Winona "Y" pool become one oE the Cubs' most
1. Kentucky stata
(» vs
(Cal.) St.
beaten by more than doubling Cleveland
2 32
.059 17%
beginning at 2 p.m. The team consistent players. In 56 games
2. Stephen F. Austin ... (2) 1J1
Indiana 104, Nolra Dama 103.
»WESTERN CONPEUENCB
Claremont's score in a 78-36 trifor theta, he collected 57 hits hi
;
i
J- Ashland
Kent stato 64, Purdue 42.
Wlldwost—
W. L. pet. OfB
Is coached by Bill Braun.
4. Howard Payne
(!) (7
umph.
Ashland 80, Orand Valley State 49.
batting .268, clouted 12 homers
MILWAUKEE . . 2 3
S
.621
f- Philadelphia Text IIs. . (I) ai
Long Beach Stale (4, Chicago Loyola
2! 12- .634 4%
and drove in 44 runs.
The two undefeated teams are Detroit
t. Oral Robert*
SI (OT).
7»
Chicago
IS 11
.Ml rvi
7. Cttayney Stata
He Is the third Cub to sign for
71
Bradley 95, Winona S3.
If IS
slated for a Wasioja Conference Phoonlx
.J5J 7
8. eastern Maw Mexico
<•
Missouri 90, Washington (M».p «0.
Pacific—
1971,
joining pitchers Milt Papshowdown in Hayfield Friday Loi Angelas .... 17 12 .386
5»
Washburn 71, William Jewell 70.
*. LSU-Now Orleans
pas and Bill Hands.
10. Puaet Sound
(I) «
Ohio 81, Wisconsin 80,
night. West Concord and Pine San Frnnelsco .. i» 15 .359 %
11. Central (Ohio)
Trinity (ill,) 47, Dominican M.
Diego
is u .529 1VI
At
Island remained just one game San
12. Tanneiiea 3M»
Soaltlt
4/
M tt
.«2« £
La Crotse 112, Lea (Minn.) 74.
U. Guilford
(I) «
back of the co-leaders in the Portland
u 24
.314 t>
Loras 19, Plattovllla 79.'
H. Md. O-Gast. Shora ...... It
SOUTHWEST—
TUESDAY'S RBSgLTS
standings with narrow victor15. Eau Claire
ja
Now York 110, Clovslamt 92.
Texflt-EI Paso 41, ST. New Me». St.
It. Kentucky Woilcyan
17
ies.
Philadelphia 122, San Diego 91.
FAR WEST—
17. Illinois Wesleyan
35
113, LOJ Angelas 1)1 <OT).
IB. Eastern Michigan
The Cardinals got past win- Buffalo
Claremonl Mudd 71, Cal. Western 42.
M
Chicago 115/ Baltimore 97.
If.
SW
Louis
Ions
Sacramento
Stale
61,
Blola
S3.
ao
less Wanamingo 62-55, and Pine San Francisco 129, Plwonix 121.
XO. Central Washlnoton ..... it
HIAWATHA VALLEY
Detroit 111, Portland 10}.
Island handled a cold-shooting Only
W L
WL
flames scheduled.
,
Byron team 60-52.
Kenyan
1 0 Zumbrota
2 2
WEDNESDAY'S GAMES
RUSHFORD , Minn. (Special)
Cannon Falls
1 0 St. Charles
1 2
Annates at Cincinnati.
Hayfield, with a 4-0 mark all Lot
Stowartvllla
2 2 Laka City
1 3 - Rushford High School will
Son Diego at Atlanta,
TUESDAY'S RESULTS
O l hold an invitational wrestling
Kasson-Mant. 2 2 Plalnviaw
in conference • action, had an Now York at Cleveland.
NEW YORK - Lloyd Marshall, 131,
Soatllo at San Pranclico,
Newark, N.J.. knocked out Binny Hilartournament in the school's gymeasy time of it from the start Only
games scheduled.
t«s, 140, Puerto Rico, 4.
Third place in the Hiawatha nasium Saturday.
jumping to a 25-8 bulge after
WEDNESDAY'S GAMES
BOSTON — Paul Raymond, 189, lowarValley Conference is < shared
Los Angelos al Cincinnati,
villa, Mass., outpointed Eddla spenca,
are scheduled
one quarter and taking a 40-18 San
three ways following Tuesday's toPreliminaries
Diego at Atlanta.
171, Pillsfield, Mass., 10.
start at 1 p.m. and the final
halftime.
lead at
Nine players Now York at Cleveland.
MILWAUKEE - Drnle Terrell, Chip
la
y
.
Stewartville
scattered
at San Francisco.
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - The Kasson-Mantorville and Zum-, round at 8.
scored for the Vikings, led by Seattle
cago, outpointed Sonny Moore, Dallas,
Only gomes scheduled.
10,
heavyweights.
interl'eague
Tim Kramer with 12.
trading deadline brota now are all tied with 2-2 Participating will be RushTHURSDAY'S. OAMES
AKRON, Ohio - Doyla Belrd, 144,
Builalo at Boston.
fOrd, Letwlston, Houston a n d
passed
at
12:01
a.m. today, and
Dover-Eyota, a team t h a t Dotrolt at Phoenix.
knocked out Bart "Sug-ar Cans" Johnson,
marks behind the loop's unbeat144, Cleveland, 2.
the Minnesota Twins . apparent- en co-leaders, Kenyon and Can- Spring Grove.
doesn't have a starter over 5-11, Philadelphia at SeatJIa.
First place medals and a troMIAMI BEACH> PI". — PrankH Ote- ly were unsuccessful in dealing
connected on 39 of their 74 shots Only gemot scheduled.
non Falls.
ro, 1J8%, HI lean, ria., outpointed Little
phy for the flrst-placo toam will
Joe Cartwrlofj l, 129^, wast Palm Btach, with National League teams.
from the floor for 53 percent,
r
a
p
p
e
d
Kasson-Mantorville
ABA
Fie., 10.
"Now anything we might do Stewartville 69-52,and Zumbrota be awarded.
The Dodgers found themselves
Bast—
W. L. Pel. OB
B
In a trade would have to be in got by Lake City 57-52. Paul
21 10
on the short end of a 22-12 Virginia
.447
Not'l Hockey League the American League or via Peterson's 14-point output in the
Kentucky
19
10
.655
1
score after the first period and Florldleni
14 15
.401 <
waivers," said Calvin Griffith, second half sparked Zumbrota
TUESDAY'S RESULTS
were trailing 44-29 at the in- New York
13 li
.44a 7
St. Louis 2, MINNESOTA 1.
Twins president.
Plltsburoh
12
20
.375
H
i
to its come-fram-bfthind victory.
termission. Dodge Center's rec- Carolina ........ 10 19 .341 no
Vancouver 3, Philadelphia 1.
The Twins tried to talk to sev- Lako City held ft 23-22 edge
Only games scheduled.
ord now stands at 2-2 overall.
WestWEDNESDAY'S OAMBS
eral National League clubs but over the host Tigers at the inUtah
If
9
.479
Montreal ol MINNESOTA.
NEW YORK (AP) - Billy
Kevin Smith, a 5-5 forward Indiana
iff 10
Mi 1
could not reach agreement.
termission.
Toronto
at
Pittsburgh,
.352 V/x
1* 11
Casper was named Player of
for Dover-Eyota, typified t h e Memphis
Buffalo
at
New
York.
like
to
add
The
Twins
would
l(> 19
Donver
,w
Peterson finished with 16
V/»
Los Angotes at Boston.
winners' scrappy, aggressive vTaxet
t 20
.310 10VU
a left-handed pitcher and depth points for Zumbrota, now 3-2 the Year Tuesday in a poll anDetroit at California.
TUESDAY'S
RESULTS
typo of play in the game by
to the outfield and third base. on the year. Pat Bradley chip- nounced by Golf Magazine.
St- Louis at Chicago.
146, Texas 141 (OT).
Only gimos scheduled.
grabbing 17 rebounds. G r e g Memphis
In another development, Grif- ped in with 15 for the winners, Casper hdads the publication's
Denver 126, Carolina ill.
THURSDAY'S OAMBS
Smith, a 5-7 guard, led all scor- Only games scheduled.
fith said Dick Wieneck has re- and Mike Wiebusch added 10. All-America team which also InLos Angelas at Buffalo.
WEDNESDAYS OAMBI
Only game scheduled.
ers in the game with. 25 points , Memphis
signed as scouting supervisor of
Lake City's Terry Kieffer cludes Jack Nicklaus, Lee Trev*
at Utah.
¦
Bob Allen came in with 14, Bob Indiana at Kentucky,
the
West
Coast
area.
topped
all scorers with 22 points, lno, Dave Hill, Bruco Crampton,
Bon Schollandor, winner of
scheduled.
Harry Hinson, Frank Beard and
Browington had 13, and Bob only games
THURSDAY'S OAMES
four gold medals In the 1084 "Wiencek was one of the thrco Mike Huettl wound up with 15, Dick Lotz.
Kentucky al Florid Ions.
Nelson finished with 10.
in
or
four
highest
paid
scouts
netted
Pormctor
10.
and
Glenn
Olympics , coaches tho swimMemphis al Denver,
George Witt topped the Dodg
ming and water polo teams at basebnll," said Griffith. "Ho The visitors managed to take
Only games scheduled.
era with 17 points, ond aopho BASTLewis
and Clark College In wanted a big raise, more than tho B-squad preliminary game
St. John's (N.Y.) 77, R.I. 71,
by a 50-25 spread.
w» w«r« willing to pay."
Ore,
more Todd Haunon collected 10
Portland,
Bvansvlll* tt, Amar.-lnt'l tt.

Dover-Eyota,
Hayfield eye
coming clash

Reds' Maloney
traded to Angels

Hud ca ptures 36
yearend awards

Kentucky Si
No. 1 itr AP
cage poll

YMCA swimmers
dropped by
Waukon. Iowa

Pepiione signs
2-year contract

Scoreboard
Basketball

Three tied for
third in Hiawatha
Valley cage race

Fights

Rushford slates
invitational mat
tourney Saturday

Twins can 't
make any more
trades with H.L

Casper named
Playe r of Year

SST filibuster
could mean
other problems

City attorney
is named
for BRF

WASHINGTON (AP) - If
Senate opponents of the Sup e r s o n i c Transport go
through with a threatened
filibuster, SST backers plan
to maneuver them into the
blame for blocking other important Senate business.
Anti - SST forces led by
Sen. William Proxmire, DWis., have said they will
talk as long as necessary
— even to the end of the
current lame-duck session of
Congress — to kill a compromise alloting $210 million
for SST development this
year. ' .
The compromise came out
of a Senate-House conference and the House approved the appropriation
measure by a 319-71 vote
¦
Tuesday.
The Senate earlier voted
5241 against $290 million for
the plane, which would kill
SWEARING LAWS
LEEDS, England — York- the SST program, and Proxshore comedians have asketi lo- mire said, "we believe we
cal authorities if they could use have the power'' to filibusswear words on stage. They are ter the compromise to legfed up with laws that allow islative death.
He said the filibuster
f(>ur-letter words in shows like
"Oh. Calcutta." and "Hair," would be solely against the
yet threaten comics with heavy SST and plane opponents
fines for using similar language. •% would seek to suspend it

BLACK RIVER FALLS, Wis.
(Special) — Black River Falls
Mayor Michael Anderson has
announced the appointment of
Gerald Laabs as city attorney
for Black River Falls.
He will fill the vacancy created when long time City Attorney Louis I. Drecktrah became
judge of Jackson County.
Laabs, a 1966 graduate of La
Crosse State University and a
1969 graduate of the University
of Wisconsin Law School, is a
partner in private law practice
with Robert W. Radcliffe here.
He has been serving more than
a year as assistant district attorney of Jackson County.
Anderson, in announcing the
appointment, said it becomes effective upon confirmation of the
city council, which will meet
on Jan. S.
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Allied Ch 21 Honeywl
AUls Chal 14% Inland Stl
Amerada 43% I B Mach
Am Brad 44 Intl Harv
Am Can 89% Intl Paper
Am Mur 5% Jns 1 L
AT&T
48% Jostens
Anconda 20% Kencott
Arch Da
.. Kraft Co
frequently to permit Senate Armco SI 19% Loew's
Armour
48 Marcor
action on other bills.
But the SST bill's floor Avco Cp 10% Mnn MM
manager, Sen. Alan Bible, BethSU 20% Minn P L
D-Nev.j said he does not in- Boeing Wk Mobil Oil
tend to put the appropria- Boise Cas 43% Mn Ch m
tions measure aside for any Brunswk 18% Mont Dak
other measures until it Brl North 29% N Am R
Catpillar 41% N N Gas
comes to a vote.
That would force the SST Ch MSPP 11% No St PW
critics into the position ol Chrysler 27% Nw Air
blocking dozens of major Cities Svc 46 Nw Banc
bills, including welfare and Com EM 38% Penney
Social Security, which most ComSat 48% Pepsi
24 Pips Dge
of them favor, with their fili- Con Ed
Cont Can 39% Phillips
buster against the plane.
The showdown is expected Cont Oil 20% Polaroid
when the Senate takes up a Cntl Data 51% RCA
$2.6 billion transportation Dart lad 33% R«*p Stl
38% Rey Ind
appropriation c o n t a i n.- Deere
ing funds for development Dow Cm 70% Sears R
of the 1,800-mile-an-hour jet- du Pont 128y4 Shell Oil
East Kod 72% Sp Rand
liner.
The sole purpose of the Firestone 47% St Brands
filibuster, Proxmire said, Pord Mtr 54% St Oil Cal
would be to cut SST funds Gen Elec 90% St Oil Ind
out of the $2.6 billion mon- Gen Food 84% St Oil NJ
ey bill for now and vote on Gen Mills 33% Swift
them separately Jan. 23 or Gen Mtr 78% Texaco
24, after the new Congress Gen Tel 30ys Ttfeas Ins
Gillette
45 Union Oil
convenes.
Goodrich
27%
Un Pac
he
s
t
i
l
l
Proxmire said
would vote against the mon- Goodyear 30% U S Steel
15 Wesg El
ey for the SST, but said he Greyhnd
would lead no further drive Gulf Oil 29% Weyr.hsr
Homestk 25% Wlworth
against it in January.
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POSTER IS A WINNER . ...-. Displaying
her winning fire prevention poster is Debbie
Dietrich, Lincoln School fifth grader. She gets
A $10 hill from fireman Mai Becker for win-

| 1 P.M. New York
Stock Prices
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ning first place. Sharing the moment of triumph are her teacher, Mary Prondzinski, and
fireman Earl Harkness. (Daily News photo)

Market gives
up ground in
profit taking

80ft
27
811
27ft
34%
NOTIC ¦
8% '
This newspaper wtl| M responsible
for only one Incorrect Insertion of any
23%
classified advertisement publlititd
1
87%
the Want Ad section. Check your ad
call
•ind
452-3321
B
«
correction
must
40% NEW YORK (AP)—The stock lie made.
33% market gave up further ground
30& today as pressure from profit
%3A taking took its toll for the!third BLIND AD* UNCALLBD FOR.. day this week. Trading was B—lTVai, 32.
53% moderate.
32 At noon, the Dow Jones averCard of Thames
S3Vs age of 30 industrial stocks was
~~
~~ " "
SALWEY—
19 down 4.72 to 814.90.
I wish to express my sincere thanks
51V4 Losing issues outpaced ad- -to relatives and friends for their visits,
letters and gifts while I was
2«V4 vances by about 3 to 2 among cards,
patient at Community Memorial Hos18% the issues traded on the New apital
and also ifter I returned home.
Kenneth Safwey
S4 York Stock Exchange".
¦
¦
'
53%
"
. •
3IEVERS—
' ¦- .
Some
analysts
said
that
In
adI would Ilka to thank all my friends
51%
relatives for remembering me
39% aption to profit taking, yearend and
with cards and gifts while I was a
tax
selling
and
portfolio
switchpatient In the Winona hospital. A
29%
thanks to Pastor Bender for his
72% ing also were weighing on the special
prayers and alio a special thanks to
market.
They
added,
however,
the helper* who did my farm work.
26
Arnold Slavers
27% that the market continued to
demonstrate
a
strong
founda52
Lost and Found
4
74% tion.
, 46 Teles, off Vk at 16%, topped
FREE FOUND ADS
23% the active list on the .Big Board. AS A PUBLIC SERVICE to our readers,
found ads will be published when
48 Among other glamours, Pola- free
a person finding an article calls the
51% roid was down.% at 73%; Xerbx Winona Dally & Sunday/News Classified
Dept., 452-3321. An 18-word notice will
51% was off % to 87, and Control be
published freo for 2 days In an ef68 Data was up %: at 51%.
fort to bring finder end loser together.
29% JjTmotors, Chrysler was down GOLD AND BLACK lettered coat button,
34V4 % at .27%; Ford was up % to 1" diameter, found Red Owl Store, Sat.,
79% 54% and General Motors was To Identify. Tel. 452-3425.
33% ahead %' at 78%.
LOST—black Labrador dog with chain.
W. Haake, 119 E. 8th. T«l. 45245% The Associated Press 60-stock Alf
29>% average" was off l.l to 276.1 at 5J48.
night, ¦ lady 'e watch,,Tel. 45265 noon. Industrials were off 2.4, LOST-Frl.
¦
-. .
4390. .
;'.;¦
52% rails were down .3, and utilities
were
off
.4.
LOST—pure
white
blue-eyed
mostly
An36
flora tomcat. If found, please Tel. 452In addition to -the Telex block, 5157. Reward!
other large-parcel trades before! LOST ON Levee Plaza, 1970 Aquinas
Grain
High School class ring. Initials K.P.
noon included 47,700 shares of Tel.
454-1368.
Potter
Instrument
at
15,
down
JHNNEAPOLIS (AP) -Wheat 1%, on the American Exchange TWO PAIR MITTENS found at Santa
,
receipts Tues. 207, year ago
house. Owners may have by¦
12,000 shares of Fannie Mai Claus
Identifying.
. ' ¦ "' . ' ; . •
295; Spring wheat cash trading and
64V4, up % on the Big Board. LOST—gray metal file box, contents
basis unchanged; prices un- atNoon
prieds on the Amex in- Important, please return to 526 Laird.
changed to % lower.
No. 1dark northern il-17 pro- cluded:
CAT LOST—Maltese (smoke colored)
California Computer Prod- half grown. Finder please Tel. 454-2475
tein i.78y4-i.94y4 .
Test weight premiums: one ucts, off 1% to 27%; Viewlex, or 454-2343.
LAB puppy lost, vicinity of 959
cent each pound 58 to 61 lbs; Yi at 14%; Drew National, up % BLACK
E. 8th. Limps on right foot. Tel.
¦¦ ¦
one cent discount each Vi lb at 4&; Venice Industries, ahead 452-4823.
¦:
'
\ ; ". ; . . : .
% to 20% ; Milgo Electronic, off
under 58 lbs.
LOST eround Utleo. Black
No. 1 hard Montana winter Yz at 25; Rolls-Royce, up 1-16 to FOXHOUND
and white wlfn brown trim, medium
1%; Career Academi*, down V* slie dog. Tel. Lewiston 6705.
1.65^-1.87%.
Minn-S.D. No. 1 hard winter to 3%; and Kenton Corp., off Ys Personals
7
at 16%.
1.58^-1.89%.
No. 1hard amber durum, 1.81- (Pub. Date Wednesday; Dec. It, 1970) LEGIONNAIRES . . . W e now have a
Band for New Year's Eve. THE GENE
1.87; discounts, amber 3 to 4
STATEMENT
STEFFES TRIO will play for dancing
OF
PURPOSE
AND
EFFECT
cents; durum 5 to 7 cents.
from 9 to 1 at trie LEGION CLUB.
OF PROPOSED ORDINANCE
Corn No. 2 yellow 1.34%-1.37.
NOTICE: An ordinance has been In- THE WILLIAMS HOTEL lls accepting
Oats No. 2 extra heavy white troduced
reservations from New Year' Eve celefor passafle before the City
' '
brants. Free hats, horns and the Ilk*.
H. ¦ .
Council, Winona, Minnesota, lha purpose
Contact Innkeeper Ray Meyer. .
effect of which will ba to change
Barley, cars 177, year ago aandzoneclassification of a parcel of land
NEED
HELP desperately! Someone In111; Larker 1.11-1.28; Blue Malt- from R-3 and B-3 to R-3, Mid parcel terested
in unusual physic phenomena
being approximately six acres In size
ing 1.11-1.30; Dickson 1.11-1.24; and located East of Mankato Avenue please Tel. 454-U90 before 11 e.m. or
after » p.m.
feed 1.00-1.10.
ad|ace nt to Bruskl Drive.
Dated December 14, 1970.
WHILE YOU'RE thinking eboirt ChristRye No. 1 and 2 . .1.5-1.8.
JOHN S. CARTER,
mas gift giving, and some of - those
City Clerk.
"hard-to-buy.for" people on your list,
Rye No. 1 and 2 1.15-1.18.
take e moment to think about a gift
(First Pub. Wednesday, Dee. H, W0>
Flax No. 1 2.60.
subscription to the Winona Dally/Sun-

State of Minnesota ) ¦* «.- . . - . '
County of Winona ) In Probate Court!
No. 17,287
In Re Estate el
Helen Hillyer, Decedent.
Order for Hearing oh Petition for ProbMs
of Will, Limiting Time to Pile Claims
and for Hearing Thereon.
Armour & Co.
Louise M. Bloom having filed a peOpen 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
tition for the probate of the Will of sa id
Monday to Friday.
decedent and for the appointment of
These quotations apply to livestock The First National Bank of Wlnoni as
d«!iv«red to the Winona station today executor, which Will Is on til* In thtli
HOSJ
Court and open to> Inspection;
Ho£ market: Butcheri si centi higher*
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
tows steady.
thereof be had on January 12th, 1(71,
Butchers. 200-130 Ibt
15.25
at 10:45 o'clock A.M., before this Court
Sows, 270-300 lbs.
12.00
In the probate court room In 1he court
Cottll
house In Winona, Minnesota , and that
Cov* market: Steady,
objections
to the allowance of said Will,
Commercial cows
.. 13.OW7.00
If any, be filed before said time of
Selection of a fire prevention fifth grade students in all city
Utility cows
16.00-18.00
hearing; that the time within Which
and cutter
15.OW9.00
poster that will be entered in elementary schools.
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Cantier
creditors of said decedent may file their
Fat cows
14.00
claims
ba limited fo four months from
statewide competition next A Lincoln Elementary School Doctors treating Nate Ramsey, Bulls
22.JO-23.00
the date hereof, and that the claims so
month was announced this girl, Debbie Dietrich, won first
filed
be
heard on April 20th, 1971. at
Malt Corporation 10:30 o'clock
A.M., before this Court In
week by Winona Fire Depart- place for her poster carrying the Philadelphia Eagles defen- Froedtert
B a.m. to 4 p.m. .
the probate court room In the court
ment personnel who sponsor the the admonition: "It's your sive back who was wounded SubmitHours
sample before loading.
house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
Winona Junior Fire Inspectors world; why burn it up?" Win- Monday, say they will operate Barley purchased at prices sub[ect to notice hereof be given by publication
change.
ol this order In the Winona Dally Ne-ws
program. The program involves ning second place was Robert to remove the bullet from
and by mailed notice as provided by
Gorman, Cathedral Elementary Ramsey s chest.
Bay
State
Milling
Company
law.
'
Daled December 14, 1W0.
elevator
Prices
"A" Grain
School. Third place went to
MARGARET McCREAOV,
hundred bushels of grain will ba
Scott Prosser, Jefferson Ele- A spokesman for the Eagles IheOneminimum
Probate Clerk .
loads accepted et the
(Probate
court Seal)
mentary School, and honorable said Tuesday the operation elevators.
Hull
and
Hull,
No.
1
northern
spring
wheat
..,,
1.81
mention went to Kim Sanden , would come after the wound No, 2 northern sprinfl wheat ,.,, 1.7? Atlorneys for Petitioner.
Central Elementary. Steve Mal- heals—in ten days to two weeks. No, 3 northern spring wheat ,,,. 1.75
(First Pub. Wednesday, Dec. », 1970)
4 northern sprlnn wheat ,„, 1.71
ta, also of Cathedral School, won Ramsey was out of danger , but No.
No, l hard winter wheat
1.60
State
of Minnesota ) ss,
a model fire truck awarded by still hospitalized in satisfactory No. 2 hard winter wheat
1.58
County of Winona ) In Probate Court
No,
3
hard
winter
wheat
1.54
fire department members.
No. 17,285
No, 4 hard winter wheat
1.50
In Re Estate of
Judges for the contest were condition.
No, l rye
1.15
Decedent.
Humfeld,
Myrtle
municipal judge has issued No. 2 rye
1.15
Winona State College student a Awarrant
Order for Hearing on Petition for
AMERICAN
charging
Jimmie
n
' Westgate
W. L.
Probate of Will, Limiting Time to Pile
teachers. About 725 entries
' Lindsay Soft Water
Harrison, 35, with shooting
Claims and for Hearing Thereon.
33V* Wh
were submitted in the poster Louis
Archie L. Callahan and Margaret M.
Rocco 's. Pizza
33 II
Ramsey
as the Eagles'
33 18
Callahan having filed a petition (or the
Hoi Fish Shop
and slogan con tests.
captain walked alone
probate of tho Will of said decedent end
Kulak Bros. Transfer
31 20
Winning first place in the defensivePhiladelphia
County Kitchen
30 21
lor Ihe eppolntment of Archie L. CallaSOOTH ST. PAUL
street on SOUTH ST.
han
and Margaret M. Callahan as
29 22
.' Oasis Bar
slogan contest was James atheWest
PAUL, WMnn. U)-(USDA)
way to have a beer with a — Cattle 4.3O0; calvoa 500; slaughter executors, which Will Is on file In 1hls
Winona Excavating
Wi 23»
Bunke,
St.
Martin
s
School.
'
Woslgnlo Bowl
IV,-, Wh
steers and heifers rattier slow, mostly Court and open "to Inspection;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearlno
Betsy Bork , a Cathedral stu- friend.
Earl's Tree Service ...... 25 26
steady; cows slow, steady to wcakj bulls
Police
said
Ramsey
told
them
Lang 's Bar
25 26
steady)
vcalers and slaughter calves thereof be had on January 5, 1971, at
dent,
won
second
and
Janet
A & D Bootcry
21 23
to stronfl; feeders consigned to 10:45 o'clock A.M., before this Court
Hoeppner, Madison Elementary, a man approached him and said , steady
Merchants Bank
21 30
auction; mostly high choice 1,050 lb In the probate court room In the court
"I'm
going
to
kill
you.
"
Golden Brand
21 30
26.751
most
choice 950-1,250 lb 25.50- house In Winona, Minnesota, and 1hat
won third. Honor able mention
H. Choate & Co
20 31
26.25; mixed high good and choice 25.25- objections to tho allowance of said villi,
"What
do
you
mean?"
was
won
by
Lee
Stoltman,
also Ramsey said
R a D Shelly
IB 31
25.75; choice 650-1,050 lb slaughter holl- If any, be filed before said time of hearhe asked,
Sunshine Oar 8, Cafe
WH 40J4
ers 24.J0-2J.25; utility and commercial ing; that Iho time wllhln which creditors
of Madison.
TWI-LITE
slaughter
cows 18,50-20.00; ullllty and of said decedent may tile triolr claims
"I'll
kill
you
,
" the man reThe program involves about plied.
commercial slaughte r bulls 24,00-26.50; be limited to fou r months from the date
Hal-Rod
W, L.
choice vealers 40.00-43,00); high choice and hereof, and Ihat tho claims so filed! be
Twinklori
15
1
540 school students . They get The
prime up to 4r,00; good 35.00-40,00; choice heard on April 13, 1971, at 10:30 o'clock
assailant
then
,
shot
Thrco Ts
t
7
three
special
instruction
and
work on
A.M., before this Court In the pronate
slaughtor cnlvos 26.O0-2V.OO.
a
a
Joker*
projects in connection with sub- times. One of the bullets hit Hogs 7,500; barrows and gllli steady court room In Ihe court house In Winona,
Cougars
,
B
8
Ramsey,
and
to
25
cents
another ricohlshor; overall demond rath- Minnesota , and that notice hereof be
Truants
7
»
jects such as home checkups,
er broad; 1-2 190-240 lb 16.25-16,50; 1-3 Dlven by publication of (his. order In the
L a Ms
6 10
cheted
off
the
sidewalk
and
Christmas safety and family es190-240 lb 16.00-16.25; 2-4 240-260 lb 15.50- Winona Dally News end by mailed noUnknowns
i 10
nicked an 11-year-old girl who 16.25) 2-3 260-280 lb 14.50-15.75f
Flrobolls
t 11
sows tice as provided by law.
cape plans.
Dated December 7, 1970.
steady;
1-3 300-400 lb 11.5W2.50) 2-3
was
walking
FOUR-CITY
home
from
school.
S, A. Sawyer
Chiefs at the various city
40O-600 lb 10.50-11.75) feeder plgi steady)
Hal-Rod
Points
Her
wound
Probate Judge
did not require hos- 1-3: 120-160 lb 12.00-I2.5O.
schools are: Tena Bergland and
Burmelstcr Oil
12
(Probate
Seal)
Court
Sheep
1,7001
trading on ell classes
pitalization.
Rupperfs Grocery
12
Lee'
Stoltman
,
Madison;
Mark
moderately active, prices stead/; choice Edwards, Hefner & McDonald, Ltd,
Glrllor Oil
lj
lb wooled slaughter lambs 23,50- Attorneys for Petitioner
Ayotte and James Breza, Police have not been able to 85-105
Chrislensen Drurjs
10'A
Exchange Building]
establish a motive for the shoot- 24.00; oood ond choice 85-110 lb 23.00- 502
Wllllonn. Glass Hcusa
»
Cathedral;
David
Kelley,
Lin23.50;
utility
and good wooled slaughter La Crosse, Wisconsin 5(401
^Springer Signs
a
ing.
ewes 5.506.50) choice 60-80 lb wooled
coln; Scott Ramin and Markne
. Palm Garden
7
lambs 23.00-23.50; 80-70 lb 21.50- (thirst Pub. Wednesday, Dee. % 1970)
•Long 's. Bar
t
Schaffcr , Central ; Gregory G-un- Donald E. Rause, principal of feeder
23.00.
State of Minnesota ) ss.
Central Motors
t
an
elementary school , said thero
derson, St. Mary's; Sean ConCHICAQO
County of Wlnono ) In Probate Court
iWlnona Truck Service
i
CHICAGO
IB
-(USDA)had
been
four
Cjllla
4,500)
shootings
No. 17,386
in four slouDhter steers stead y to 50
nolly and Ann Itudnik , St. Stan.Kuplctj Auto Scrvlccntcr
i
cents
lower;
In Re estate Of
•Bell' s Bar
months
1»A
in
the
area,
and
children
prime
1,200-1,400
islaus;
B«th
Kiestcr,
Tom Abralb slaughter steers yield
Carl lloltcgaard, Decedent.
LADI65 CITY
a and 4 27.75-28.00; nigh cholco
Order tor Hearing- on petition for
ham and Leonard Marg, Wash- from his school had witnessed Brut*
W. L.
\ Hol-Dod
and
prime
1,0251,350
lb
27,25-27,75;
Probate
of Will, Limiting Time to Pill
.Holiday inn
10
5
ington-Kosciusko ; Tony Mase- each one of the incidents.
choice 950-1,350 lbs yield grade 2-< 26.75Claims and for Hearing Ttioreon.
•West End Greenhouses ... 10
ft
27.50;
good
950-1,350
lbs
yield grade 2-4
Wnry Ann Wets having filed n petition
pohl , St. Matthew 's; Jeff HanHome Furniture
r i
26.75-27.50; good 25.00-26.25; high cholco for tho probate of Ihe Will of said
GruJkPwskl Beauty Shop ... »
7
son,
Marlfn
Larson,
Mary
Voclkand prime 950-1,075 lb slaughter holfors decedent and for the appointment ol
Mankato Bar
8
7
af yield grado 3 and 4 26.50-37,00; choice Doris Smith and Mary Ann Wela as
cr and Kristine Hipps , Jefferson.
Poinnc Trucking
t
7
850-1,025 lbs yield grade 2 |o 4 25,75- Executrixes, which Will Is on tile In this
Ooldorr Frog
7Vt V/i
26.50; good 2-4.00-25.25) utility nnd com- Court and open to Inspoctloni
Cory Corner
TVt Vh
mercial cows 17.25.19.00; ullllty and
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
Orlesel' s Grocery
7
»
commercial bulls 23.59-25.50.
thereof be had on January S, 1971, at
• Oasis Bar
(
t
Sheep
200;
couple
lofs
choice
11:15
o'clock A.M., before this Court
end prime
Haddad'«
s 10
W-1D1 lbs wooled sloUQlitor lomha 26.00; In the probate <ourt room In the <ourt
pools
5 10
good to mosily choice 95-10H lbs 24.00. house In Winona, Minnesota, and thnt
HIAWATHA
25.00.
ob| actions to the allowance of said Will,
(End of First Hull)
If any, bo filed before said time of
* Westsala
Points
(AP)
NEW
YORK
that llie lima within which
~
The
New
rebounding
lender with & total hearing;
Midland
31
creditors of sold -'ecedent may (He their
Golfvlew supper Club
York State harness racing sea44
off
21,721
.
claims bo llmlt«d to (our months from
6 a L Family Store '
40
son ended Tuesday night at NEW YORK (AP) - Bill Rus- Miknn , a 6-10 strongmnn , was Iho date hereof, and that the claims so
Norman's Electric
38
be hoard on April 13. 1971, at 10:30
Roosevelt Raceway in Westbwry sell and George Miknn have the NBA's first great pivot man ofiled
Legion post No, M
34U
'clock A.M., before this Court In the
Tri County Electric
anb
where
a
turnout
of
been
named
cetntcrs
on
24,600
bdt
the
probate
court room In tho court tiouse
Naand
led
the
Minneapolis
Lakers
P * P D.A
, 17V4
Wlnonn, Minnesota, and that notice
$3,110,346.
tional Basketball Association's to five titles in six seasons from In
Kellogg Produce
14H
hereof be olven by publication ol" this
NATIONAL
The State Harness Racing silver anniversary team.
WW to 1954.
order In the Winona Dally News and by
WoittMta
W. t.
mailed
m provided by law.
Commission said tins made at- Russell, who led the Boston Russell nnd Miknn join for- Dated notice
Coca-Cola
4] 21
December a, 1970,
Frames by Loultt
4iVt 1VA
tendance for the year nt tho Celtics to 11 NBA titles before wards Dolph Schayeii, Pniil Ari3. A. Sawyer
.American cablevfiron
M 30
Probate Judge
state 's nine trackti 0,361,no and retiring in 1069, was the only zin, Bob Pettit and Joo Fulks
tdwln 's Jewelers
37 31
<Probate Court Seal)
Fred's Body Shop No. I ... 34 32
yagering $843,711,053, both rcc- unanimous choicd for the team who were nnmed carllor. Tho DBRGH 8, POOLE
Cosy Comer
28*4 3NV
trc'fl. Estimated reVenuo to in the voting by a panel of ex- guards will be announced Fri- Attorneys for Petitioner
Rldftttv»y Oer»n»
21 43
By Alton E. Berflh
tevr York Stato was $04,308,342. perts. Ho is tho league's alltlma day.'
Prad'a Body shop No. 1 ... I* at
St. Charles, Minnesota 15971

Fire prevention
poster selected

Soybeans No. 1 yellow 2.77%.
n

:

>

¦¦

Winona markets

Ramsey to have
bullet removed
after wound heals

League
bowling

Livestock

New York ends
harness season

Russell, Mifcan
named to NBA's
anniversary team

Want Ads
Start Here

Business Services

14 Dags, Pets, Supplies

Plumbing, Roofing

21

42

FLUFFY COCK-A-POOJ, S25) ManchesFOR COMPLETE home remodeling and ter, S20; AKC Miniature Red Dachcustom c/afted furniture built from your
shund, $40. Wormed twice and booster1
design. Tel. Mlka Sommir, 452-3439.
shots. 21 years of satisfied customers.
Prosch's Kennels, Houston, Minn.
NEED Carpet Installed?
MARLIN ENGRAV
Tel. 452-5487. AKC ST. BERNARDS-5 months old, winHJ 38HI
ter conditioned, pedigree Includes many
champions. Must sell by Dee. 31. WalUNINVITED HOLIDAY OUESTS?
ton Haeusslnger, Founteln City.
Call Karl, your friendly ertenmlnator.
KARL'S PEST CONTROL SERVICB
¦
¦
POODLE GROOMING, gentle and experTel-454-1787
ienced; double Sassafras Toy Poodia
2nd, La Crescent, Minn.
BLOWN IN INSULATION - walls end pups. 716 S. evenlnjs
and weekends.
attics. Free estimates. Past, depend- Tel. 895-2082
able service. Carlson Insulation Service,
' female poodle,
Minlatura
BLACK
AKC
Ronald Carlson, Houston, iMInn. T#l.
-4 months, paper Iralned. S40. Will hold
»6-353B.
Tel.
Minnesota City
•for Christmas. ¦
' .
689-2257.
, - " . :¦
.
WILL DO snow shovell ng.
Tel. 454-4965.
AKC
puppies,
SCHNAUZER
(AINIATURE
registered, champion aired, shots, ears
Moving, Truek'g Storas* 19 cropped, excellent dispositions. Will hold
until Christmas. Tel. 452-6007.
HEATED SPACE available "for storage PEKE-O-POOS, Poodles, Cockers, Dachof camper* or boats. Tel. -454-4614 for
shunds, Terriers, and Springer. We also
additional information.
board dogs. Don Lakey, Trempealeau,
'. :
Wis.
LINDSAY SOFT Water Is t beautiful gift
for your home this Christmas, 121 Main
St.," Winona. Tel. 452-316).

REGISTERED TOY black poodles, sired
by Wishing Well's Mighty Mouse. Hid
pupp* shots. Will take ordera for
Christmas. S125. Tel. 454-1297.

TINY, ADORABLE Pomeranian puppies,
sweet and loving Miniature Schnauzer
puppies. ' Exceptionally good children'!
For clogged sewers and drains.
dogs. Our dogs are from careful mating of top bloodlines. All AKC registerCALL SYL KUKOWSKI
ed, home raised, temporary, shots and
Tel. 452-9509 or 452-6436 1-year guarantee
wormed. Guaranteed. Stubar Farm *•
*
Kennels, 4 miles from BluM Sldlno en
IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
M. Tel. Fountain City 687-4778.
WB ARE equipped with latest Kenway
equipment and era prepared to handle
ill your pipe cleaning needs. '
Horses, Cattle, Stock
43
KENWAY SEWER CLEANIN9
Tel. 452-9394
FHOLSTEIN heifer calves, 4 weeks old,
A GIFT from our store means morel
sired by Trl-Sfafe No. 243, DHIA recThis Christmas surprise tree little lady
ords of 500+ bullerfat. $65 per head.
with a KltchenAld Dishwasher. Portable
Bob Wessel, Garvin Heights, R1; I, Wimodels need no new plumbing or kitchnona.
en remodeling. Store In a convenient
spot, toll to the table for easy load- EXCELLENT Chester White spring boar
ing, then to the sink to finish the operafor sale or lease; also a few Holsteln
tion. Large capacity. Easy handling.
springing helferi. Elmer Schwager,
Get a KltchenAld for maximum years
Altura, Minn.
of service with minimum service problems. - . . . . : ' "
GUERNSEY HEIFERS—some bred, some
open, Alfred Borland, Peterson, Minn.
Tel. 875-5670.
PLUMBING I. HEATING
761 E. 6th
Tol. 452-6140
HAMPSHIRE BOARS—testing pen Index
206; backfat on pen, .93. Lowest ever
Female — Jobs of InS. — 26 tested In Minn. Mllo Wills, La Crescent,
(Nodlne).

ELECTRIC KOTO ROOTER

Frank O'Laughlin

RELIABLE LADY to live In and care
for 3 children, 1 pre-school, In Lewiston. Hours flexible, possibility for outside employment also. Write B-36 Dally
News.
RELIABLE PERSON to car* for 1 child,
5 days a week. Tel. 452-4664 after
, *:30.. :; '
BABYSITTER WANTED In our home,
days. Tel. 452-2746 after 5,
WAITRESS-Experience preferred; must
be 21. Evening work. See Dosh at
Shorty's.

NOTICE. Lanesboro Sales Commission
will broadcast their listings of livestock every Frl. forenoon at 7;30, 9:30
and 11:30 over the Preston Radio Station KFIL 1060 on your radio dial. Sale
day every Frl. starting time 12 noon.
Lanesboro Sales Commission, Tel. col- ,
lect 467-2192;
HEREFORD STOCK cows, 4-8 year* old,
due In Apr. 2 Charolals bulls, 1 Angus
bull, age 4 years. Tel; 715-946-3579 or
608-6B7-4945.
FEEDER PIGS-70. Tel. William Bubbers, Caledonia, Minn. 724-2318.

WANTED: Girls to learn beauty culture. BOOTS, SHIRTS, pants, belts, buckles,
Harding Beauty School, 76 Plaza W. : purses, hats, moccasslns, saddles, bridles, lackets. Kleffer's Western Shop,
St . Charles, Minn. Christmas hoursj
Mala — Jobs of Interest — 27 Sun.
1-5, weekdays 9-9, Sat. 9-5:30.
TEXAS REFINERY CORP. offers oppor- PUREBRED Duroc fcoars. Clifford Hoff,
tunlty for high Income PLUS regular ¦ Lanesboro, Minn. Tel. Peterson 875<12J. . .
cash and vacation bonuses, abundant
fringe benefits to mature man In WiHORSE
BOARDING at J Triple R. New,
nona area. Regardless of experience,
modern barn; heated lounge and tack
airmail E. A. Byeri, Vice Pres.,
room.
Lighted
outdoor arena. Tel. RushTexas Refinery Corp* Box 711, Fort
ford 864-9414.
Worth, Texes 74101.

Help — Male or Female

28

HOLSTEIN heifer calf, 1 week old. Millard Glende, Altura. Tel, Rolllngstone
6B9-2662.

COUNTRY WESTERN and rock vocalist. POLLED HEREFORD : COWS, 24, bred
Must be eblo to play rhylhm guitar
to start freshening In Apr. Would trade
and be 21 years of age. Be available
for Holsteln cows or springing heifers.
for steady weekend work. Tel. LewisSexe's Green Acres, Ettrlck, Wis, Tel.
ton 523-3111.
525-4196 or 525-4270.

COUNTRY WESTERN slnfler wanted to
play fn Winona area. Must be 21. In- Poultry, Eggs, Supplies
44
quire at Roy's Friendly Bar, 500 W. 5th,
apply In person Tuei, er Thurs. eveDEKALB CHICKS, Spelts chicks, Beefer
ning. Good pay.
meat birds. Order now and be sure of
the hatch date you want. Send for price
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST for large
list. SPELTZ CHICK HATCHERY, Rollday News. Call the Circulation Departhospital laboratory. Good salary, beneIngstone, Minn, Tel. 669-2311.
rates.
fits and working conditions. Tel. Perment, 454-2961 for information ond
sonnel Department, 60S-785-24O0. GunYou'll be glad you did I
derson Clinic Lmtd., La Crosse, Wis.
Wanted—Livestock
48
family
and
SAY MERRY CHRISTMAS to
friends Dee. 23rd with e Classified RELIABLE COUPLE for dairy farm by
LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
Greeting. 18 words $1.25 CASH. Name,
Jan. 1 or 15. Separate farm on black- A REAL GOOD auction market for your
address and payment must ba Included •top. Apply only If year around permalivestock. Dairy cattle on hend all
with orders. Mall to Greetings, Box 70, nent work desired. Lincoln Henry, Dov- week. Livestock bought every day.
Winona 55987 or stop at our office.
er/ Minn. Tel. St." Charles 932-41M.
Trucks available. Sale, Thurs., 1 p.m.
Tel. Lewiston 2667 or Winona 452-7114.
WE'RE READY . . are YouT Last minute A SMALL AD Is not economical H tt
aays nothing or too llttJol
Christmas rush got you down? We're
Articles for Sale
87
ready with lota of tasty dishes which
may be ordered for carry-out. Tel. 452- MEDICAL TECHNICIAN for EKG and
FOR
DAD
for
Chrlstmasl
blood gas lab. 3 p.m. to 11 p.m. shift-.
Ltneoln 22S
9955. Same low budget prices. RUTH'S
amp welder, complete only S98. Lackora
Tel. Personnel Department £08-785-2400).
RESTAURANT, 124 Plaza E., downtown
Eledrle, 120 W. 2nd. T«l. 452-3103.
Winona. Open 24 hours every day eje- Gunderion Clinic Lmtd., La Crosse,
Wis.
cept Mon.
STILL LOOKING for a few special glhit
Santa's sack has a full selection of cosARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER?
SifuafIons
Wanted
—
Fern.
29
metics, lewelry and the finest of brushMan or woman, your drinking creates
es which are both pretty and practical
numerous problems. If you need and
and you need not leave your house ts
want help, contact Alcoholics Anony- WILL BABYSIT In my home, days. Tel.
order them; also cleaning Items to give
mous. Pioneer Group c/o Genera! De452-7278, W. Location,
your home a holiday sparkle. For Fuller
livery, Winona, Minn., or T*>l. 454-4410
service Tel. 454-2370.
evenings 7-10.
WILL DO babysitting In my home, experienced. Tel. 454-1459,
SNOW SKIS-Multl laminated wood skis,
REDUCE SAFE & fast with GoBese Teb67" long with Cubco binding. Poles
lets & E-Vap "water pills". Gibson Situations Wanted — Male
30
end size 12 boots. Just like new. 840.
Pharmacy, Westgate Shopping Center.
Tel. Cochrane 626-2575.
WE TURN static attics Into attractive CIL FRIESEN, your remodeling consulliving space. LEO G. PROCHOWITZ,
tant. For carpenter work and general HAMILTON gas dryer, S years old,
Building Contractor, 1007 E. 6th.
maintenance. Tel. 454-4441 or 452-25?8. excellent condition. Best offer over
1100. Tel. 45M833.
WHERE CHRISTMAS wishes come true WILL PLAY Senta Claus. Tel. 452-7356.
G.E. PORTABLE stereo phonograph, 4. . . Installment Loon Dept., MER4 years old, excellent condition.
CHANTS NATIONAL BANK. Any Business Opportunities
37 speed,
$45. Tel. 452-M62.
worthwhile Investment, furniture, applicolor
vacations,
automobile,
ances, an
TV, mobile homes, snowmobiles, home AAAN OR WOMAN-Rellable person from ONE ROYAL Traveler's attache cete>
brand new, $15. Roy W. Fried, Blu»
this area to service ond collect from
Improvements may be financed the
automatic dispensers. No experlen ce ; Siding. Tel. 487-6772.
low-cost bank way. Ask Frank, Dick,
needed, we establish accounts for you.
Max or Dennis to explain the way It
Car, references and JP85 to $1795 ca sh FARISA MINI compact organ with Olb»
works.
son,amplifier. Delbert Kahoun, Rt. 1*
capital necessary. 4 to 12 hours weekly
Rushford. Tel. 864-7403.
nets excellent monthly Income. Foil
Auto Service, Repairing 20 time
more. For local Interview, write.
The Joyce Co., P.O. Box 1156, Roch- MODEL KITS and Paint By Number
DONT GAMBLE with your llfal Have
Kits, 10ft off. Winona Hobby Craft,
ester, Minn., 55901. Include phone
TAGGART TIRE SERVICE specialists
167 E. 3rd. Tel. 454-4803.
number.
rebuild your brakes. Price 534.93 most
cars. Tel. 452-2772.
GOOD part-time business for college stu- NOTICE-CADY'S will be closed Thure.Frl.-Sat., Dec. 24-25-26. Open Dec, 20.
dent or. someone Interested In Indoor
list Pub. Wednesday, Dec. i, 1970)
MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL.
recreation. Foosball, a new typo coin
operated oame machine, requires 3-4
State of Minnesota ) ss.
hours per week. TOWN 8, COUNTRY
County of Winona ) In Probate Court
REAL ESTATE, Tel. 4540741 er 4554No; 17.174
We have SNOW BLOW1476.
In Re Estate of
Harry C. Icelander, Dccidont
ERS
for JOHN DEERE
Ordor for Hearing on -Final Account
Money to Loan
410
and Petition for distribution.
Lawn Tractors
The representative of the above named
estale having filed Its final account
and petition for settlement and allowance fhoreof and for distribution io the
on any article of value.
Downtown
Winona
persons thereunlo entitled;
NEUMANN'S BARGAIN STORH
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on Dccombor 29, 1970, at
10:45 o'clock A.M., before this Court In
tho probate court room In the court
house In Winona, Minnesota , and that
notice hereof be given by publication
of this order In the Winona Dally News
and by mailed notice ai provided by
law.
pafed November 30, 1970.
S. A. Sawyer
Probate Judge
(Probate Court Seal)
Sfreafer, Murphy,
Brosnahan & Langford,
Attorneys for Petitioner.

Quick Money . . , FEITEN IMPL. CO,

COMING SOON !
A New Market For Your

FEEDER PIGS

(1st Pub. Wednesday, Dec *, 1970)
State of Mlnnnesota ) ss.
County of Winona ) In Probata Court
No. 17,280
In Re Estate el
Michael W. Ahem, Decedent
Order for Hearing on Petition for Probate of Will, Limiting Time fo Pill
Claims and for Hearing Thereon.
Merrlel Daley having filed a petition
for the probata of the Will of said decedent and for the appointment of Web¦ ster A. Fischer as executor. Which Will
la on file In this Court and open to Inspection;
IT IS ORDERED, That the flooring
thereof be had on December 29, lttO,
at 10:45 o'clocK A.M., belore this Court
In the probate court room In the court
house In Winona, Mlnneioto, and that
objections to the allowance of snld will.
If any, ba filed before said time of
henrlng; that the time wllhln which
creditors of sold decedent may file
Ihelr claims be limited to four months
from the ' date hereof, and that the
claims so filed be heard on April 1,
1971, at 10:30 o'clock A.M., before this
Court In the probata court room In
tho court houae In Winona, Minnesota,
and that notice hereof bo given by
publication of this order In the Winona Daily News and by mailed notice
as provided by faw.
Dated November 30, 1970.
S. A. Sawyer
Probate Judoe
(Probate Court Seal)
Beroh and Poole
Attorneys for. petitioner
By; Roger W. Poole
Lewiston, Minnesota 55931

GRADED FEEDER PIG SALES
BEGINNING THURS., DEC. 17
at
RUSHFORD SALES BARN

% mile S. of Rushford on Highway it)
Sale Staria at 1:30 P.M.
GET TOP PRICES k A CONSTANT MARKET!
NOW ... A Regular Program of Sales
by
WISCONSIN FEEDER PIG
EABKETIMG COOPERATIVE
(The Nfation's Leader)
. SALES EVERY FIRST AND THIRD
THURS. OF THE MONTH
Pigs to be consigned should be in by
noon of sole dates.

For Information Call
GALESVILLE, WIS.
RUSHFORD BARN
Tel. , 600-530-2131 ,
607-864-0429
(Sale dates only)
Start planning now to market your pigs nt the
Rushford Graded Feeder Pig Sales
ns>ss«ltt*s>sss*Hass*ssHisasBSBSBs *«MsssiMSSf*ss>agsasHBM__-__
.

Articles tor sals
'
57 Good Things to Eat
;
:
-_-*___—:

96 Motorcycles, Bicycles

65 Wanted to Rent

107

Used Cars

109 Used Cars

BARDEN MARK Iractorw 7 Ji,p., 32" RUSSET POTATOES
, 20 lbs., «c,- ChrlsT- TWO-BEDROOM house or apartrrient, HONDA - Immediate dellverv- SL350, MUSTANG—1965, 6-cyllnder. 30,000 miles.
mower, snowblower ami' ¦ tlra chains.
mas candy, nufs. Order your ChristRobert Bollman, Rushford. {10 miles
CL350, CB3J0,. Horada Mini Trails. New
acreage If possible; wllhln 10 miles of
Used » summers and 1. winter. Good
mas boxes and baskets now. Winona
Honda 3S0CC K2..WW, CT70 Mini Trails,
S. Of Winona on Hwy. 43). T«l. 864-9343.
Winona, by end of Dec. Tel. 454-1563,
condition and running oader. Tel . an.
Potato Markar.
du
$299.
Storks
Sport
Shop.
Draper,
Pralrl*
ask
for
Dennis
7»l.
Chlen, Wis. T«l. 32M331
CADILLAC—1963 4-door, all. pow«r. *595.
VERY GOOD fur coat, lilac* Persian
Bus. Property for Sale
97 HONDA Motorcycles, Polaris Snowmo- Like new. Tel. 689-2669.
lamb, slie U\t. Tel. , 452-2409. 1315
biles, rider 's accessories.. Swell gift
¦ . ¦¦ ¦ / . '
Laktvltw.
FOR SALE OR lease, 3 to 3 acres ol
Ideas (or Christmas ! .
commercial property on Intersection of
ROBB MOTORS, INC.
Minnesota Certified
SEWING MACHINE, coffee) table, antique
4-tane street and hwy. A good spot for
Winona —Eau Clalra
Phonograph, boots, bicycles, Ice skates,
car sales or similar business. .TOWN
Christmas ornaments, miscellaneous.
Tel.
E5TATE,
454&
COUNTRY
REAL
AA Extra Large., 49c doz,
¦ /• ' _' Snowmobiles
850 E. 3rd. Tel. 452-3WU.
3741 er 454-1476.
107A

FRESH EGGS

FORMICA TOP kitchen ' table and t
chairs. Table 36x48", ex'lcnds- to 6'. 703
,W. Howard. Tel. 4S246n„

DIAMONDS are a girl's bast friend, until
she finds Blue Lustre: for cleaning
carpets. Rent electric uhampooer 11.
•
Robb Bros. Store.
CHRISTMAS TREES — sheared Norway
and Scotch. Outdoor raping. Westgate
Gardens.
TWO DANISH Modern tchalrs; 6-year
baby crib and good ma Itressi traverse
rods, various lengths. Reasonable. Tel.
452-9252.
BEST 6UYS for Christm as. Color and
black and white TV's, st ereos, consoles
or portables. Refrlgenators, ranges,
washers, dryers at low (prices. FRANK
LILLA «. SONS, 7«l ' e. 8th. Open
evenings.
¦
'
— „ ,

.

—:

.

:

t

AA Large, 47c doz.
AA Medium Mc doz.
"A" Small, 4 doz., $1.

Farms, Land for Sale

Ziebel I Produce
178 E. 2nd St.
(Closed Saturdays)

HAVE YOU TR IED
Mountain

W& «%

.

DAVENPORT — 80", broil /n. nylon, good
condition. Tel. 452-6S4S aft er 5.
"
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL — speed Queen
washers and dryers. St:hnelder Sales,
1671 W. 5th.
SPRUCE and Norway f 'lne Christmas
trees, your choice, S3 ((piece, any sjlze.
Scotch Pine, $4 and upi. Corner of 3rd
and Walnut. Tel. 452-MW.
Open until
¦ ¦
• • .¦ - ':• ¦ '
: 10. .
"
GIVE HER 1he perfect gift for Christmas, a G.E. dlsfiwasfvar. We stock all
makes and ¦ ¦colors.
B it B ELECTRIC,
¦
155 E. 3rd. . - ,:
MONOGRAM OIL HEAIfERS-1 room to
•7 room sizes, therniostal controlled .
GAIL'S APPLIANCE, 1515 E. 3rd.
ICE SKATE EXCHANGE
New & Used lei! Sk?tes
Kolter Bicycle Shop* 400 Mankato

Motorola Sound Systems

Shake?

^^P
^
IT'S WILD!

McDONALD'S
Guns, Sporting Goods

66

BRUNSWICK bowling ball and bag. Tel
4S2-706S or 207 McConnon Drive . : .

Machinery and Tools

69

¦
MELROE BOBCATS
NEW, used and reconditioned tor sale or
rent by the hour, day or week. Your
„ Bobcat Dealer — Dakota Heavy Equipment Sales Company. 4 miles west - of
Dakota on County Road 12 at Nodlne.
. Tel. 643-6290.

¦ ¦ ¦ ' ' ''

98

POLARIS

Farm Implements
CABS, rear entry tor Farmall H through
560, $495 or purchase complete steel
package cut to size, ready to weld,
$170 (less glass). Tal. 282-8874. Write
Roger 's Cab, Rt. 4, Rochester.

Hardt's Music Store

•

Your Choice

$3.50

Wanted to Buy

82

DOUBLE KITCHEN sink, shower stall,
toilet and refrigerator; AH-Items «tised
and In good condition. Tel. 452-7776.

515 Cenfer St.

USED UPRIGHT vacuum cleaner. Tel.
452-5709.

JOHN D'EERE
SNOW BLOWERS
* 5 hp 211"
,v
* 7 hp J(8
* 7 hp 32"
. On Hand for Delivery

WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON & METAL
CO. pays highest prices for scrap Iron,
metals and raw fur.
Closed Saturdays
222 W. 2nd
. Tel. 452-2067

Winona

MAJL

May Be .'Paid at

TED MAIE3R DRUGS

FOUR ROOMS, recently redecorated,
stove and refrigerator Included, utilities
paid. $95 month. In Fountain City. Tel.
687-7701.

No Telephone Orders
Will Bet Taken

TWO BEDROOMS, quiet location, heated
year around, hot water and kitchen
stove furnished. Available Immediately.
1179 W. 10th or Tel. 454-3850.
FOURTH E. 144—big apartment, ' living
room, dining room, bedroom, bath and
kitchen. Basement and front porch, $63.
Tel. 452-3762 or 452-3705 for appointment.

SANTA'S
TREE FARM

FIVE-ROOM unfurnished apartment. Inquire at Hardt's Music Store.

Apartments, Furnished

91

EFFICIENCY APARTMENT, 255 E. Blh,
Apt. 2. $75 per month plus utilities. Inquire Sun. from 11 to 5.
^
ATTRACTIVE housing for 3, 4 and 5
students. Tal. 452-3341 or 452-3770.

Cut Yci'j r Own

$1,50
2 miles W. of Centerville
On H}wy- 35

SHOP the
Convenient Way
BY PHONE
SHDP
from !£ EARS
WISHBOOK

CENTRAL LOCATION. Efficiency apartment for lady only. SB0. Tel. 452-6790.
COTTAGE for rent, $120 per month.
Acorn Motel, Minnesota City. Tel. 6892150.
FURNISHED 3-room apartment near
Stata Colloge, carpeted. Room for 1
or 3 boys or couple, Tel, 452-5376 or
452-3757 or 452-4768.
AVAILABLE JAN. 1-1 and 2-bedroom
furnished apartments . Tel. -452-9490.
SPACIOUS centrally located 1-bedroom
lower apartment with huge living room
with fireplace, dining room, 2 porches.
S155 monlhly Including all utilities. Tel.
452-5709.
WINONA MANOR, Furnished deluxe
apartment tor 4 girls available Immediately. Utilities furnished. Tel, Mrs .
schernecker, 452-3154.

(There's still', time to Ret
that "Wishbo-ok " order)

J UST *CALL
454-41371

ONE GIRL needs roommate, near St.
Teresn College. »55. Tel. 454-533R or
452-4036.
FURNISHED APARTMENT for girls , $<M
per month. Tal. 454-3961.
FURNISHED APARTMENT for 1 girl
to share. 1019 W. 4lh.

61

Business Placos for Rent

$2

MODERN OFFICES on the Plaza, Stlrne
man-Selover, Co., Tel. 459-3351, 452-923:1
or 452-4347 .

NOW IS tho tlma to Insulnle your home
for added warmtlu and to cut tool
coils. We ara equipped to blow Insula- AT SUGAR LOAF^24' X 75' heated waretion Into your allied- Standard Lumber
house with 3 laroa overlmnd doors, 2
Co., 350 W. 3rd.
acres ot land also available. Could be
lined lor rnnny lypes ot buj lncssos.
63 TOWN «. COUNTRY REAL ESTATE,
Coal, Wood, Otrior Fuel
Tel, 454-3741 or 454-1476.
FIREPLACE wood, c(ak only, split and OFFICE SUITE—ahnvn Sunshine Cain,
(try. Tal. 452-7490 «ir St. Chariot P3JCompletely air conditioned, o«» heat.
4M.
Available now. Tel. 452-5359.
BURN MOBIL PUElU OIL and en|oy
93
the comfort of outod.intlc personal care. Farms for Rent
Keep-full service 4- complete) burner
enro and lurnace clawnlrtfl. Budget serv- FARM FOR RENT on shares, 320 ncros ,
ice. Ordor today fr« m JOSWICK FUGI
nil under plow, wllh 60 stanchion mod& OIL CO., Ml E. Blh. Tal. 432-3402.
ern barn, flood house, about 60 miles
E. of Winona, Minn. Address mell lo
84 Box 204, Durand , WIS. 54736.
Ruga, Liuoloum

Furn.r

USED LAMINATED RAFTERS!
LIKE NEW . Sava 50% or morei Other
building materials for sale. For more
Information. Tel. (507) 2S9-034S. .
Darl-Kool Bulk Tanks
Sales—Service
Ed's Refrigeration & Dairy Supplies
Tel. 452-5532
555 E. 4th

jL ?o*
W t?e6^V

Trucks, Tractors, Trailers 108
FORD—-1967 'A ton pickup, 6, automatic .
Merlin Hungerholt, Rushford; Mlnri.

T RGALTOR
I l^gMTEft

CHEVROLET—1965 ft ton, » cylinder.
Tel. 454-3725.

USED TRUCKS

Five Bedrooms?
Yes, in this rambler with
recreation room, 1% baths,
year around air conditioning, kitchen with big eating
area plus appliances, at a
price to attract.

1968 INTERNATIONAL F
1800, 120" Cab to axle, V392 engine, 5-speed transmission, 3-way auxiliary
transmission, power steering, 12,000 lb. front axle,
30,000 rear axle, 900x20 - 10
ply tires, 8—new recap mud
and snows on rear, A-l condition .
1966 CHEVROLET >/4 Ton
Pickup, 6 cylinder engine,
3-speed transmission, NEW
recap tires.
1967 JEEP 4 door Custom, 4
•wheel drive Wagon, V-327
engine, power steering, power brakes, radio, A-l condition.

Here's Your Chance
TO BUY a three-bedroom
Sam Weisman & Sons home all on one level at a
INCORPORATED
favorable interest rate. Ce450 W. 3rd
Tel. 452-5847
, ramie bath and a half, . big
Apartments, Flats
90 : kitchen with built-ins, twocar garage. In choice resiTHREE-BEDROOM upstairs apartment.
dential area,
will be available Jan. 1. Tel. 452-9098 or
Inquire at 377 W. 7th after 5. No college students.
Happiness Is ' . ' ";
CUTE I-BEOROOM aparlmenf, garage,
near bus and Jefferson School, available Dec. 19th. Please call JIM ROBB
REALTY, an affiliate .of Robb Bros.
Store Inc. and Robb Motors Inc. Tel.
454-5870 before 5 p.m.

D A I LY N E W S
¦
SUBSCRIPTIONS

Building Matnrisils

HOMEL1TE, THE NO. 1 CHAIN SAW
Now some good used saws
Expert repair service.
POWER MAINTENANCE 6..SUPPLY CO.
2nd 8. Johnson
Tel. 452-2571
*~
FITZGERALD SURGE
Sales & Service
Lewiston. Minn.
Tel. 6201

HIGHEST PRICES PAID
for scrap Iron, metals, rags, hides,
raw furs and wool l

FEITEN IMPL. CO.
113 Washington.

77

TYPEWRITERS and adding machines for
rent or sale. Low rates. Try us for all
your office supplies, desks, flies or office chairs.. LUND OFFICE SUPPLY
CO., 119 Center St. Tel. 452-5222.

95
ft off on all Una* cedar cheita and Houses for Rent
record cabinets. Wmwft on all tinssocki.
302
1FURNITURE,
BORZVSKOWSKI
SMALL 2-bedroom homo avnllablo Jan. 1.
Mankato Ave. Opiw, Mon., Wed., Prl.
Writ* 840 44th Ave.. Winona .
avenlnos.
*
to Rent
96
tile, UxM. "'At Wanted
VINYL ASBESTOS
wch. All vinyl III*. I2x«, 20c •achi TWO-BEDROOM aporlmcnt, duplex or
Johns Manvllla vlifrl asbesto flit, 10c
small house for couplo with I child.
•jch; also larna Jlock of 9' and 12
Call Westgate Motet, Room It, atltr i.
linoleum Intaldj. 3 HUMSKI'a.

j' -; '

POLARIS

NEEDXES

Typewriters

__^

SNO-JET—13 rhod«ls. Snow-J»t offers
style, quality, resale. Keeps you on
FOUR MILES S. ot Rldgeway, 160 acre
snow, not in flaragc. Hazelfon's has
dairy farm. S bedroom brick house.
no "sales", "coupons", "gimmicks ",
Barn and olher buildings In good coniusf guaranteed savings on best snowdition. $39,500. MLS 282. TOWN. &
mobile built. Try us, you'll buy, your
COUNTRY REAL ESTATE, T«), 454neighbors did. Haielton Variety. 217 E.
3741 or 454.147<S.3rd. Tel. 452-4004. Haielton Scuba Shop,
1055 W. 7th. Tel. 45+3773.
IF YOU ARE In the market for a farm
or homo, or are planning to sell real
estate ot any type contact NORTH- SEE THE Sports Car approach to anowmoblllng, AMF Ski-Daddler. See Tom
ERN INVESTMENT COMPANY Real,
Hengel at Rotllngstone Snowmobile
Estate Broker, Independence, Wis. or
Sales or Tal. 089-2221.
Eldon W. Berg, Real Estato Salesman,
Arcadia. Wis. Tel. 323-7350.
SKIROULE SNOWMOBILES The only snowmobile good enough
FARMS— FARMS — FARMS
to carry the Coleman namal
MIDWEST REALTY CO.
BEE JAY'S CAMPER SALES
Osseo, Wis.
Tel . 452-4529
3M8 W. 4th . •-. ' •
Tel. Office 597-36S9
Open evenings and Sal.
We buy, -we .sell, we trade.
Tel. Res. 695-3157
SNOWMOB1LERS—new tralir and Snow¦——— ¦——-- ;—
tj.
mobile rentals will be available. OpenHouses for Sale
99 ing Dec. H. Rent ours or bring your
own. Green Terrace Mobile Home Park,
.
10 miles S. of Winona. ¦/ . .. '.
VERY CLEAN and carpeted, 5-room
Home. east. Reduced price; Terms.
Sno-Prlnce.
Let
us
THINK SNOW I Think
Cate City Agency, Tel. 454-1570.
service your snowmobile for the winter
season. Winona Recreational EquipMODERN 3-room house, West location.
ment Co., 76 W. 2nd. Hours, 12-9 weekTel. 452-6185 alter 5.
days; 9-5 Sat.
ON LOHSE DRIVE—hew 3-bedroom, formica kitchen and gas heat. Double garage. 2 baths and rec room. Carpeted.
SALES & SERVICE
Just being finished. A
' of an acre lot.
New & Used Snowmobiles
Tel. 454-5382.
ROBB MOTORS INC.
Winona -r Eau Claire
ELEGANT NEW home, exceptionally decorated, -108x300' lot, black brick fireplace and beamed celling. In family
room, formal dining room, 24x15' living
Go One Better
room. Tel. 452-3620.
Go, Skl-Doo!
The nineteen seventy
¦
MEW 3-BEDROOM home, double atONE . . ' .- '
tached garage, family room with fireDICIC'S
MARINE
place. 1492 Heights Blvd. Hllke Homes,
Latsch Island, Winona Municipal Harbor
Inc., Orval Hllke, Tel 452-4127.
Tel. . 452-3809 ;
Skl-Doo snowmobile for Christmas
LOWER 2 bedroom, heated, carpeted BUY aget
a Polaroid Colorpack IV camand
duplex, permanent adults only. 426
era FREE.
Main. $160.

For Cars, Boatis; Trailers
ENJOY uninterrupted stereo wherever
you go. Motorola Tap*! Players ara pre70 PROPERTY MANAGEMENT - weekly,
cision Instruments, engineered for great Musical Merchandise
monthly or annually. Competence, Inperformance and reliability. WINONA
GRETCH
COMMANDER clarinet, cheap.
tegrity and reliability assured since
FIRE *V POWER EQUIP. . CO., 54-56 E.
Tel.
4J2-70B9.
1882. JIM ROBB REALTY, an affiliate
Jnd St.; tel." 4J2-5M5.,
of Robb Bros. Store, Inc., and Robb
HAMMOND ORGAN—electronic, 3 years
Motors, Inc. Tel. 454-5870 until 5 p.m.
old, like new. Tel. Whitehall 538-4946.
ATTENTION VETERANS, NO
for All .IHakea
SEE US FOR your stereo components;
DOWN PAYMENT
Of .' Record IPIayors
Special prices on air models. B ev B EIGHTH E. 1057--4 rooms and bath, all
ELECTRIC, 155 E. 3rd. ;
newly carpeted, remodeled kitchen, lot
50x150', combination doors. Only $7500.
116-118 Pltjts E.
CHORD ORGAN — walnut finish, very
Pr.mk West Agency. 175 Lafayette.
good condition. Can be seen at 329 W.
Tel. 452-5240 or 452-4400 alter hours.
Your Favorite* Christmas
3rd St.
To Buy, Sell Or Trade
Records iVTapes
RENT MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS from
C. SHANK
.
For The Holiday Season
¦ 552 E. 3rd.
HARDT'S. Pianos, violins, clarinets,
Available at
trumpets, etc. Rental payment apply
toward purchase price. HARDT'S MUYour Downt own .' Sf ore
Farm — Homes ^ Businesses
SIC STORE, lie' Levee Plaza E.
Our Specialty
TED MAIE Bi DRUG
BILL CORNFORTH, REALTOR , MLS
Sewing Machines
La
Crescent,
Minn. Tel. 895-2106 .
73
We Buy, Sell & Trade
USED ELECTRIC sowing machines, cabinets and portables. $25 and up:
WINONA SEWING CO., 91J W. 5th.

CHRISTMAS
TREES

¦ ¦¦ ¦

LIVING in a four-bedroom
home in good west central
location near schools. Newly
carpeted living room has
fireplace, big kitchen with
eating ' area, ceramic bath.

WINONA TRUCK
SERVICE

65 Laird St.

It's A Maxi
WITH five bedrooms , three
baths, completely remodeled
kitchen , and amusement
room with Swedish fireplace.
You can move in now !

Used Cars

CHRYSLER 300—1968 2-door hard top,
bucket seats, power steering, power
brakes, 440 engine, red with white
vinyl top, new tires. $1695. Will take
trade. Wholesale price. Tel. 689-2669.
VOLKSWAGEN — 1963, motor recently
overhauled , mechanically in very good
condition, good tires. 5650. Tl, 452-762:
1153 W. Howard.
VOLVO — 1967 4-door, economical, low
mileage, good condition. Reasonably
priced. If Interested Tel. 454-1210 (Pickwick).
D0DGE-1969 Super Bee, "6 pack". 4speed. 11,000 actual miles. Shown by
appointment. MERCHANTS NATIONAL
BANK.

452-7M2
452-2118
452-4009

OLDSMOBILE — 1965 Jelstar 68 2-door
hardtop, power steering, power brakes,
AM-FM radio, stereo . Vory good condition. Tel. 452-3523. 272 Orrln St .

HP
Wanted—Real Estate

'
E. 2nd |Ewia

102

454-5141

PLYMOUTH - 1968 Roadrunnerj 1970
Chevy Nova, inquire MERCHANTS
NATIONAL BANK.

Having trouble selling your '
home? Come lo us, WINONA REALTY. We can give
you speedy, efficient and
courteous service in selling
your propei\f ,y. Don 't hesitnle , act, now and get your
nppraisafs and consultation.
Tel. 454-5141.
Autos, Trucks for Hlr«

105

Rent a Car
$7 Per Day

Plus 10c a.mile.
Gas, includes insurance,
new '71 model, automatic ,
.snow tires .

Hertz Rent a Car

ToF. 454-2A88

260 W. 3rd

ONLY $1295

"We Service Whot We Sell"

3rd and Washington
Open Mon. & Fri: Evenings

SEE THESE
LOCALLY OWNED
USED CARS
1966 CADILLAC
Sedan De ViHe

4 door, Full Power, Factory
Air Conditioning.

$1995

1967 PLYMOUTH
;
Fury III
2 door Hardtop, Radio,
Power Steering, Automatic
t r a n s mission, whitewall
tires, Large wheel covers,
Beautiful Red with matching interior. THIS CAR' IS
SPOTLESS.

WHAT'S AN
OPTIMIST?

Plymouth-Chrysler-Toyota
2nd and Washington
Open Mon. & Pri. Nights

Auction Sato
¦' ¦ ' • ' • . ¦ •'
FREDDY FRICKSON
Auctlonwr
Will hahdla til slje* and klnda er
auclloru.
Tal. Dakota MW14J.

J A.K.'S

MOBILE HOMES

Largest telection In this area.
Hlohwav IS
Nelson. Wit.

1970 Ford Torino 4-door,
automatic transmission,
V-8, radio.
(4) 1969 Ford Galaxie 500
4-door, automatic transr
mission, power steering,
air conditioned, V-8, radio.
1969 Plymouth Fury II 4door, automatic transmission, V-8, radio.
1968 Ford Torino GT Fastbaek, 2-door hardtop,
automatio transmission,
power steering, V-8, radio.
1968 Ford Torino 2-door
hardtop, automatic transmission, power steering,
power brakes, V-8, radio .
1968 Ford Torino 2-door
hardtop, automatic transmission, V-a, radio.
1968 Ford Torino GT Fastback, automatic transmission, power steering,
power brakes, V-8, radio.
1968 Ford Fairlane 2-door
hardtop, automatic transmission, power steering,
V-8, radio.
1968 Chevrolet Impala 2door hardtop, automatic
transmission , power steering* V-8, radio.
1968 Chevetfe SS396 2-door.
hardtop, power steering,
power brakes, 4-speed
transmission, radio.
1986 Chrysler New Yorker
4-door, automatic transmission, power steering,
power brakes, air conditioned, radio.

FREE GIFT
with every
MOBILE HOME
Purchased during December
and January. — Bank Financing.
F A . KRAUSE CO.
Hwy. 14-61 E. Breezy Acres .
La Crosse Mobile Homes
New and Used

' ¦ ¦ .' ;
ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER, city and (tat* licensed
and banded. Rt, % Winona. Tal.
452-49B5.

Minnesota Land &
Auction Service
Everett J. Kohner

Winona, Tal. 4a-7ri4
Jim Papentuss, Dakota Tal. 453-2973
DEC. 17-Thurs. 12,30 p.m. 4Vs miles S.
of Au9Usta. George Marlon Propenyi
Werleln t, fireltsprecher, auctioneers^
Northern Inv. Co., cleric.
DEC. 19—at 11 a.rrt, 4 miles W, ef La
Crescent, Minn., on Co. "T" t. Orlln
Thompson,: owner; Beckman & Friclcson> auctioneers; Thorp Sales Corp.,
. . cleric.

ROLLOHOME

Vh Miles S. of City Limits
on Hwy. 14
Tel. La Crosse 608-788-2342
Lyle Norskog-Hollis Norskpg

DEC. 19—Sat. 12:30 p.m. 2 mllea E. of
Blair, Wis., on Hwy. 95, then J mile N.
Glen Benedict, owner; Alvlrt Kohner*
auctioneerj Northern Inv. Co., clerk.

:
: :- ,- :- ';. '] 968: /
^^

:

MAKE AN OFFER
PLYiMOUTHS
1—1969 FURY III
1_1968 FURY III wagon
'
1—1968 FURY 111 2-door hardtop '
No Reasonable Offer Refused
100% Warranty on
'67&Newer.

vv

s^M .

Your Country Style Dealer
Ford-Mercury-Lancoln — Miracle Mall
Open Mon . Wed. Frl. Evenings
T«l. 454-5170

MT
J^O
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Lanesboro, Minn. '

Tel. 467-2195 or 2196
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a lThat Combine Now

many
¦ full snow . bucket,
mountings. . . . ' -

Reg. Price $525 ,

A

Model s
With Manure Fork
and

tf^ i^ B / "C

^"J™
Was $495 *

& Interest Waiver io

Plow That Snow

NOW $399

17/ 1
151 , 1Q71
Jliilv
U ly lef
iiii^a^itBnimrj Biiiiiixiii^^
¦
.

with rear mounted blades ,
various hitches, 6', 7' and 8' ««
B sizes

$99 & up

'f HCni1'

See the Heavy Duty
Cher-O-Kee

I Itfs Massey-Ferguson
~"
'
I

vTrJeTw
flail paddles.

,

Mountings for •various large I
¦•-^l^, I^SlJ^ wlSl ^^l^B HI ¦ • __.__
Xtny
tractors. 60" bucket.
^>
—
i^v l^ -i^ ?
_ W M.
Hs^ffli^
IcS^S-^iftL
*«^«
^^
$969
>-*v!MI
§
H«PlilMfm\ife^
v v

w^>»«ww».
.... .
.... ,
Allied or Lilleston
Reversib le
Snowblowers
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niSS 204
onl Tractor
£
1
Model
Backhoe & Loader
A real good unit!

ey

/,^S°n

^
Model 175

Diesel Tractor

With M.F. Model 200
Hydraulic Loader

1
1
|
|
I

¦

Sl^AQ '
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H ¦. ¦
H%C
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Qet big pre-aaason combine savingsl TRADE TODAY
FOR A BETTER DEAL because we want your old
comb ] ne |n our shop now. NO FINANCE CHARGES
UNTIL JULY 1971!
LQERCH

Used Mill Mixers
i__
Farmhand $895.
l-Farmhand.
1—Green Isle. As Ip, $295.
!^i
fW?

IMPLEM ENT

Huston . Minn.

I

1
1^

:

i

____________ — Used Tractors —

a-™ —-- .
SIQ

rV»k^
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1

Stockton. Minn.

|

1

CHOICE
VALUES
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A bPCV-IAL rRltE

NOW $499

:.

CHEVRGLET IMPALA
4-Door Hardtops
Sharp!—Low Mi lea gel—Loaded!

USED TRUCKS

PETERSON
MOTORS, INC.

FORD—1»» «oor. John Puta, Fouirt«In
City. Wis. Tel. «87-MJ7.

GREEN TERRACE Mobtts Homei, exclusively Northern built Chlckasha dealer.
Sizes and prices for everyone. See Earl
Noltleman, Tel. 454-1317 or 452-9611.

"

111

DODGE—19<5 ' Wason, «-cylln<J«r, sufomatlc< power itetrlng. «?5. Til. <892669.

Hwy. I4-<S1 E., Winona Tel. 452-4274

An optimist is a person
who knoW his car will
start on the coldest morn¦
ings .. . . because it's a
Peterson Motors car. Be
an optimist!

NYSTROM'S

4 door Hardtop, radio,
power steering, Automatic
transmission, AstroVentilation, etc .

Mofaila Homti, Traitors

Many horrtj « to choose from at
COULEE MOBILE HOME SALES

$1697

1967 CHEVROLET
Impala

Winona Daily New* QL
Winona, Minnesota ••»
W EDNESDAY, DEC. 16, 1970

111

TOWN & COUNTRY MOBILE HOMES
Hwy. 43 at Sugar Lopf
We're new and growing fast.
Tel. Nora Helnlen 453-3175 or
Mark Zimmerman 454-1476.

1970 Chevrolet C-10 %-toh
pickup, custom cab, standard transmission, radio.
1966 Chevrolet %-ton, 6cylinder, standard transmission, radio.
1966 Ford %-ton F-lflO, 6cylinder, standard transmission.
1960 Ford F-60O 2-ton, V-8,
5-speed transmission, 2speed axle, van, radio.

>I/V5

Mobile Homes, Trailers

nMwtn,. #S€0
#«n
l-McDeering
1-McDeering #450

^j n^

i

XszaJ^ f W k n &
Multip le Listing Service

EXPERT ADVICE
AND SERVICE

4 door. Medium green metallic wi th black vinyl interior. Equipped with V-8
engine, automatic transmission, power steering, radio,
whitewall tires, tinted windshield, deluxe wheel covers,
driven ONLY 38,000 miles,
local 1-owner car. Stit under factory warranty.
1.0OK AT THIS JPRICE.

109

PLYMOUTH—1961, 6-cyllndar. straight
stick , S195. Runs like new. Tel. 689-2669.

Don't Wait —
THIS location and reasonable price won't! Four bedrooms, big living room and
dining room. Kitchen has
good cupboards and ample
counters. Near St. Teresa 's.
Tel. 452-5351
AFTER HOURS CALL:
Laura Satka
Laura Flsk
Myles Patorson

Tel. 452-4738

T-OWNER
1 966 DODGE
Polara

1QS

1969 PONTIAC
Catalina

4 door sedan , light blue with
matching blue interior , power steering, power brakes,
regular gas eng ine , AIR
CONDITIONING , r a d i o ,
heater. This is as Clean ns
they come and the PRICE
IS RIGHT.

$2395

1 966 OLDS
Cutlass

2 door hardtop, turquoise
with while top, black nil
vinyl bucket seats, V-fl engine, power steering, power
brakes , radio , heater , white
sidewnll tires and rnnny
other extras . A sharp ear.

$1295

WA LZ

Buick-OIds-GMC-Opcl
Tel. 452-3(160
Open Mon. & Frl Nights

mmm^mmM. r
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Used Loaders
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1 Nnu, Trinn uin.M *M
tTvv rint^ iSle,
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cket
now

i Blgr/est, fastest, finest wa have—biillt to deliver more
c\em grain, Exoluaive features Innw*
,e
1 ™P*vty^
clude ™P Screen Ca8cade shoe and tl™-saving
I
1 Quick-Attach. Hydrostatic steering. Ohoose 3- or 48
1 Peed <ran8mi83lon or hydrostatic drive,

1-Ncw Idea Moder 503
londer with manure

¦
H
1 Mf% *
r\I

fo* wW , 80" «now
^
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B -r E «»
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LO e i Cn
„•

Houston , Minn.
Stockton , Minn.

i mp i .
m , ono ooon

Tel. B96-3382
Tel. 689-2123

loader. '
wJ~~*»~»~».»~.
. ,
_ Spec a —
P
Massey Ferguson

Model 300 self-propelled
/-rviimiwifr
COMBINh

with „„ 222 corn head

R™itl 10OCI ««ld ICCl.
0"^ B
'

See Us on the Massey Ferguson

Used Gleaner R Self-Pro polled

Models 300.350-40fj.500
Formula !
and n
fi Models to Choose From
All Priced to Sell

with 10 Ft. Header h Hume Reel
Als0 2.R 0W Cornhead

SKI-WHIZ SNOWMOBILE

COMBINE

Check This Over

$3950

I
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«iir Roy Cnm.

BUZZ SAWYER
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By Chick Young

BLONDIE
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By Gordon Bes*

REDEYE
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STEVE CANYON
.
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lly Al Capp

LI'L ABNER
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By Artort Walker

BEETLE BAILEY
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By Chester Gould

DICK TRACY
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G.E.
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REFRIGERATOR
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G.E.

DISHWASHER
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By Fritd Laswell

BARNEY GOOGLE and SNUFFY SMITH

. -

By Milton Cannlff
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G.E.

DISHWASHER

I RANGE
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Modal J332L
FREE G.E. Deluxa
Electric Slicing Knife

1
|^^^B
\ |^^1__1
Model TB12SL
11.S Cu. Ft. No-Frost

Vhlto Only
With Mapla CuHlrtg
Board Top

Modal SM3MD
With Built-in Soft
Food Disposer

"J.
I $288 TV':.

$218.00

$214 ££

$198.00

G,E.
i
f
Porla-Color
I TELEVISION

G.E,
Portable
TELEVISION

O.E.
Porta-Golor
TELEVISION

G.E.
Electric
DRYER

W
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" Dlfl°' D°sloner

9 ^s(&
/ WM264CWD
^-^
18-Inch, 180 Sq. In.
Viewing Araa
OM

155 East Third St.

° Woodoraln Cabinet
ONLY
,

o Fold-down Monopola
Antenna

With

s™™

*° St,Uflr" ,ne,l•,
of Viow l "9 ArOB

• Polysterena Cabinet in
Blackwood Finish

I

$84.88

I

$188.09

"Whera Service Is a Fact . . . Not a Promise "
OPEN FRIDAYS 'TIL 9 P.M. OR ANY EVENING BY APPOINTMENT

\
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Model DE5800L
# j AutoniaHc

Dry Cycles

$139.95
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ACTUAL ORIGINAL PRICES WERE $3.99
$
|TO 9.99 S.Y. SIZES FROM 2'
TO 6'
WIDE 12' AND 15' LONG. OVER 200
TO PICK FROM! HAVE FUN AND SAVE
UP TO 65%! NOW REDUCED TO
%
1
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YARD

Phons 452-4245
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173 EAST THIRD ST.
WINONA,MINN.
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